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PUBLISHERS' NOTE TO THE SECOND
(COMPREHENSIVE) EDITION
All the booklets of the series printed during the First Edition
were sold out and as there is a great & incessant demand from
jigiiiisus of English knowing people not only in India but also in
foreign countries, the second (comprehensive) edition now is
brought out. All the three booklets, which contain continuous
matter of the title, have been now combined & published as one
book. We hope that this wil1 facilitate all the readers to obtain a
clear thought of the subject in full.
Sri Subhana Saxena, an Indian settled in London, has held
senior positions in a number of multinational companies. He has
studied many books of Swamiji through the grace of his Gurus
from Mattur village, in Shimoga, Kamataka. We hope through his
mission Swamiji's message & works will find a place throughout
foreign countries.
The Karayalaya owes a deep debt of gratitude to Shri
Subhana Saxena, who has financed the entire cost of bringing out
this comprehensive edition.
May we hope that the readers will give wide pUblicity to this
new comprensive edition dealing with pure pristine S'aIikara's
Vedanta.
Holenarasipur
Date: 18-7-2001

Publishers
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PUBLISHERS' NOTE
(First Booklet - First edition)
Gentle Reader,
Kindly go through the prefatory remarks attached by us to
the first instalment of the series of Sanskrit booklets of this name.
This free translation of it, is to help those that want to understand
the Sanskrit original better. It is a companion to the original work
and is intended for those who know English better, but would
still like to assimilate Vedantic thoughts through that sacred
language if only they could secure some assistance.
At our request, Swamiji has effected a few additions and
alterations in this English version which, it is hoped, will enhance
the usefulness of the original contribution. A generous donor,
who prefers to do this piece of service incognito, has laid us under
a deep debt of inexpressible gratitude, by financing the publication.
May we hope that you will give wide publicity to this new
translation-series of Vedantic booklets?

Holenarsipur
20-9-1965

Sd. Y Narasappa
Chairman,
A.P. Karyalaya.
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Preface (First Booklet - First edition)
This booklet is a free translation of "The S'uddha-S'fiiJkara Prakriya-Bhaskara" written by me in Sanskrit. The aim of the
series of booklets of which this is the first instalment may be
learnt from the publishers' prefatory remarks to the Sanskrit
original. It is intended for readers who wish to have an outline of
the thoughts contained in my "Vedanta Prakriya-Pratyabijiia",
a Sanskrit work which cont~ins a comparative study of all the
important Vedantic systems available from the most ancient times
up to the time of Sarv~iiiatma,just to i1lustrate how all the PostS'ankara Vedantins up to that epoch, no less than the ancient
monists, have failed to recognize the only method which holds
the key to the right understanding of the Upanishadic teaching.
The present series is complete in itself and can be studied
independently by those who wish to be acquainted with this Unique
Method of the Upanishads without taxing their brains at the very
outset with all the details of the argument.
As it was felt that an English Translation of the Series might
facilitate its study for those whose knowledge of Sanskrit is
limited, this first instalment of the Translation··Series has been
placed before the public, to see how far it serves the purpose.
Whether the second instalment should be undertaken at all,
depends on how my readers receive this one.
Any suggestions calculated to improve the translation series
so as to make)t more useful to those for whom it is intended, will
be thankfully received.
All rights of printing & publishing this brochure has been
unconditionally made over to the Adhyatma Prakash a Karyalaya,
Halenarasipur, as in the case of all my previous writings.
20-9-1965

AUTHOR
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PUBLISHERS' NOTE
(Second Booklet - First edition)
Gentle Reader,
Kindly go through the prefatory remarks attached by us to
the first instalment of the series of Sanskrit booklets of this title.
This free translation of the second instalment is to help those that
wish to understand the Sanskrit original better. It is a companion
to the original work and is intended for those who know English
better, but would still desire to assimilate Vedantic thoughts
through Sanskrit if only they could secure some assistance. Of
course, it can be used even by English-knowing students of
Vedanta who know no Sanskrit.
At out request, Swamiji has effected a few additions and
alterations in this English version, which, it is hoped, will enhance
the usefulness of the original.
May we hope that you will give wide publicity to this new
translation-series of Vedantic booklets dealing with the essential
matter and method of S'ailkara's Vedanta?

Holenarsipur
26-4-1967

Sd. Y. N arasappa
Chairman,
A.P. Karyalaya.
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Preface (Second Booklet - First edition)
This booklet is a free translation of the second instalment of
"The S'uddha-S'ankara-Prakriya-Bhaskara" written by me in
Sanskrit. The aim of the series of booklets of which this is the
second one, may be learnt from the Publishers' Prefatory Remarks
to the Sanskrit original. It is intended for readers who wish to
have an outline of the thoughts contained in my "Vedanta PrakriyaPratyabhijfla", a Sanskrit work which contains a comparative
study of all the important Vedantic Systems available from the
most ancient times up to the time of Sarvajftatma, just to illustrate
how all the Post-S'ankara Vedantins up to that epoch, no less than
the ancient monists, have failed t(J recognize the only method
which holds the key to the right understanding of the Upanishadic
teaching.
The present series, however, is complete in itself and can
be studied independently by those who wish to be acquainted with
this Unique Method of the Upanishads without taxing their brains
at the very outset with all the details of the argument.
As it was felt that an English Translation of the Series might
facilitate its study for those whose knowledge of Sanskrit is
limited, the publishers have asked me to begin this series of English
rendering. The first instalment of the series was published in
1965, and the second one is now brought out to meet an incessant
demand.
Any suggestions calculated to improve the translation series
so as to make it more useful to those for whom it is intended. will
be thankfully received.
All rights of printing & publishing this brochure has been
unconditionally made over to the Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya,
Holenarasipur, as in the case of all my previous writings.
26-4-1967

AUTHOR
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PUBLISHERS' NOTE
(Third Booklet - First edition)
Gentle Reader,
Kindly go through the prefatory remarks attached by us to
the first instalment of the series of Sansklit booklets of this title.
This free translation of the third instalment is to help those that
wish to understand the Sanskrit original better. It is a companion
to the original work and is intended for those who know English
better, but would still desire to assimilate Vedantic thoughts
through Sanskrit if only they could secure some assistance. Of
course, it can be used even by English-knowing students of
Vedanta who know no Sanskrit.
At out request, Swamiji has effected a few additions and
alterations in this English version, which, it is hoped, will enhance
the usefulness of the original.
May we hope that you will give wide publicity to this new
translation-series of Vedantic booklets dealing with the essential
matter and method of S'ankara's Vedanta?

Holenarsipur
29-5-1968

Sd. Y. Narasappa
Chairman,
A.P. Karyalaya.
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Preface
(Third Booklet - First edition)
This booklet is a free translation of the third instalment of
"The S'uddha-S'ailkara-Prakriya-Bhaskara" written by me in
Sanskrit. The aim of the series of booklets of which this is the
third one, may be learnt from the Publishers' Prefatory Remarks
to the Sanskrit original as well as my preface to the second
instalment of this series.
The second instalment of the series was brought out last
year ; the third is now placed before the public in view of the
incessant demand for it. That the series really supplies a feltwant is evidenced by frequent orders and enquiries about future
instalments. I therefore intend to continue to produce one or two
more instalments to make the attempt complete.
All rights of printing & publishing this booklet has been
unconditionally made over to the Adhyatma Prakasha Karyiilaya,
Holenarasipur, as in the case of all my previous writings.

29-5-1968

AUTHOR
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S'UDDHA-S'ANKARA-PRAKRIYA-BHASKARA
(Light on the Vedantic Method according to S'ai1kara)

1. THE SYSTEM OF VEDANTA
NON-ADVAITIC VEDANTINS NEVER REFERRED TO BY
S'ANKARA

1.
It is admitted on all hands that S'ai1kara recognizes
Advaita alone as the system of thought taught in the Upanishads.
While the followers of Vis'ishUidvaita, Dvaita and other schools
of Vedanta that are prevalent today lay equal claim to the
possession of the Vedantic tradition, an examination of S'ailkara's
Bhashyas forces us to conclude that these schools of thought have
come into vogue only very recently. For we find absolutely no
trace of any reference by S'aIikara to Vedantic schools other than
Advaitic even when he undertakes to refute systems opposed to
his own. The dualistic schools that he regards as his adversaries
are all evidently non-Vedantic. Not a word is to be found in all
S'ailkara's writings with reference to schools akin to
Madhvacarya's Dvaita, Ramanujacarya's Vis'isHidvaita,
V~llabha's S'uddhadvaita or any other non-Advaitic Vedantic
school whether in considering the objections of other schools
against his own system or in refuting dualistic doctrines. This
reticence on the part of that great thinker, would be altogether
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unaccountable, if schools other than Advaitic had been current
during or before his time.
The only dualists that S'ankara ever recognizes in his writings,
are the followers of other Dars'anas or systems, such as those of
the Sankhyas, the Vais'eshikas, the Buddhists, the Jains and the
Pas'upatas.
It is noteworthy that it is especially the Sankhyas that take a
prominent part in the discussion of most of the important points
in the exegesis of many a text considered in the Sutra-Bhashya.
S'ankara is there seen to be considerably exercised throughout
his exposition of Vedic passages, either over defending his own
position as against the Sankhya or else confuting the latter's
interpretation in favour of his own school. It would surely be
passing strange that he never alluded to a Dvaitic Vedantin in all
his works, if indeed a non-Advaita Vedantic school were in
existence at the time. For no contemporary Vedantin of another
school would concede that S'ailkara's position had been
conclusively proved by the mere refutation of one or more nonVedantic systems, while opponents from the Vedantic schools were
quietly ignored.
An indirect confirmation of this fact may be found in the
evidence furnished by the non-Vedantic systems such as the
Sankhya contemporaneous with Vedanta. Whenever any of these
systems refer to Vedanta, they presume that Advaita alone is the
Vedantic doctrine. Never once does any of them make the least
reference overt or covert to non-Advaitic Vedanta. In fact, nonVedantic systems oflndia whether at the time of S'ankara or before
him, never disclose the least suspicion of the existence of any
shade of Vedanta which is not Advaitic.

VEDANTINS AT THE TIME OF S'ANKARA WERE ALL ADVAITINS

3

It is evident from the above that S'ailkara never believed in
the prevalence of non-Advaitic schools of Vedanta at the time of
the composition of the Vedanta-Sutras, since he does not allude
to any such in all his Bhashya on the Sutras.
VEDANTINS AT TIlE TIME OF S'ANKARA WERE ALL ADVAITINS

2.
Non-existence of Dvaita Vedanta in ancient times is
not to be merely inferred from the argument of silence advanced
above. There are direct statements in S'ailkara's Bhashyas
themselves which corroborate this supposition:
1.

'There is no dissension among the followers of the

Upanishads as to the uniformity of Upanishadic teaching concerning
the identity of the individual and the Supreme Self.'

Br. Bh. 2-1-20.p.738.
2.

All teachers of Moksha (release) hold that correct

knowledge alone leads to the final release.

SB.2-1-ll.p.193.

It goes without saying that if there were schools insisting
upon the absolute difference of the individual soul and Brahman,
S'ailkara could not have proclaimed with such assurance that there
was universal agreement among Vedantins regarding the identity
of the two. Nor could he have made the sweeping statement that
know ledge was considered as the one means to final release, if he
had met with schools contending that Divine Grace, Bhakti, or
any similar means other than Jnana was the direct and immediate
conduit leading to it.

4
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No VEDANTIN

RECOGNIZING THE DISTINCTION OF THE

INDIVIDUAL AND THE SUPREME SELF DURING
BADARAYANA'S TIME

3.
Again Ba.daraYaI)a, the author of the S'arIrakaMi1namsa, has three Sutras alluding to three~shis who are divided
in their opinion regarding the relation between the individual self
and the Supreme Self. The aphorisms are supposed to express
three different views in connection with the discussion of the
BrhadaraI).yaka passage "Atman alone, my dear, is to be heard,
reflected upon, and contemplated" (Br. 2-4-5). It has to be decided
there how the text at the commencement could describe the
individual self as the most lovable, if really the Supreme Self
were intended to be taught. Ashmarathya and other teachers have
argued and explained the passage each in consonance with their
respective views as follows :1.
'The teacher Ashmarathya thinks that this is a reference
to the aspect of identity of the conscious self and the Supreme Self
merely to justify the opening proposition' Atman being known, all this
SB. 1-4-20, p.170.
becomes known:
2.
'The teacher Audulomi is of opinion that the individual
knowing self, which is impure on account of its association with the
conditioning factors. viz., the aggregate made up of the body, the senses,
the man as (thought) andbuddhi (understanding) becomes clear through
knowledge, meditation and other acts of discipline, and can become
unified on departure from the coil of the body etc. It is in anticipation
of this future union that the opening text begins with the assumption of
identity.'
SB. 1-4-21, p.17l.

DUALISTIC ATBAOARAYANA' S TIME
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3.
'The teacher Kas'akrtsna opines that the statement of
identification at the commencement, is because of this very Supreme
Self being manifest in the form of this knowing self also.'
SB. 1-4-22, p.17!.
Each of the three different views presumes the identity of
the individual self and the Supreme Self as is evident from
S'ailkara's further comment on these standpoints :(a) While Ashmarathya accepts the identity of the individual soul
with the Higher Atman, it is evident from his saving clause 'pratijflasiddheh ' (to justify the opening proposition) that some kind of causeand-effect relation (between the individual self and the Supreme Self)
is intended.
p.171.
(b) In the case of Audulomi on the other hand both distinction
and identity are expressly referred to two different states.
p.171.
[Hence simultaneous identiry and difference accepted by
Audulomi has been obviously rejected here.]
(c) Kas'akrtsna opines that the Supreme Lord himself without
undergoing any modification whatsoever, is the individual self, and not
another self.
p.174.
So then, on the whole, according to S'ankara, Badarayal).a
regards all the three teachers, in spite of divergency of opinion
with regard to the present state of the individual soul, are
unanimous as to the identity of the individual self with the Supreme
Self in the state of final release. Hence we may safely conclude
that according to S'ailkara, schools according with Ramanuja's in
insisting that 'the Supreme Self is absotutely distinct from and
dissmilar to the individual self bound or free' (VD. p. 114) were
not in existence during or before the time of the author of the

6
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Vedanta Satras. Much less was there any talk, among Vedantins,
of individual souls being servants of God, servants of eternally
higher and lower ranks.
VARIOUS DOCTRINES OF OTHER ADVAITIC SCHOOLS
REFERRED TO BY S'ANKARA.

4.
Moreover, there are various other doctrines of NonS'ankarite Advaitins interspersed among S'ankara's comments on
the PrasthanatraYl (the Upanishads, the Bhagavadgita and the
Vedanta Siitras). Some ofthese may be cited here :(1) "It is true that the S'astra is the only pramal).a (source of valid
knowledge) for Brahman, but Brahman is presented therein only as
subservient to the injunction of meditation. (To explain) : There are

many Vedic injunctions like these: 'Atman alone is to be seen', 'The
Atman free from all sin ..... is to he sought out and to be realized', 'He
is to be meditated upon as Atman (the all-pervading Self)', 'One should
meditate upon the Atma-laka alone'. and 'Knowing Brahman one
becomes Brahman itself'. The question arises here 'Who is that
Atman?', 'Which is that Brahman ?'. And all the Upanishads are meant
to point out the nature of thatAtman or Brahman, such texts for instance
as the following: 'He is ever-pure, omniscient, all-pervading, selfcontented for ever', 'Of the nature of being ever pure, ever conscious,
and free for ever', 'Brahman is Consciousness and Bliss' and so on.
And from its meditation accrues the eschatalogical Moksha, known
only through the S'astra."

SB. 1-1-4, pp. 12, 13.

,Here is the doctrine of the Advaitic school which, while
admItting that Brahman is to be· known only through the S'ruti,
insists that meditation and not mere knowledge is the means to
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final release. We learn from the Brhadaranyaka that a section of
the school contended that meditation could even dispel nescience
(avidya).
(2) "Not this, not that', 'Not gross', 'One without a second',
'Beyond hunger etc.' - these and other such texts are for setting forth
the nature of the Atman to be meditated upon. And the fruit of this
Upasana is either release or the removal of avidya."
Br. Bh. 1-4-7, p. 661.
It is noteworthy that while agreeing with the later Ramanuja
school in insisting that the knowledge recommended in the S'rutis
for the removal of avidya is the practice of Up as ana and not mere
knowledge of the nature of Brahman, this schoo] unlike
Ramanuja's, openly declares that texts likeneti neti which negate
all specific characteristics describe the true nature of Brahman.
(3)
"Can it not be that Brahman is pluralistic? It possesses
many potentialities just as a tree has many branches. Hence unity and
plurality are both real. Just as a tree is one in itself, but many as the
branches; a sea is one as a whole, while it is many in its aspect as
foam, the waves and the like; clay, one in itself, may be many also in
so far as it is pots and cover-lids. (So also Brahman is both one and
many). In this case, knowledge of Brahman in its aspect as one would
lead to release, while in its aspect as many it may serve practical purposes
in so far as it is useful for human procedure, mundane and Vedic, as
inculcated in the Karma-kanda (portion of the Vedas devoted to works)."
SB. 2-1-14, p.197 . .

This doctrine seems to belong to Bhartwrapafica, a sustained
refutation of whose views IS prominent throughout the
Brahadaranyaka Bhashya
(See Br. 5-1, p. 951).
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(4)

''If it be said that repetition of s'rava1)a-pondering over the

sacred text - is recommended just because a single act of s'raval)a cannot
lead to the knowledge of the individual self with Brahman, we deny it;
for even a repetition cannot effect it. (To explain:) If a single listening
to the text 'That thou art' cannot generate the knowledge of the identity
of Brahman with the Atman, then where lies the hope that a repetition
of the same could do it? It might be perhaps argued that a mere text
cannot give the direct realization of anything; hence the text aided by
reasoning may be expected to bring about the experience of the identity.
Even so, repetition would be needless; for a single application of even
that reason can very well produce the experience needed. Perhaps your
idea is that the text conjoined with reason can give only a general notion
but not the experience of the particular thing itself. (To illustrate :) On
hearing the sentence 'there is acute pain in my heart' and observing
the tremor of the body and other physiological gestures of the person
speaking, one can only infer the existence of the pain but cannot directly
experience the pain as the suffering person himself does. It is, however,
only the realization that can remove ignorance. So repetition is needed
for it. We say, 'No, for it is not posible for even the repetition of the
two conjoined several times to lead to the direct realization. Direct
realization not attained through a simple application of the S'astra
conjoined with reasoning cannot be attained even if the two means be
employed a hundred times."
SB. 4-1-2, p.. 461.
The above passage refers to three Advaitic schools holding
.d ivergent views regarding the need of repeated practice of s'rava1)a
(hearing or study) of the Vedantic texts like 'Tat-tvam-asi' (That
thou art) : Viz., (a) The school which demands repetition of
s'raval)a for the attainment of the knowledge of the identity of the
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individual and the Supreme Self; (b) the school which insists
that the repetition of s'raval)a combined with manana or reasoning
for the same purpose; and (c) the school which contends that in
addition to the knowledge of the meaning of the Vedantic text,
the direct realization of the truth is possible only through the
repetition of the two means.
The first and the third theories have been restated and refuted
in The Naishkarrnya Siddhi of Sures'varacarya. According to the
first view knowledge arising from s'raval)a is held to be unable to
dispel ignorance, while intensification of the same thought
(bhavanopacaya) by constant meditation can and does erase all
ignorance, as testified to by the S'ruti 'Having become a deva, he
is merged in the devas' (Nai. 1-67, p. 40). According to the third
view, however, knowledge arising from the text being relational
(samsargatmaka), can never fathom the truth about the entity, the
Atman, but the self-same knowledge meditated upon continuously
like unto the Ganga stream, produces another ineffable know ledge
(avakyatmakam vijiianam) which disperses all the darkness of
ignorance completely
(Nai. 1-67, Intro. p. 40).
The second alternative referred to, in the Bhashya (also
called the Prasankhyana Vada), viz., that the repetition of verbal
knowledge conjoined with reasoning produces direct realization,
is stated at some length and refuted separately in the third chapter,
of the Siddhi.
(5) Another Advaitic school which maintains (~~~:
51frlelqtjr::B paravishaya eva GatishrutIh pratishthapayanti) that Upasana
alone takes the aspirant after death to the Highest Brahman through the
Devayana (path of the Gods) is alluded to in the Bhashya on 4-3-14.
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That school rejects the doctrine of Brahman being void of all specific
SB. pp. 497-498.
features.
(6) "As for the statement that even S'rutis which speak of
Brahman with form ultimately teach formless Brahman through the
dissolution of all differences (prapaiica-pravilaya-mukhena
~.YFoIl'5tj~~'1); even that does not seem to be right."
SB. 3-2-21, p. 360.
(7) "Here the Bhagavatas are of the following opinion :
Bhagavan Vasudeva is the one really real stainless entity. He stands
divides into four forms, the Vasudeva lryiiha, the SankarshaI)a lryiiha.
the Pradyumna Vyiiha cmd the Aniruddha Vyiiha. By the appellation
'Vasudeva' is meant the Supreme Self, by 'Sankarshm:ta' the individual
self, by 'Pradyumna' is meant the mind and by 'Aniruddha' the ego.
Of these, Vasudeva is the ultimate cause, the others- Sali.karashal).a and
the rest-are its effec:ts. Now by worshipping this Supreme Lord the
Bhagavan for all the hundred years of one's life by means of reverential
approach, collecting the means of worship, sacrifice, study of the S'astras
and Yoga, one becomes free from all mundane troubles and attains
Bhagavan Himself."
SB.2-2-42, pp. 259, 260.
The Bhagavathas alluded to here believed in the absolute
union of the individual self with Brahman in the state of final
release. The individual self, they supposed, is born from Bhagavan
and finally becomes merged in Him by means of continued
meditation. This view of the school is held in derision and totally
rejected as silly in S'ailkara's Gita-Bhashya (13-2, p.195). This
school is referred to in the Brhadaral).yaka Bhashya also (Br.Bh.
2-1-20, p. 735). It is significant that in both these references the
Bhagavatas are represented as teaching that the individual self is
transformed into Brahman in the state of release:
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"Cessation of Sarhsara has to be accomplished by me by

means of the knowledge of Kshetra and Kshetrajfia and through the
realization of Kshetraj na the Lord by means of meditation and then
taking on His form (i'1{'f<ij~ql"l~ tatsvarupiivasthiinena)."
Bg. Bh. 13-2, p. 195.
(b)

"And through worship he realizes and becomes Brahman,

the Lord of all (Sarvesit[ Brahma bhavati ~ ~~"
Br. Bh. 2-1-20, pp. 735,736.

It is crystal-clear that these Bhagavatas referred to in
S'ailkara's Bhashyas have nothing to do with either the
Vis'ishtadvaita of Ramanuja or the Dvaita of Madhva both of
whom claim to be Bhagavatas following the PaiicarIltra Agama,
since neither of these latter schools would subscribe to the doctrine
that the Jiva becomes Brahman (~~ Br. Bh.) nOr to that
which insists that Vasudeva is 'the sole Reality of the nature of
Pure ConsciousnessIFmil'1~I'1~~q: ~ SB. p. 239, nor
yet to the teaching that all the four Lord's manifestations are equally
without any distinctive features whatever (~ lfof ~ tfof ~
~~ SB. p. 261). Hence a critical student of the history
of Vedantic thought has no-option but to conclude that the
Pancaratra System has undergone certain modifications and split
itse1f into the Vis'istadvaita and Absolute Dvaita branches after
the time of S'aIikara. That S'ailkara's version of the Pancaratra
doctrine is the more ancient one is confirmed by Bhaskara a recent
opponent of S'ailkara, who quotes the following s'lOka (repeated
by Vacaspati Mishra still later) in his Siitra Bhashya,
~~:-

~lfoff4IJ1~f4 :q~:q I
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~!!if~mt~: II
BBh. p. 81 ; VBh. 1-4-21, p. 416.
"The Pancaratras also declare that there is distinction and
difference between Jiva and the Supreme Self till the state of release.
For the released soul, however, there is no distinction whatever for the
cause of distinction is absent."
Again among the Gaudapiida's Karikiis we have the
following:

~W~~~I

511~)}'qfl'(iii If'f ~~: fliO! II
In this S'IOka, Gaudapada as explained by S'ankara says that the
aspirant who thinks that he is born from the Unborn Brahman and will
again attain that Brahman by dint of Upasana, knows only the limited
Brahman and is hence considered to be suffering from an inferiority
complex by knowers of Brahman eternally unborn (~~~:,
~:, ~:, ~ f;l?OlIIi1$1~a:f4ffu: - ~: II)

GK. Bh. p. 208.

This derisive allusion is evidently to the doctrine of the same
Bhagavatas who believed in the origin ofthe Jlva from Vasudeva
and who are criticized in S'ailkara's SUtra Bhashya (ifOjltl~~~Cf\I~
~: fttqol~~Cf\f4 ~~: ~ SB. 2-2-42, p.260). The
present day Vis'ishtadvaitins and Dvaitins, however, think that
the Bhagavatas do not preach this doctrine of Jlva's origination
thus disclosing that their views of the Pancaratra system varies
from that of the original Bhagavatas in this respect also.

CONCLUSION
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5.
For all the above reasons, the conclusion is forced
upon us that during the time of S'ankara and even before that, all
the varieties of Vedantic schools were Advaitic in the sense that
they taught the absolute oneness of Jlva and Brahman in the state
of Mukti or final release. S'ailkara's school, which had been
existing side by side with other monistic schools, was to be
distinguished from others only in the peculiar method of
presentation of Vedantic Advaita which it had adopted from the
beginning.
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2. THE TRADITION OF
S'ANKARA'S SCHOOL
S'ANKARA, THE RESUSCITATOR OF AN OLD TRADITION.

6.

S'ankara was by no means the originator of his school,

for the tradition prevailed even before him as we can gather from
his express statements in his Bhashyas on the PrasthanaTrayi.
Here are two quotations from the Siitra Bhashya (1-4-14, p. 163,
and 2-1-9, p. 191) wherein Gau<;lapadahas been specifically styled
as a knower of this tradition :-

(~)

(f'.IT:;:r~~~ltjfol<il~-

1~"I~f<4f1\Pl~·I~: ~ ~srlNT I
iItfl1f: mscrffiUQ" ~~: ~ I'

GK. 3-15

[This is a quotation from Karik<l 3-15, where Gau<;lapada remarks
that illustrations like those of clay, gold and sparks are only meant for
facilitating the grasping of Advaita, and so there is no implication of
duality.]

(~)

~~~~~ltjf61~"J""lq:3HIRlilqqlwIT~~:~I

\31\i1Iif.iS=:lif'.lll'lli~~ ~~ {fGJ II

GK. 1-16

[Here Gaudapada declares that it is only an illusory appearance
of Atman which exhibits him as subject to the three states of waking,
dream and deep sleep. The ego realizes itself as the Absolute One without
a second as soon as it awakes from the beginningless Mayic dream.]
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It is well-known that all orthodox Advaitins ascribe these
verses found in the printed MaQQukya Karikas to Gau<;lapada, who
is invariably regarded by them as the grand-preceptor of S'ankara.
It is true that S'ankara himself does not mention Gau<;lapada by

name here or elsewhere. But the former's immediate disciple
Sures'vadidirya has given out the name of the author of the Karikas
as Gau<;lacarya or Gau<;lapada in his famous Brhadaranyaka
Vartika :-

(a)

R:~q~~m~l~fOi9:~dq ~ I

.ft~I:o:t14R~ ~~: ~ II
~~;i)~fOif1.~~·I~: ~ ""IIR('jI~llfT I
i3lf11f: ms~;nffit~: ~ II Br.

v.

2-1-386,387.

That the name 'Gau<;lacarya' is a variant for Gau<;lapadacarya
is evident from the following :(b)

W~~~:I
~s3fmfioq~14fOi~:~11

~Nfm=<fNf~~: I
~R1a:F(IJlf(1T<l1I~'<1(11 ~ II Br. V. 4-4-886, 887
[Here Gau<;lapada is represented as having been quoted by mystic
Advaitins as favouring their own school.]
It is clear, in the first place, that S'ankara's Siltra-Bhashya

claims to represent Gau<;lapada's tradition.
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GAUQAPADA HIMSELF REFERS TO MORE ANCIENT
TEACHERS

7.
The above considerations will be enough to convince
the reader that there was at least one other teacher before S'ankara
whose way of interpreting the Upanishads had features
distinguishing it from that of other Advaitins. S'ankara therefore
has to be taken as only a volunteer of the school who infused
vitality and vigour into the system and rendered the traditional
method more vivid by extending its application to all the three
Prasthanas of Vedanta besides exposing the frailties of the
methods chosen by kindred schools. And Gau<;lapada himself refers
to previous teachers of his school thus:
(1)
'The wise ones (~:) say that the states of dream and
waking are identical.'
OK. 2-5.

(2). 'As dream and products of Maya (magic) are seen to be
mere appearances and as is the Gandharva-nagara (a seeming city in
the cloud-land), so is this world regarded by those who are intelligent in
understanding the Vedantas (~~:).'
OK. 2-31.

The S'ruti says" All the three, waking, dream and sound sleep,
are only dreams" (Ai. 1-3-12), "One should know that the Prakrti
is Maya." (Shve. 4-10) and in the wake of this Vedic teaching
Gau<;lapada says :
(3)
'This Atman is declared to be free from all thoughtconstructs, and free from all differentiation by sages who have crossed
to the other shore of the Vedas, and are free from all attachment, fear,
and wrath:
OK. 2-35.
(4) 'Those that have settled views ~:) see neither sleep
OK. 1-14.
nor dream in the 'Turya '.

GAUQAPAoA HIMSELF REFERS TO MORE ANCIENT TEACHERS
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Ramanujacarya has included the second citation in para 6
(aot'1IRAIQQI wr:) among S'rutisl (Shri Bhashya, 1-1-4, p.88) and

Madhvacarya considers the whole of the Agama-PrakaraI)a of
Gaudapada as mantras revealed to Brahman and that they have
been quoted by Varul!a here in support of what he has stated. His
sole authority for this strange belief is the GarueJa Pura1)a, which
is said to contain the following verses:

~~~~~~I
j(q'#J!I"'IJI ~~~~! I

~fi~~~~11
The earlier Advaitic tradition, however, regards that the
chapter is from the pen of Gau<;lapada. It will be seen that al1 the
four chapters of Gau<;lapada present a teaching in perfect harmony
with the tradition we are considering here. The negative phrase
'aotIi1Slf.i~SlfCI~s( (unborn, unsleeping and undreaming) which occurs
as an epithet of the one Atman without a second (Advaitam) in
this particular verse and which is always used by Gau<;lapada
(GK. 3-36 and 4-81) to denote the Highest Reality, cannot quite
fit in with any other line of interpretation - either Ramanuja's or
Madhva's - demanding that Brahman invariably possesses
numerous auspicious qualities.
1. S'ri Ramanujacarya is not seen to quote from the Mal!Qukya
anywhere else in all his writings. His quoting the Karika along with
S'vetas'vatara is the only evidence for those who think that he regards
the Karika as a S'ruti. He is, however. not always exact in his quotations. See, for instance, his Bhashya and the Vedanta Dlpa on Sutra 11-31 where he fuses two different quotations into one "~ ~
*fllOlfSl~OI:~~~~~~6jI~:I~dfilfull II (This is to be
found partly in the Brhadaranyaka and partly in the 1.<igveda).
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S'ANKARA'S EARNESTNESS WITH REGARD TO TRADITION

8.
S'ailkara's Bhashyas now and then reveal that he sets
great store by the tradition he follows. A few of such references
may be cited here :
(1)
"Even one who is versed in the S'astras should not try to
seek out the knowledge of Brahman by himself. This is the purport of
the emphasis laid on the expression (one should approach) 'the Guru
alone.' "
Mu. Bh. 1-2-12, p. 153.

(2) Some who are wise in their conceit aver that the intellect
cannot grasp the entity Atman, since the latter is devoid of all fOnTI.
True, this is just so for such as have not had the benefit of the traditional
teaching of a Guru, and have not listened to the teaching of the Vedantas,
for those whose mind is attached to external objects of sense, and who
have not taken the trouble to make use of the right means of knowledge;
but for those who are the reverse of this it is extremely difficult to
entertain the idea of Reality with regard to Dvaita of the nature of subject
and object since they see nothing else than Self-Consciousness.
GBh. 18-50, p. 281.
(3) True it is so; one cannot teach another the essential nature
of Atman by means of PramiiI)as like perception, but it is quite possible
to convey the knowledge through kama.

Ke. 1-4, p. 20.

[By Agama is meant the traditional way of teaching handed
down through a succession of teachers and disciples, for that alone is
efficient to convey the purport of the S'ruti's so as to make it intuited
straight away. It is called Agama (or that which has come down) not
only because it has come down to ourselves through tradition, but also
because it alone is able to make seeker directly to intuit it
(aWIJ'Ifll?Of"JIl~).]
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(4)
[aJ Thus alone Atman is quite easily realized when he is
taught by an Acarya in possession of the traditional teaching thatAtman
is identical with one's own self.
Ka. Bh.l-2-8. p.72.

[b] "This knowledge born out of Agama, can be acquired
easily only when it is taught by one who is acquainted with the Agama,
one who is altogether different from a mere ratiocinator.
Ka.Bh. 1-2-9, p.72
II

(5) Therefore, one who is unacquainted with the tradition
should be ignored like a fool, albeit he may happen to be versed in all
the S'astras."
GBh.13-2,p.195.

[Here we are told to reject as untraditional even the doctrine
of Advaitins who insist that final release is to be attained only
after realization through meditation and merging oneself in the
Supreme Self at the time of death.]
DRAVIJ).AcARYA

9.
There were other teachers also belonging to this
tradition, whose works, however, have not come down to us like
the Karikas of Gau<;lapadacarya. This may be gatherd from the
benedictory verse at the commencement of S'ankara's Taittiriya
Bhashya, which alludes to 'ancient gurus by whom had been
explained all the Upanishads' :(1)

~~~qa:qlCf4S1Jiluld: I

~ {'t~a:I""dI«1lfi1c4 5I UI<flfRItPiJI
Here is a passage referring to a DravilJacarya belonging to
this tradition:
(2) Here those that know the tradition narrate a story (anf:;:r
~~~),
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A certain prince who happened to be separated from his parents
at the very time of his birth, was brought up in a hunter's cottage. Not
knowing his parentage, and believing that he belonged to the hunter's
caste, he took to habits nautral to a born-hunter. But. when some
highly compassionate person conscious of the prince's aptitude for the
attainment of a kingdom drew his attention to his lineage and disillusioned
him about his false notion by telling him how he happened to enter the
hunter's cottage and was brought up there while being the son of such
and such a king, he at once gave up his belief that he was born a hunter
and abandoning the habits and actions fit for a born-hunter adapted
himself to his own heriditary status being now firm in the belief that he
was really a kshatriya. In like manner this individual self. the Jlva, is
separated from the Supreme Self but is kindred in nature just like a
spark which has darted from fire. Having entered into the deep forest of
this aggregate of the body and the senses, he takes on the characteristics
of the body and the senses befitting a transmigratory soul, and unaware
of his being really the Supreme Selffancies himself to be the aggregate
of the body and the senses either lean or fat, happy or miserable. When
awakened by the Acarya and taught that he is not of this nature but
really the Highest Brahman itself transcending all life's misery, he
abandons running after the three desires and is confirmed in the knowledge
of his being Brahman itself.
Bf. Bh. 2-1-20, Anandas'rama Edn .. p. 298.

The glossator Anandagiri here observes :
"S'aiJkara here appeals to the approval of DravicJacarya to support
his view that the texts like 'that thou art' really purport to teact the
identity, while teaching about creation etc. is merely subordinate to it.
II

Some confound Dravic).acarya with the Drami~acarya
referred to in Ramanuja's Bhashya and raise the objection that the
story narrated above does not really fit in with the doctrine of
Atman free from all specific characteristics. For, they say,
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"Drami<;ladirya has brought in the illustration of the prince just to
show that it is inconsislent with the teaching of Brahman without attIibutes
because in the sequel to the illustration of the sparks there is the sentence
'His Upanishad is the Real of the real' etc. (Bf. 2-1-20). So also, they
think, the text 'neti neti' (not this, not that) is not compatibie with the
Nirvis'esha doctrine, because of the subsequent statement 'And now its
name is the Real of the real'. Nobody would insist, evidently, on the
identilY of the king and his son. Nor could the young prince, yet in his
state of incapacity, aspire to ascend the throne while his father was alive.
Even if this were possible, it would only iIJustrate the likeness of the
individual self to the Supreme Self and not complete non-difference."
GS ., p. 243.
This criticism is altogether out of place, for the good offices
of the compassionate friend in the story is meant only to disabuse
the prince's mind of the wrong notion that he was a hunter's son
and draw his attention to the fact that he being the son of so and
so, was reall y the royal heir-apparent (~BHI~~lSlI fBlj"ll 'hi i ~

~ ~). Nor is there any allusion to the king's being
alive or not alive at the time.
This Dravi<;la who evidently brought in the story to show
how the doctrine of the identity of the attribmeless Brahman and
Jiva is traditionally speaking the only purport of texts teaching
creation, should of course be quite different from the Dramidacarya
alluded to by Ramanuja, for the latter insists that Brahman does
have a real form and not an illusory one assumed for the time
being:

(3) ;r<rr~~~W~~I~"~UTiW!)lfffiT
~m>~~ i.,~~;nNcwrrlfffiT~~ (?)'
~~! I.,m;:rwrr ~+"q~qR~lId ; ~~~I i~~
Offi1:', i~ ~ ~ I 3i(Ri'tI~urs( ~ .1FMOII'"'d{f.i~~IICL II
VSa. p. 206.
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In the above passage Ramanuja's Drami<;la most probably
exhibits his reaction to S'ailkara's dictum that 'even the Supreme
Lord, may assume, by force of his free will, an illusory form just
as an act of grace to meditators' (flmI:. tRir~ ~ ~
~ ~ and enters a strong protest by his insistence that
'the form of the All-Creator can never be merely Mayic, for the
S'astra, as the revealer of actually existent facts cannot possibly
teach that the really formless Divine Being has a form.' Now
such a protest is possible only for a recent writer who could not
put up with what appeared to him to be an un-Vedic doctrine of
S'ailkara's. No other previous writer besides S'ankara is known to
have taught that the Lord's form is illusory, and in S'ailkara's
writings we do not find any allusion to or refutation of the doctrine
of an opponent school that the real form of God is perceived
exclusively by the mind. All these considerations force us to
conclude that this Drami<;lacarya is later than S'ankara.
Besides, we have a more direct reference to the ancient
Dravi<;lacarya in S'ankara's Karika-Bhashya which serves as a
clincher here, Shankara writes :
(4) Therefore, it is conclusively established that features like
'being happy' are only constructs of imagination in the Atman who is
altogether free from all specific features. As for the S'astra which
describes the Self as 'not happy' etc., that is only to negate happiness
and other attributes. Hence the aphorism of the knowers of the right
tradition: 'Its validity is substantiated by its negation of wrong
GK. Bh. 2-32, p.20S.
ascriptions'.

Anandagiri's gloss on this sentence 'fir-tg-Pi<:ldOflfOililJeqI41'lFcia:i
~ says that this is an appeal to the approval of DraviQacarya

(~sij-S{Fcisl"::1I4fi'lRl~I~ - lfiwj:g' ~). Surely Ramanuja's Dramida
could never make such a palpably Advaitic statement. And it is
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pefectly in accordance with this that Ramanuja has offered quite
another version of the story of the plince brought up in the hunter's
cottage: When the plince learns from some reliable person that
his father, the emperor, is in the city, anxiously awaiting the return
of his lost son, he is overjoyed to know that he is the son of a
living father. And the king also is glad to learn that his son lives
hale and strong and well-educated, and at once begins to institute
a diligent search, and then both meet each other. ('~~vfIo«r:
~:, ~ "l e;:hiqffltG':' ~ f.l<Rl~I~~cie+iPil~lllOffit, .~ "'f ~

vflQl ..d+i{).I+iRl+i""j~<a:~f;:j f61Rde~(V5~~ ~si>j18e+iR1j~61I:tif ~ I
~"l~I~~"l-~IIShri.B.1-1-4,p.157)

It is evident that according to this version the Jfva learns from his
Guru all about God, and then, begins to meditate upon him: and
the Lord on his part blesses him with His grace.
Another thought-arresting narrative ascribed to a traditional
teacher is found in the Aitareya Bhashya. It is worth quoting
here, for it is most probably from the self-same Dravi<,ta whose
aphorism (fWi~ f.lOlJ~('i'.iII1) is quoted by S'ankara, and elucidates
the spirit of that aphorism :Question :- How then is He to be known as my Atman ? Please
teII me in what way 1 can recognize him as 'my Atman'.
Answer :- (Teachers of Vedanta) have a short story to narrate in
this connection. An ignoramus was up-braided on an occasion of some
instance of mis-behaviour in these words "Fie upon thee ! Thou art no
man !" Being dull by nature, he approached some one to be assured of
his being a man and said "Please tell me what I am". Convinced of his
stupidity, the other man replied, "1 shaH enlighten you step by step".
After denying that he was either an animate or an inanimate creature,
he finally concluded by saying "You are not a no-man" and then kept
quiet. Now the dull-witted person began to ply him with the question
"How now! You began to teach me who 1 am, but now keep silent. How
is it that you do not enlighten me as you promised to do?" Now, your
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question is just like that. How could one who was incapable of
understanding that he was a man even after being told that he was not a
no-man, know himself to be such even if he were told that he was a
. man?
Ai. Bh. p. 68.

Anandgiri throws no light upon the name of the teacher here
alluded to; he simply says : "(The Siddha1).tin) replies with a
. sneer". We shall have occasion to refer to this story once more in
the next part of this work.
TEACHER BRAHMANANDIN

10. Anandagiri says that Dravi<;lacarya wrote an extensive
Bhashya on the ChaI)dogya in the very order of the text itself,
while S'ankara's was comparatively briefer (~~~
~~; rnr.f<f;'~"~~r? ~?OII~hP~I~ - '~~) Sarvajflatma
Muni, the author of the SafJkshepa Sarlraka, however, alludes to
one Brahmanafldin the Vakyakara also as one belonging to
S'ankara's tradition. This Brahmanandin is said to have regarded
all effect as such merely for practical purposes only (-3iI~£jOfICf4Jifil
tio:.£jOf~I(IiI:4 <fil1fflli~filfd o:r:~ S S'. 3-217), and, after having
considered the common-sense view of cause and effect, he is said
to have given it up in favour of the theory of illusory causation as
more proximate to Advaita :

o

a:t1~4OjI¥lJiN fii>4Oj~I(JiI~

cnrt flJi«i f;I Rl 9f: ~ I
flr<t'(4OjIa:f6I4~ 9f~~

~~f6I1~i"fI~fl ~~II

S Sh. 3-217.

[Here Brahmanandin is said to be a descendent of Atri.]
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~)

~ f6i"hI'(~q6i04 ~: ~ -

&·~R<R:~~I

S S'. 3-220.
In his commentary on the first of these sTokas (3-217)
Madusudana has an excerpt from Brahmanandin, which leaves
us in no doubt about the school to which he belongs:
~) iffil'O~:1 a{f.it4 1'af61 11. I ;:nfifUQ:1 ~ Rf6Il~~lql1.1
~ ~ I Wl, ~

arfit ~;

~1R1P1("4("6!1'6I ~

~Q4Rf:i:gfl~·: I o:r I fiQ46!~I{~I5\F4I1.11

S S'. 276

[This passage is to be found in the Kalpataru (BS. 1-4-27,
p. 429) also, but the pharaseology there is slightly different. Hence
we have to suppose a mere parapharase of Brahmanandin's
statement has been given in one or the other of the two works.]
There is some discrepancy in the account given of Dravi<;1a
Bhashya by Madhusudana and Anandagiri. While the latter seems
to say that DraviQficharya wrote an extensive commentary on the
Chandogya itself, Madhusudana interprets Sarvajfiatma as saying
that the Bhashya was on Brahmanandin's work in the fmm of
aphorisms (~~~~qIOIl'!):_
Hs.t4~RfOld~f16!lif41~i fl?t~qloli ~ a:fOl ·SI'6lI£(fsN
~: 51f44I1d'll~ 6!I¥I"hI(I~ ~ ~ fiT I

mIT ~

Sf t>I"'I R;l'l f6i"hI(OII~S~~II"

In either case, it is impossible to escape the conclusion that
the Vakyakara and the Bhashyakara cannot be identified with their
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namesakes Vakyakara Tanka and Bhashyakara Dramic;Ia to whom
Ramanuja appeals. For the name 'Tanka' was quite unknown to
Vedantins before Yamunacarya, the grand-preceptor of Ramanuja,
and the word Dramida never occurs as a varitant of DraviQa either
in Advaitic or Vis'ishtadvaitic works. Besides, we have the
following reference to these later teachers in Ramanuja's Vedartha
Sarigraha :-

~) ~CjI¥ltflRO, - 'Tfi(1:WI<i'l41~FIJ( ~ I ~~s::fCl~I'Cj14ol

fCltjlfOl<fl~ ~'~~;r~~1FfIDs~ ~
~""f1101l~Cj ~ ~ ~

o:mq-

~ ~~ II
VSan. p. 143.

Now let us compare this with Sarvajfiatma's reference to his
Dravi<;la Bhashyakara :-

~~~
~fQf!!<ilRl ~~: I

am-w~ f.i1oICjf1CjI~

~;r~~: fI!!OI5lCjI~ II

S S'. 3-22 1.

It will be noticed that Dravi<;lacarya, according to
Sarvajfiatma (S S': 3-221), uses the epithet~(ofthe nature
of the inmost Self) for the Highest Deity (~) in contrast with
~ (with attributes only) of DramiQa quoted above. And
Brahmanandin has been never known to have alluded to
'M,&Olil4IfH+( in connection with Sadvidya as Ramanuja's Tanka
insists in the above quotation. We are thus forced to suspend our
judgment with regard to the identification of Tanka with
Brahmanandin as well as that of DramiQa with Dravi<;la until we
find any voucher in Vedantic works for such identification. These
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two pairs had best be kept apart as different authorities supporting
the doctrines of two distinct and mutually exclusive schools of
Vedanta.
UPAVARSMCARvA

11. Upavarsha is another ancient teacher of S'ankara's
school as may be inferred from the reverential reference to him in
the latter's SfItra-Bhashya.

~:'~: <pf: II

SB. 3-3-53, p. 424.

S'ankara here says that since no Sutra of laimini's is
forthcoming in proof of the existence of the self as distinct from
the body, the teacher S'abaraswamin has borrowed the doctrine
from the second MlmaIhsa in the section on PramaI)as in his
Bhashya on laimini's SfItras (~lF-f~~41"i"'t<'Ilfil'1I~'
~. And he then makes the above-mentioned observation with
regard to Upavarsha who says that the subject 'will be discussed
in the S'arIraka'. Hence it follows that according to S'ankara
Upavarsha wrote a Vrtti on the s'arIraka MimaIhsa as well as on
the previous MlmaIhsa. Of course this Upavarsha must have been
a very ancient teacher earlier than even S'abaraswamin who also
like S'ankara uses the honorific 'Bhagavan' with his name (-wr~
'fi":~: ? 41<fi1{l<fiI"'~fI;;f;:fltll ~WI6lIjq6lq:' (Bhashya on laimini, I-IS, pA).
Vedantades'ika of the Vis'ishtadvaita schooL however,
surmises that Upavarsha is perhaps an alternative name of
Bodhayana, the Vrttikara on whose authority Ramanuja relies in
his S'ri Bhashya. But this cannot rank higher than an unsupported
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guess at the best. For Upavarsha is no where to be seen as having
been identified with Bodhayana by S'abaraswamin or any other
ancient writer and neither S'ankara nor anyone of his followersand no Indian philosopher ancient or modern writer up to
Ramanuja for that matter - has ever referred to Bodhayana as a
Vedantin. Indeed, it is highly doublful whether Ramanuja himself
had seen Bodhayana - Vrtti as a complete work, for the use of the
pluperfect (~:) in the opening sentence of S'riBhashya

"
. ~
ffi rr=rbrrrt ~
~
(~
1"1«11"'11 SiI~~*i~ ~'1''1I'1I: ~l..ql~l':;:' 1'1"+ll'1lj'l;lI 01
~<4R<4IB1~) would seem to imply that he was only following

the teachings of ancient teachers who had abridged the big Vrtti.
It is significant that even from the abridgment. he has been able to
adduce very few citations. And this is in consonance with the
traditional repOlt that he had to travel all the way to Kashmir where
he got pennission from the library authorities to have just a look
at the only copy of the Vrtli available there. He is said to have
been able to cite extracts - sentences from the Vrtti - with the
assistance of a disciple of his, endowed with extra-ordinary
memory. Add to this the circumstance that Mahacarya, a
Vis'ishtadvaitin himself, considered Vpavarsha and Bodhayana as
two different writers (GS., p, 8 kh.) and the whole theory of the
supposed identity of Bodhayana and Upavarsha completely falls
to the ground.

In the face of the above, certain Vis'ishtadvaitins find fault
with Advaitic writers that the procedure of these is altogether
improper when they criticize the Vrttikara, but accept the
Vakyakara and others as the supporters of their Absolutism.
Obviously, this is to presume that S'ankara's criticism of previous
Vedantic views relates to those of Bodhyana, a supposition as
untrue to fact as the conjecture that S'ankara and GauQapu<;la were
promulgating Advaitic doctrines which had no traditional support
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whatever. The fact seems to be just the other way about. for
Advaita alone has a hoary tradition while not one of the authorities
cited by the Vis'is'tadvaitic schoo] ha" any chance of being
identifiable with any universally acknowledged ancient Vedalltin
of repute.
DVAITA-VEDANTA CONSPICUOUS BY ITS ABSENCE DURING

S' ANKARA'S

TIME.

12. It goes without saying that we miss even a casual
mention of the tradition of Ananda-Tirtha (Madhva) for he is a
Vedantin who stands for the doctrine that God is merely the
efficient cause of the world, a doctrine altogether condemned by
S'attkara as outside the pale of Vedic teaching. Witness S'attkara's
Bhashya (on Sutra 2-2-37) :
(~) ~ 3i~~6I0f.ifil'n6flI'(OI"l ~:~

trW

~({Ir(1f<;j~(1$1~<fl('O(llRlq~ ~ !ffufip,;-q~ I

SB. p. 256.
[The reader is invited to notice the phrases that S'attkara uses:
'opposed to the Vedantic doctrine of the unity of Brahman'
(~<:{Ir(1~~('1$1~Cfl(:;"I1IRlq~ and 'the theory of God which is outside
the pale of the Vedas. (~l
II

It is clear that S'ailkara could only regard such teaching as
owned by followers of unvedic scriptures called Agamas. It is
obvious that such strong language could not be possible at a time
when Dvaitic Vedanta was prevalent.
As for Ramanuja he was a Pari1)amavadin (one who held
that the world is the effect of Brahman which is its material cause)
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since all animate and inanimate things which evolve from the
subtler state to the grosser state are his body; for he says(~)~

~~

\i1~lofo~lqRl~61 ~: I '1,~~qr4~~i!;~S:ftl~'tH ~

~;~lfe1\jfi"f('\":tJ:~f{r:!'<4{j II~.{{. ~~~

(~) ~~fii:QCflI<~~ ~ ~

fotCfIR:,

~

:::.rW.rm: I ~ ufl6!34Cf1I<~~ ~ ~ tR ~:,
~ ~~: fI;:{"h~IOI10IlCfl<: fI~fI*~ lfe111 ~. ~. H~.
"Brahman having for its body Prak(li and Purusha in the subtle
state where their name and form are undifferentiated, is in the causal
state ; the dissolution of the universe means its reduction into it.
Brahman having for its body the gross sentient and the non-sentient
whose name and form are differentiated, is in the state of effect; creation
means the evolution of Brahman into that gross nature (Y. San. 117).
Thus the sentient and the non-sentient being Ishvara's modes as his
body, change in the Supreme Self in His nature with the modes Pralqti
and Purusha, relates to Prakrti his mode, but there is no change in the
substance. It is only in the mode Jiva that all defects inhere whereas
the inner controller Brahman as suhstance of which JIVa is the mode is
eternally pure, repository of all auspicious qualities, with his will
unfailingly fulfilled (Y. Sail. 116)".
But this is evidently quite different from thePariI)amavada
accepted by S'ankara from the empirical stand-point. For the latter
says :-

('d) ~f6I<::IICflr;q{j'1 :q~~<:i~l~ol<><'lI~(1I\"~if;'1
t'1fC1 IrlIfCI I AlI~f.i;:{:q;fl4'1 ~ qf{oll~ IRfI;:{QlIOI~I<If4~f'li ~ II

"Brahman is spoken of as subject to evolution in its special aspect
endowed with name and form conjured up by Avidya, the aspect which
is indescribable as either identical with or distinct from its real nature."
SB.2-1-27.
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And we have shown in these pages that among the adherents
of the PariI)iimaviidins during S'ankara's time, there were no
Vedantins who held "that the Supreme Self is quite different in
nature from the individual soul whether bound or free" as
Ramanuja declares. In any case, it remains indisputable from
S'ankara's statement quoted already that those who propounded
the doctrine of God's being only the efficient cause of the world,
were regarded in those days to be altogether outside the orthodox
Vedic circle.
CONCLUSION

13. The upshot of all the discussion conducted up till now
in the two sections is this: It was universally accepted, in S'ankara's
time and even before then, that Advaita is the only system of
thought represented in all the Upanishads; and there is no trace
of Dvaita, Vis'ishtadvaita or any other school being expressly
alluded to in al1 the philosophic literature down to the period when
Bhaskaracarya's or even Yamunacarya's works put in their
appearance. Among the Advaitins themselves, however, there
were schools that supposed that the JIVa-nature of Brahman is
also real, and that the soul's union with Brahman has to be attained
only after death by means of certain practices enjoined in the
S'rutis. They likewise differed among themselves in their attitude
with regard to the relation of the world and Brahman. and with
regard to final release and its means.
S'ankara's school itself, while agreeing with others in being
Advaitic, differed from them all in adopting a particular method
of its own in presenting Vedantic truth. S'ankara, however, was
by no means the originator of this method, for it had been handed
down by a line of teachers belonging to a hoary tradition.
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3. LANDMARKS IN S'AAKARA-VEDANTA
SELF - EVIDENT NATURE OF BRAHMAN
AS ONE'S OWN SELF.

14. We have already shown that the various Vedantic
traditions that were in vogue even before S'ankara, uniformly
agreed that Advaita is the only system taught in the Upanishads,
and there were no varieties of schools among Vedantins such as
the Dvaita or the Vis'istadvaita of the present day. We have also
made it clear, on the strength of certain citations from ancient
teachers that S'ankara's school itself differed from those other
schools only in adopting a particular method of presentation of
truth handed down by a succession of teachers belonging to a
hoary tradition. We are now going to quote from teachers belonging
to this same tradition certain passages that reveal the distinguishing
features of this system which mark it off from the systems approved
by th~ other schools.
The quotation that deserves our foremost consideration in
this connection is the one from Dravi<;lilcarya already quoted in
the previous chapter:

(Its validity is substantiated through negation)
The following is the substance of the above aphoristic
teaching: Brahman is invariably referred to and described as the
'Atman' in all the Upanishads, and as the word Atman primarily
means the innermost self, it is clear that Brahman is intended to
be presented as the very self of us all. And our self must be
admitted by every one to be self-established, inasmuch as every
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one takes himself to be existent and no one can conceive his own
non-existence. How then, it will be asked, can the s'iistra be
considered to be the only means of knowledge with regard to selfexistent Brahman when there is nothing for it to reveal ? Here
Dravi4!carya replies "True, Brahman is self-revealed inasmuch
as it is known to be the very self of us all; nevertheless the validity·
of the S'astra as the means of right knowledge concerning Atman,
follows from its pointing to the actual nature of the self as an
entity by cancelling features foreign to it but wrongly supposed to
belong to it."
The following S'rutis teach the self-established nature of
Brahman as being directly intuited as the Atman:
(a)
"(Please tell me what is) the Brahman itself directly known,
He who is the inmost Self."
Br. 3-4-1.
(b)

"All this is indeed Brahman, this Alman is Brahman."
Ma.2.

The Author of the Bhashyas takes his stand on this traditional
doctrine that the Atman as an entity self-revealed is knowable
only through the Upanishads, when he repeatedly affinns thus:
1.

Atman is a stranger to no one, for he is self-demonstrated.
SB.2-3-7, p. 268.

2.
(Objecttion) :- Is not Atman determined by the Agama
(Vedic Revelation) and even by perception and other means of
knowledge before that (revelation) ?
(Reply):- No, for Atman is self-demonstrated. GBh. 2.,.18, p. 16.
3.
(Super-imposition is possible for another reason, for) the
inner self is directly known as being the Atman within.
SB. Introduction, p.2.
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4.
Now this non-transmigratory Purusha, this Brahman, no
one can asseli that He is non-existent or not known, for the S'ruti uses
the word 'Atman' (the Self) when it declares "This is the Atman already
described as Neti Neti (not this. not that). and it is impossible to disavow
Atman".
SB. 1-1-4, p.20.
THE INDIVIDUAL SELF, IS BY HIS VERY NATURE NO DOER
OF ACTION, FOR HE IS IDENTICAL WITH BRAHMAN AS
PURE BEING.

15. At the,close of his commentary on the fourth Sutra
S'ailkara adduces three S'lokas of an ancient teacher which contain
the quintessence of the system of Advaita as he sees it. Here is
the first s'loka :
('0() ~s~ ~31~~IRetI~ I

Hf~kJiI~flIr4oj iiN~~~

II

~

II

"How can there be anything to be performed after the realization
of One's own Self or Brahman, the Pure Being, for then there is neither
the figurative nor the false Atman consequent on the sublation of the
idea of the son, as well as of the body and other associates of the Self ?"

Here is clarified the distinctive view of Advaita Vedanta
that the self-existent Atman is by his very nature non-active. The
meaning of the verse is that a man who is quite uncultured
superimposes on himself the properties of his son and others, and
feels as though he is himself possessed of a sound body and perfect
limbs when his son or any other close relative of his possesses a
sound body and perfect limbs, and feels himself to be mutilated
when they are mutilated. Now the son or other relatives in this
case are only hisfigurative seiv<!s since they are evidently distinct
from his actual self. He knows of course that he himself is his
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self in the primary sense; only, being too much attached to them
as his own, he mentally transfers their features to himself. On the
other hand, the -body and other adjuncts- that is, his body, senses
and the mind - cannot be separated from himself in like manner.
It is clearly because he cannot discriminate and distinguish the
body and the self and say to himself 'that is the body, and this is
my own Self distinct from it' that he mistakenly transfers its
properties to the Self, and deliberately identifies the one with the
other. Hence the body is a false self, and so are the senses and
other adjuncts. The body and other adjuncts of the Self are called
the false selfs, since .one deliberately associates the me-notion
with them and says 'I am stout', 'I see', 'I hear', 'I know', 'I am
pained', 'I possess the body and the limbs'. This being the case, a
false notion such as 'I am Mr. so and so' or This Vis'I:lUmitra is my
son' is wiped out as soon as one reaches the realization 'I am the
One Brahman, the Pure Being without a second' consequent on
the teaching That thou art' received from the S'astra and an expert
teacher. And then, there being no me-idea associated with the
aggregate of the body and the senses, or its correlates since they
have all been known to be non-existent, there cannot arise any
volition such as 'Let me do this and achieve such and such a result
for myself or for my kith and kin'. For then there is no
superimposition of the acts of the body and other associates on
the Atman. So then, there can be no residue of duty when Brahman
the Pure Being has been realized as one4s own Self.
Here it should be noted that by the denial of any remainder
of duty after realization, the writer evidently implies that men are
active agents merely because of the absence of realization, while
as a matter of fact, each one of us is essentially this Pure Self
beyond all action.
The fOllowing are the S'rutis which declare that all talk of
action, means of action, and result (of action) is in the region of
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Avidya only. while no action is possible when the secondlessAtman
has been realized:
(a)
"When all the desires residing in one's heart have been
got rid of, then the mortal being becomes immortal, and attains Brahman
here, in this life. Just as the cast-off slough of a snake would lie lifeless
in an ant-hill, so also does the body of the enlightened person lie there;
and he is now (really) bodiless, the Pral)a, Brahman alone, the Light of
Pure Consciousness alone.
Br. 4-4-7.
[Here is taught the effacement of the idea of one's identity with
body due to the realization of one's identity with Brahman; for the
possession of a body was only through ignorance, while the intrinsic
nature of bodilessness is revealed as soon as enlightenmem dawns.]
(b)
"I am verily this One". Should a person recognize Atman
and know him diretly in this manner, desiring what, and for the fulfilment
of whose desire, would he then trouble himself with the feverish activity
of his body?"
Bf.4-4-12.

[Here is denied the continuance of desire for an enlightened
person. Desire is the only motive for all action, and that being absent
for a person who has realized the secondless Atman, there can be no
more toiling for himself or for the sake of his all kith and kin; for with
the dawn of knowledge distinction of me and mine will have been wiped
out.]

S'ankara relies on this traditional teaching of his school
when he declares.
"For all these reasons, all injunctions (and all means of
knowledge) can function as such only till one reaches the intuition 'I
am Brahman',"
SB. 1-1-4, p.23.
2.
"For the absolute destruction of all karmas is well known
to result from the knowledge of Brahman, in S'rutis like the following
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'And his karmas are destroyed when that Brahman which is both the
Higher and the Lower (both the cause and the effect) is realized as
one's own selF' (Mu. 2-2-8)"
SB. 1-1-28, p.57.
3.
"Inasmuch as the knower of Brahman is free from all
nescience, Karma-yoga, based as it is on mis-apprehension, could have
no place in his case."
GBh. 5-1, p.84.
4.
"For as opposed to the previously entertained idea of being
an agent and experiencer of the fruit of action, the knower of Brahman
will have come to this conclusion; 'I am Brahman devoid of all agentship
and experiencing fruits of actions for all the three periods of time. ]
was never an agent or experiencer even before this, nor am I such now,
nor shall I be such in future'."
SB. 4-1- 13, p.473.
THE INDIVIDUAL SOUL IS ESSENTIALLY BRAHMAN,
NOT A COGNIZER

16. Just as the notion of being an agent is the result of
ignorance, just as we are all free from the taint of action by our
very nature, so also it is the outcome of ignorance to think that
One is a cognizer, and has first to get rid of this ignorance through
the knowledge of Brahman and thereby attain identity with
Brahman. The firm conviction of those that have realized their
identity with Brahman, is that they are verily Brahman itself,
eternally pure, self-known and free by nature, devoid of all
distinction of knower, knowledge and the object thereof. This is
taught in the second of the three verses quoted by S'ankara at the
end of his commentary on the fourth Sutra :
(~)

~i:le.,iOjl("+ifQj~I'1lq}rr~$I+ill!t'OI+iI("JOj'1: I

~: f 1.m!}Pf!ftorQjQO\<{If1IR6IR{ct: II

"The individual self is a cognizer only till the intution dawns on
the Atman to be sought after, but when He is sought out, the very cognizer
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himself will have become that Atman free from the evils of sin and the
like."
Just as the statement 'I am Brahman the Pure Being (~'
in the first quotation, is a reference to I~~ 3i 1~~"I1 @cl1<014i,,'
(This was in the beginning Being alone, my dear boy, One without
a second. (Ch.6-2-l), 'the Atman to be sought after
(ar-=ofl!"oql("'"Ifoi~II"'lrO' here, is a reference to Chandogya
(Ch. 8-7-1) which in full runs as follows:

(a)
That Atman, eternally free from sin. free from old age,
free from death, free from sorrow, free from hunger, and free from
thirst, possessed of unfailing desires and unfailing resolves, He is to be
sought after, He is to be realized. Whoever knows Him and realizes
Him, he shall attain all the worlds, and all the objects of desire.' So
said Prajapati."
Ch.8-7-1.
(b) "Both the Devas and the Asuras came to know of this.
They said, 'Let us then, seek after that Atman, seeking out whom one
attains all the worlds, and all the objects of desire. Indra himself among
the Devas and Vinicana among the Asuras, these two, neither of them
letting his intention to be known to the other, approached Prajapati,
Ch.8-7-2.
with respectful presents in hand (samitpani)."
Here Prajapati's statement that 'He, the Atman, is to be sought
after' and the proposal of the devas and the asuras to seek after
him, seems to imply that the Supreme Self to be sought after is
other than the seeker, while Prajapati's teaching that the Self is to
be known and realized (anuvidya vijanati) really implicates that
the very self of the knower is the subject of this teaching. So we
have here to investigate and decide which of these two alternatives
is more reasonable. A consideration of the whole context shows
that the 'search and realization' are here intended to result in an
intuition in this very life. For, Prajapati has been here referring to
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one and the same Self of Indra when he says 'Now this Purusha
who is seen in the eye' (Ch. 8-7-4). 'See your own self in the plate,
and tell me what you do not understand about your Atman' (Ch.
8-8-1), 'He who moves about reverenced in the dream state, this
is thatAtman' (Ch. 8-10-1), and 'Now where he sleeps withdrawing
all his senses, and is pure, knowing no dream, this is that Atman'
(Ch. 8-11-1). And Indra on his part sees some defect or other in
that Self and says 'I see no good in this' (Ch. 8-9-2 ....... 8-11-2).
And the same Supreme self (Paramtitman) who has been taught
by Prajapati as being fTee from all the defects due to the three
states in these words 'In the same manner, this samprasada,
(individual self) rising above (transcending) this body, merges in
the Supreme Light and attains his own essential nature. This is
Vttama Purusha' (Ch. 8-12-3), the self-same Atman, has been
sought after and has been realized by Indra as his own self.
Reflection on the whole passage in its context, drives us to the
conclusion that the same Self which had been taken to be the
cognizer endowed with the body and the organs of sense, was
now realized by Indra as the Supreme Self (Paramatman) with
attributes such as freedom from sin, identical with his very self.
Therefore the sum and substance of the meaning of the verse is
that the cognizership of the self imagined before the Atman was
sought out, is the effect of ignorance, while freedom from si nand
other defects recognized after He was sought out, pertains to his
inherent nature itself.
Following up this tradition S'ankara writes in his conunentary
on the SUlra ~a:;;ljq~~I1%1 ('And because they are spoken of as
different'VS. 1-1-17):
1. Question.' How are we then to interpret the S'ruti texts and
Smrti texts like the following 'Atman is to be sought after', 'There is no
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gain higher than that of the Self (Ap.)? For you say that the gainer
cannot himself be the object to be gained.
Reply: Quite so. But yet, while Atman never loses hold of his
self-hood, people are seen to mistake the body and other not-selfs to be
.the rea"l Atman owing to non-apprehension of Reality. Hence even in
connection with Atman who has thus become the body it is consistent
to use expressions implying difference such as the following; 'Atman
is not sought out, and has to be sought after, is not attained but has to be
attained', 'has not been heard about, but has got to be heard about'. 'has
not been thought over, but has got to be thought over', 'has not been
realized, but has got to be realized'. From the standpoint of Reality, on
the other hand, any seer or hearer other than the Omniscient Supreme
Lord is actually denied by such texts as 'There is no seer other than He'.
(Br. 3-7-23). The Supreme Lord, however, is other than the embodied
self, fancied by Avidya, the doer and experiencer of fruits of action.
known by the name of Vijfj/ina Arman (the intellect-self), in the same
way as there is. other than the seeming magician holding a sword and
c;:hield in his hand, and climbing up by a rope to the sky, the same
"Mayavin (magician). actually standing on the ground, or again in the
same way as the ether not limited by any conditioning environment is
other than the jar-ether conditioned by an environment. Now it is on
the basis of such a difference b~tween the Vijfjana Alman (the
intellectual-self) andParamatman (the Supreme Self), that the Siitrakara
says, 'Not the other, for it is not consistent', 'And because they are spoken
of as different.'
SB. 1- I-I 7, p.39.,

[This extract from the Sutra-Bhashya actually penains to the
Vrttikara who ma~nt~ns that "Anandamaya - Arman is the Supreme
Self or Brahman. Yet it is evident that he also was a follower of the
school advocating the doctrine of Brahman without any distinctive
features, and as such belonged to the Vedantic tradition of S'ailkara.
S'ailkara himself is seen elsewhere to expalin the relation between the
individual self and the' Supreme Self exactly in these terms.]
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This is why S'ailkara writes thatpramatrtva (being a knower) is
itself the figment of avidya since it is sublated by S'astra the 'final
pramaQa'.
2.
Atman.

The final pramal)a indeed removes the very knowership of
GBh. 2-69, p.39

[How the S'astra is the final means of knowledge will be explained
later on in para 18.]
PRAMA~As ARE SUCH ONLY TILL KNOWLEDGE ACCRUES

17. To say that Atman ceases to be a knower
simultaneously with the dawn of self-knowledge is to say that the
means of valid knowledge also lose their nature at the same time.
This is made clear by the third s'loka quoted by S'al)kara at the
close of his commentary on the fourth, or the Samanvaya S utra :
(U ~~W,{gf(P.t'l ~q}lii IOIN'1 ~: I

~~mruT~11
"Just as the notion of the body itself being the self is held to be
true (till the dawn of S' astraic knowledge of the distinct Self), so are the
empirical means of knowledge considered to be valid up to the time of
determination of the real Self."
The meaning of the s'loka is as follows: The common run of
mankind take the notion of identity of the body wi th the Self to be
correct till they come to know that the Atman is really distinct
from the body. It is only through the teaching in the S'astras that
those that have faith in them happen to believe in the existence of
the Self apart from the body, merit and demerit of religious acts,
rebirth as a result, and the experience of pleasant or unpleasant
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fruits of religious acts. And it is only by the knowledge born of
S'astraic teaching that this notion of the identity of the body and
the Self is invalidated. In a similar manner, those that are not in
possession of the knowedge of Reality firmly believe in the validity
of the knowledge of their Self being a cognizer on account of the
superimposition of the propelties of their body, senses and the
mind, and in the validity of perception and other means of
knowledge depending on that cognizer. When, however, the
conviction dawns through the teaching of the S'astra and the
preceptor that their Atman is really the second less Self, then,
simultaneously with the birth of that conviction, is abolished the
nature of being cognizer, and consequently the validity of the
means of knowledge depending on that cognizer.
There is a S'ruti text also to this effect:
"Where there is duality, as it were, there one sees another, there
one smells another, there one tastes another, there one speaks to another,
there one hears another, there one thinks another, there one touches
another, there one knows another; but where, for this knower, all this
has become the one Atman, then whom could one see and with what,
then whom could one smell and with what, then whom could one taste
and with what, then whom could one speak to and with what, then
whom could one hear and with what, then whom could one think and
with what, then whom could one touch and with what, then whom could
one know and with what?"
Br.4-5-15.

That is to say, where in the state of avidya there appears to
be duality, there one is a seer, and sees through the organ of sight,
an object of sight distinct from himself. Similarly smells another,
tastes, speaks to, hears, thinks of, touches or knows some one or
something other than oneself. Thus it is to be expected then that
a cognizer knows something distinct and definite with the
assistance of some distinct means of knowledge. But in the state
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wherein everything becomes merged in one's own Atman in virtue
of Brahmavidya (intuition of Brahman as one's own Self), then
which is the cognizer, and with what means is he to see or know
an object distinct from his own Self? The S'ruti thus grants that
the Pramal)as can function only in the state of Avidya while it
negates all means of knowledge such as the means of perception
which can operate only in the sphere of duality.

It is to this axiomatic principle of Vedanta that S'ankara
adheres when he declares :
1.
Now this superimposition of the above described nature,
the learned take to beAvidya (ignorance), and the ascertainment through
discrimination of things as they are they call Vzdya (wisdom). Such.
being the case, no substrate on which something else is superimposed
is affected in the least by the merit or demerit of that which is
superimposed."
SB. p.2.
[The learned' are the knowers of Brahman who bear in mind the
significance of S'ruti texts such as These two, avidya and what is known
as vidya are wide apart, and function in opposite directions' (K. 1-2-4).
The statement that vidya. is nothing more than the ascertainment of a
thing as it is, and that the substrate is never affected by the merit or
demerit of what is superimposed on it, makes it evident that the property
of being cognizer and an agent of action is only superimposed on Atman
and hence the latter is by his very nature the secondless Atman above
all worldly life.]
2.
All usage of the means and object of knowledge, whether
ordinary or Vedic proceeds on the pre-supposition of this mutual
superimposition of the self and the not-self known by the name of avidya.
SB.p.2.
[By saying that even Vedic usage presupposes avidya, it is implied
that even injunctions like That Self is to be sought for' proceed on the
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presupposition of avidya adopted for purposes of instmction, Atman
being really self-established and never in need of seeking or finding. J

3.
And how are the means of valid knowledge and the S'ii.stras
to be supposed to relate only to an ignorant person? We reply, 'Because
pram8I)aS cannot function as such in the case of one who does not regard
the body, senses etc., as oneself or one's own since he can never be a
cognizer without such presupposition.
SB.p.2.
[Being a cognizer and being an agent of action both rest on the
presumption that one is identical with or possesses the body, senses
and the mind. So also in the case of metaphoridtl selves such as one's
wife and sons, for one engages in anything to be done for them only
because one presumes that they are one's own. And it follows that
means of valid knowledge deriving their very life-breath from the
cognizer can never function without a cognizer. This becomes still
more evident from a consideration of the next quotation.]
4.
Therefore all injunctions, and all the other means of valid
knowledge can function as such up to the moment of the realization, 'I
am Brahman', for after the realization of the non-dual Atman neither to
be shunned nor to be acquired, there can be no means of knowledge
whatever, since there would be no object or cognizer for them.
SB. 1-1-4, p. 23.
[Here is a summary of all the contents of the three verses quoted.
Atman being one's own Self can never be an object, and for the same
reason can neither be something to be shunned or acquired. As the
S'ruti 'When all this becomes Atman alone' declares, there can be no
distinction of knower, means of knowledge and object of knowledge
when the oneness of Atman is realized, in the same way as there can be
no construction of imagination like a snake or streak of water 'when the
actuality of the rope is realized, and hence on the realization of nonduality neither the cognizer nor any object of cognition is left over.
Hence without a cognizer for their locus and without an object to be
congnized, the pramal)iis can never continue as such.]
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5.
(Objection :) If Absolute Monism be taken for granted there
would be no room for diversity, and perception and other empirical means
of knowledge would be nullified since they would have then no object in
the same way as the ideas of a man etc. relating to a stump etc. And the
S'astra of inj uncti on and prohibition would likewise be invalid in the
absence of all difference on which alone its validity rests. And even the
S'astra teaching release would be self-contradictory in the absence of
the distinctions of the teacher and the taught etc. on which alone its
validity depends ..... (Reply:) To this we reply: No such blame can be
attached to our position. For all forms of usage can very well be real
previous to the realization of one's identity with Brahman. like the
procedure during dream before waking. So long as the real oneness of
Atman is not intuited, no one would think that the modifications, means
of knowledge, objects of knowledge and the resultant knowledge are
fa lse appearances. On the other hand every creature could take the
modifications themselves to be his own self or as belonging to him through
ignorance discarding his natural oneness with Brahman. Hence every
way of life ordinary or Vedic before realization is quite intelligible.
SB. 2-1-14, p. 198.
[The portion of the s'roka, 'PramaI).a is valid up to the moment of
realization of Atman' and the ill ustration of the notion of body-self
have been explained and clarified by comparing ordinary life with the
apparent human procedure in dream. It has thus been shown that
notwithstanding that Alman is no agent of action and no cognizer, being
secondless by his very nature, agency and other properties se~m to be
real for the time being like the illusory appearances in a dream for the
simple reason that one is ignorant of his real nature.]

How S'AsTRA

IS THE FINAL PRAMA1~~A

18. We have seen that the idea of PramaJ.1a etc. are realized
to be unreal as soon as one becomes aware of the true nature of
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Atman as a resu1t of the teaching by the S'astra and the preceptor.
It may be asked at this stage, why should not the knowledge of
Non-duality also be sublated, say by the knowledge of S'unya
(essencelessness) of things, in the same way as the notion of duality
is sublated by the knowledge of non-duality? How are we to be
assured that the knowledge of the Non-dual Atman is final? The
notion of waking that accompanies a dream enclosed in another
dream, is wel1 known to be sublated by the conviction that the
enveloping dream is waking, but subsequently that waking notion
also is in its tum sublated by the consciousness of the real waking
state. One's knowledge of Non-duality might well be imagined
to be sublated in like manner. Here is the reply of the
GauQapadacarya, an authority on the tradition of Advaita Vedanta :-

~~~~~I
~~~~if~1I

GK. 1-18.

Vikalpa might be sublated if it were the construction of imagination
pertaining to some particular person. This is only a device for the purpose
of teaching, and so there can be no duality subsequent to the knowledge
of truth.

This is the idea underlying the s'lOka : Vikalpa is an empirical
notion arising out of ignorance, as for instance the notion of the
sun being only a span in length, or the notion of water with
reference to a barren soil, or that of a snake attached to a rope etc.
Such a Vikalpa would be sublated by correct knowledge of the
substrate so falsely imagined to be something else, as for instance
the notion of a span's length etc. disappearing in the case ofthose
that know the true measurement of the sun etc. Similarly it is but
reasonable that the notion of the body being the Self, the notion of
the soul's being subject to ills of mundane life, or the soul's being
related to duality, is sublated by the knowledge of Non-duality
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since these notions are the outcome of innate ignorance. But the
vikaZpa of the distinction of teaching, teacher, taught etc. are no
such imaginary notions conjured up by an ignorant brain. It is
only a device adopted by the knowers of Brahman for the purpose
of teaching. When the truth of Advaita is realized. one comes to
know that the duality of the distinction of teaching etc., does not
actually exist any more than the duality fancied by people, ignorant
of Vedantic truth. The suspicion that at this rate even wildt ·is
called Advaita may also be possibly only a construction of
imagination has no foundation. For by the term Advaita is used
only to indicate what cannot be thought away after all duality is
negated. Nor can there be the distinction of the knower, means of
knowledge and the object of knowledge as a residue even when
the truth of the essence of things is realized. so as to allow room
for the doubt whether even Advaita may not b-e sublatable. Nor
can it be objected that even the Veda itself may cease to exist if all
duality is obliterated. For that is a consummation we welcome.
That is why Vedantins call the Veda the 'final Pramal)a', i.e. a
Pramal)o that brings knowledge sublating all idea of Pramal)iis
including Vedic pramaI).a itself.

It is on the strength of this axiomatic Vedantic principle
that S'ailkara writes:
1.
If it be argued that in the absence of perception etc., even
the S'ruti would cease to exist, we say that there is nothing unwelcome
here. for we do admit that even the S'ruti will cease to exist when one is
awakened to truth. There is the S'ruti text which endorses this.
Beginning with the statement 'The father becomes no father here', it
proclaims that the Vedas become no Vedas in the state of enlightenment.
SB. 4-1-3, p. 465.
[This is really a text relating to deep sleep. Nevertheless, S'aIikara
quotes it here in connection with enlightenment because there is unity of
Atman in both the cases.]
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2.

Moreover, this is the final means of knowledge (alU)'am

Prama1)am) revealing the oneness of Atman desiderating nothing else

beyond it. Unlike the injunction 'One should sacrifice' in ordinary usage
which rouses further enquiry as to 'what ?', 'with what ?' and 'how?', the
starement 'I am Brahman' rouses no further enquiry, for the knowledge
arising out of it relates to the unity of the Self of all ...... Nor can it be
maintained that this knowledge is useless or delusive, for there is the
definite result of doing away with Avidya, and there is no subsequent
knowledge sublating it.
SB. 2-1-14, p.199.
[Consequent on the intuition of the Secondless Self, there would
remain nothing else distinct from it, relating to which a further enquiry
might be occasioned, and there could be no sublating knowledge then
for the simple reason that the very distinction of knowoc, and means of
knowledge would have been wiped out by then.]
3.
All PramiiI)as are such only up to the realization of Atman
for subsequent to that there can be no talk of the means and objects of
knowledge. The final PramaI)a (or the S'ruti) takes away the very
nature of being a knower pertaining to Atman, and simultaneously with
taking it away, invalidates itself as a means just as a means of knowledge
obtaining in a dream does on one's waking.
GBh. 2-69, p. 39.
[Here is a reason adduced for holding the S'astra as the final
means of knowledge, to wit, that the S'astca-knowledge does away with
the knowing-nature of Atman. That has been stated to be the reason
too, why S'astra itself ceases to be such after enlightenment.]
4.
For the S'astra does not propose to describe the nature of
Brahman as such and such an object, but it only teaches that it is no
object since it is the innermost Atman, and in doing so it removes the
distinction of the object of the knowledge, its knower and knowledge,
etc.
SB. 1-1-4, p.16.
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5.
The S'astra, the final PranzaI}a happens to be a means of
knowledge only on account of its pointing out and removing what is
not the property of Atman, but not because of its making known what
was previously unknown.
GBh. 2-18. p.16.
[S'astra is a means of knowledge only because it removes the
nature of being a knower and other features that are not the properties
of Atman, and also because it deprives the pramaDas of their continuing
as such. This is an indirect allusion to the traditional saying 'siddhanz tu
nivartakatvat' quotation on page 32.]
CONCLUSION

19. We have so far set forth a few land-marks
distinguishing the Vedanta-system approved by S'aDkara by citing
certain passages from ancient teachers of his tradition. It has been
shown how according to this system the secondless Atman is selfestablished and devoid of any determining features, that it is
through Avidya, that constructs of imagination such as the
distinction of the means of knowledge and the object of
knowledge, or thought-constructs referring to the distinction of
action, means of action and the result of action, are imposed on
him. It is on the presupposition of that self-same avidya that
S'astras purport to set-forth injunction or prohibition or to reveal
the nature of release (moksha). TheS'ruti does not throw light on
the nature of Atman directly by objectifying it. but is regarded. in
a secondary sense, as a means of knowledge only because it
removes all distinctions such as knower, object of knowledge and
means of knowledge. It has been also made clear that even the
distinction of S'astra, teacher and the taught is assumed as a device
for the purpose of teaching only before the dawn of Atman
knowledge, and that distinction disappears likewise when the truth
is known.
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We shall now before concluding this section, cite two
passages revealing how the distinction of knowledge and ignorance
is itself the figment of avidya and does not actually exist from the
stand - point of Reality :I.
To the question 'To whom does this non-awakening belongs?'
we reply 'To you, who are putting this question'. 'Well\.you will perhaps
object 'but the S'ruti tells me that I am the Lord Himself. We answer 'If
you are thus awakened, there is no non-awakening for anyone'. The
objection that is brought forward by certain opponents that there can be
no non-duality so long as there is ignorance is something second to Alman,
is also answered away by this reply.
SB. 4-1-3, p.465.
2.
'To whom is avidya seen to pertain ?' This question is
useless. For if avidyii is seen, you see him also to whom it pertains.
And it is improper to ask whom avidya pertains to, while you actually
perceive the person to whom it pertains.
GBh. 13-2, p. 195.
rOne who demands that the consistency of Advaita should be
proved, is clearly labouring under the delusion that there is something
to be proved by something else even with regard to Advaita. Hence
from his own stand-point there is avidya, for he himself is ignorant,
and there is duality also imagined to exist through avidya. When,
however, he comes to be aware through the teaching of the S'astra and
the preceptor that he is himself really the secondless Brahman. ever
pure, then it is clear that there is no room for any such question. For
from the highest stand-point of Reality there is neither avidya nor
duality, both these being real only from the stand-point of the seeker of
truth only.]
The principle doctrines of Vedanta belonging to the tradition
of S'ankara's Vedanta that have been briefly explained in this section,
will be explained at greater length in the next one, to be devoted
to the Method of S'ankara's Vedanta:
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4. THE METHOD OF S'ANKARA - VEDANTA
THE METHOD IN A NUT-SHELL

20. A few land-marks of S'ankara's - Vedanta have been
enumerated in the last section on the basis of certain propositio.Q.s
enunciated by ancient teachers, just to acquaint the reader with
the particular tradition followed by that revered teacher. We have
now to ascertain the nature of the method approved by that
tradition.
Duality of the nature of pramatrtva (being a knower) and
other distinctions, has been super-imposed upon the eternally pure
secondless Atman by Avidya or ignorance which misconceives
the aggregate of the body and the senses etc. to be Atman himself.
Hence the Vedantas (or Upanishads) proceed to determine the
true nature of things by negating the superimposition. We have
said that these texts are figuratively said to be Pramal)as (means
of knowledge) with regard to the self-established Atman simply
because they help to retract what is not really the property of that
Atman. Now what is the method employed by them to remove
the properties alien to Atman ? S'ankara's reply to this question is
the following citation found in his commentary on the
Bhagavadglta :
1. And so say the knowersofYedantic tradition 31UfI(lqjqCijii.(l~

~~ 'That which is devoid of all differentiation is explained by
the double method of deliberate superimposition and rescission.'
GBh.13-13.

Here is the nature of the method in brief:
(a) In order to disclose the nature of the self as Brahman in
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itself S'rutis like the following negate all specific features
superimposed on it by the unenlightened common mind :"It is thisAkshara (the Imperishable), 0 Gargi, so the knowers of
Brahman say. It is neither gross nor subtle, neitl1er :,hort nor long, not
red, not viscid, not shadowy, not dark, not the air, not the ether, not
adhesive, tasteless, odourless, without the sense of sight, without the
sense of hearing, without the vital principle, mouthless, without measure,
neither interior nor exterior,. It eats nothing, nobody eats it."

Br.3-8-8.
(b) Lest, by this strict denial of all properties it may be
taken to be absolute nothing (s'unya), it is taught by means of
illusory attributes seemingly pertaining to it owing to Upadhis
(apparently conditioning factors).
(c) At the close of the teaching the rescission of even the
imputed attributes used as a device for purposes of teaching, lest
it should be regarded as actually belonging to it.
ASSUMPTION OF SPECIFIC FEATURES IS ONLY A DEVICE
EMPLOYED FOR THE PURPOSE OF TEACHING

21. Now Vedantins refer to both the specific features
imputed by the unwise on their real Self and also the devices
employed by the S'rutis for purposes of teaching the truth without,
however, insisting that either of these really belongs to the Self.
It thus happens that they presume, as devices for the purpose of
teaching, that students are really a distinct set of enquirers, that
they are beset by ignorance, that this, their ignorance, is really
destroyed by the knowledge arising through the teaching of both
S'astra (revelation) and the Acarya (preceptor) and that when all
differentiating characters are done away with. the Atman alone
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remains as devoid of distinctive features. All these are presumed
by them to be actual existents, just as a means of teaching. Now
Sri GOlu;Iapada himself an adept in this line of traditional teaching,
has clearly stated this in the following lines :-

~~~f<ciT~of61~JlI;>jct: I

~om:~~W1~11
"Dream is for one who misconceives, and dreamless sleep for
one who knows not the truth. When both the wrong ascriptions are
destroyed. one attains the position of this Turiya (the fourth).
3i;>j IR~ IlpOli

wrr ~ iiftor: ~~ I

3i'1t~f.:l~01~~~M ~~fRTll
"When the individual soul dreaming through a beginningless
Maya awakes at long last, then he comes to know the Unborn. Sleepless,
Dreamless, Non-dual Self.

"If the world really existed, it would, no doubt. really be removed.
All this duality is but Maya, Advaita (non-duality) alone is really real."

~~~~~I
~~~~;r~1I
"Misconception would be sublated, if it were really a construct
of imagination of any particular person. All this is only a device
employed for the purpose of teaching; there will be no duality whatever
when reality is known. "
GK. 1-15 to 18.
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Here (a) the meaning of the first verse is as follows: Dream
and waking are granted to be real and have been dubbed 'a dream'
by way of a deliberate superimposition, and the three states of
consciousness, viz., waking, dream and sound sleep are assumed
to be real and the name of 'sound sleep' has been ascribed to them
by way of deliberate superimposition. And ofthese, misconception
is said to be the error common to both waking and dream. While
of course, sleep or the absence of correct knowledge persists even
in these states, yet the imputation of 'sleep' (or ignorance) alone is
peculiar to deep sleep only, and hence that alone is said to be
characteristic of that state exclusively and therefore the three states
are classified into two groups only. So, when the error of absence
of knowledge and the error of misconception are sublated by the
dawn of true knowledge, then one comes to be convinced that he
is really the Turiya (the fourth) beyond all the illusory states.
(b) Ignorance of truth and misconception of truth are thus
the two misconceptions hypothetically imputed to the Self for the
sake of convenience in teaching, in the first verse. And now in
the second verse they are both rescinded. The substance of this
verse is this: Neither 'sleep' (ignorance of reality) nor 'dream'
(misconception of it) actually inhere in Atman. Both of these are
thought-constructs only like a dream. These two, sleep and dream,
have been superimposed only through beginningless Maya. Just
as an ordinary person would imagine certain features baselessly
as belonging to his own self owing to the effect of a magic, so
also this Jiva or individual soul imagines ignorance and
misconception to be attached to his self only through the effect of
beginningless mayic dream. When, however, he awakes from
this magical dream on knowing his true nature by dint of teaching
imparted by the S'astra and preceptor, then he will be convinced
thus: 'There never was, nor will there ever possibly be in future,
either sleep of the nature of ignorance or dream of the nature of
misconception in me; for I am the unborn, secondless Atman ever
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free from the three states of consciousness.' He thus realizes his
real nature as the Turiya or the fourth with reference to (he three
illusory states.
Here we should not (ake the literal meaning of the verse
and delude ourselves into the belief that 'When one awakes, then
one comes to realize his unborn, sleepless and dreamless non-dual nature'; that is to say that the properties of not being born etc.
belonging to the self are realized only subsequent to the awakening
For the statement purports only to teach that birth, sleep etc., are
no attributes of Atman but never implies that the illusory dream
and other evils are at first real events to be subsequently sublated
by a real waking. Indeed it will be declared later that
'The birth of individual souls is like that of Maya, and that Maya
GK. 4-58.
never exists."
Hence we have to understand that from the transcendental
standpoint of view (here is no Maya, no mayic dream, no birth, no
sleep or dream, and no awaking which sublates these. For the
same reason, the epithets like aja (unborn) etc., are a~so to be
taken to be meant for merely negating the birth etc. postulated by
other schools. This also is going to be declared at a later stage:
"He is unborn only from the standpoint of a hypothetical point
of view relative to a supposition. From the standpoint of reality, however,
he is not 'unborn' either."
GK. 4-74.
(c) The import of the third verse quoted frum GauQapada is
as follows: It should n~t be supposed that the Jiva is really attached
to a world of the many and that he is going to be denuded of this
manifoldness only after enlightenment. Why not? Because the
world in all its manifoldness is really Maya (an illusion), and
hence is eternally naught; the real nature of this Atman is to be
free from all manifoldness.
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(d) And the fourth verse purports to say that we should not
seriously take the discipLe to he a distinct person to be awakened
from the state of ignorance by the teaching of the S 'astra and
preceptor actualy distinct from him. and that he actually awakes
to the state of freedom from the manifold. For all this teachingof the distinction of the teaching (S'astra). the teacher (S'iista),
the taught (Sishyo). ignorance (ajiianam) and realization of the truth
(pratihodha) - is merely a device employed for the purpose of
teaching. When Reality as it is. is intuited, it will be clearly seen
there is not even the thought-construct of distinction of the taught
etc. as a matter of fact.
THE DELIBERATE SUPEIUMPOSITlO~ EMPLOYED IN
VEDA~TA l\'EVER AFFECTS lTS VALIDITY

22. It will be _seen that superimposition so called of the
not-self upon the Self. is of two different varieties - one due to
inna.te avidya of the common man. and the other a deliberate
device employed hy S'i.lstra (revelatory teaching). Of these two,
the ordinary human procedure due to Avidy;.} is the source of all
evil in life, while deliberate superimposition employed by the S'astra
for the purpose of teaching is purely a conventional device aiming
at enlightening the intellect of the enquiring student. So says the
teacher Sri Gau<;iapada :1.
"Everything is horn from the view - point of Sarhvrti and
so there is nOlhing eternal. As a matter of fact, however. everything is
unborn and so there is no destruction whatever."
GK. 4-57.

Here Sarhvrti means concealing, the common sense-view of
ordinary men under the influence of Avidya. The meaning of the
verse is this: From the empirical standpoint all this is certainly
born: so in the region of Avidya, there is nothing which can be
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considered to be eternal. But from the view point of things as
they are, i.e. viewed from the position uf Reality. everything is the
one emity, the unborn Self and there is nothing destructible.
2.

"He who exists by Kalpita Sarilvrri. does not exist from the

view-point of Rcality. It is only fromparatantr.lbhisamvrri. the thoughtposition of other schools. bUI not as a matter of fact. "
GK. 4-73.
Here Ka!pita-samvrti only means the procedure adopted
by the S'fistra or the preceptor as a device for teaching the means
of knowing the truth. As for instance, in texts like the following:
'He is unborn both within and without' (Mu.), the assumption of
interior and exterior with reference to what which is really devoid
of a within or a without. AndparatafltrabhiSamvrti l is the granting
for argument's sake the procedure of the Sankhyas. KaI)adas
and uthers which pustulates the distinction uf pramaIJa (the
means of knowledge),
and prameya (the ohject of
1.

Here il should be noted that even Madhyamikas talk of

two truths. Sariwrri and Paramarrha "Reality is beyond the range of
intellect, and intellect is called sarilVni" (BCh.), "Paramartha is not taught
wilhout reference to ordinary procedure; without knowing Param;.lrtlza
(reality) Nirval:w is never attained." (MK. 14. Can. p. 181). Some persist
in holding that the very distinction of sa Thv rri andparamiirrha enunciated
by the followers of Buddha, has heen utilized by Gauc,lapada and so his
followcr~ are crypto-Buddhists. This mis- conception. howevcr, is due
to ignorancc of thc difference between thc mcthod adopted by thc
Buddhists and that employed by Vedantins. Why Gau<;lapadadirya has
adopted the terminology of the Buddhists and how the two mclhcx.is differ.
may be learnt by a reference to the MfiIJdukya -Rahasya-Vivrri by the
present writer. This topic is discussed in detail in chapter 7.
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knowledge), Sat-karya-vada (the theory of pre-existent effect),
paramaI)ukaranal'ada (the theory of the Atom as the cause) etc.
Both of these sarnvrtis are to be taken only as concessionary devices
adopted for the purpose of teaching the truth.
It will thus be seen that while empirical procedure and the
Vedic one are both in the sphere of Avidya only, the
superimposition incorporated in the method of Vedanta known as
adhyaropa-apavada (superimposition and rescission) by no means
invalidates the efficacy of S'astra; for, it has to be remembered.
this superimposition is only a concession as Gauc.lapada has clearly
shown, and S'ankara is only following in the footsteps of that
teacher.
WHY THE METHOD OF SUPERIMPOSITIOl'i" AND
RESCISSION ALONE IS EMPLOYED EXCLUSIVELY IN
VEDANTA

23. The self-established Atman not being objectifiable, is
hard to be known directly. So the S'ruti employs a number of
superimpositions, negates the device employed in the
superimposition and thereby only suggests that Atman is
ungraspable. This secret underlying the method has been expressly
disclosed by Oaudapada himself an authority on the tradition.
"H"lN~Rf~\1IRl ~~~: I

fi4Ji!ll~~~~

II

OK. 3-26.

The S'ruti negates again and again at every step, whatever it
employs as a means of teaching (vide Br. 3-9-26,4-2-4,4-4-22,
4-5-15). It proclaim~ 'Now this Atman is He who has been
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described as neti neti (not such, not such). The non-dual unborn
essence of Atman, says the Karika, then shines forth of itself.
THAT BRAHMA~ IS KNOWN ONLY THROUGH THE NEGATION OF
THE SUPERIMPOSED IS A TEACHING COMMOr\ TO ALL THE
THREE PRASTHANAS

24. That Brahman being devoid of specific features and
never objectifiable has to be made known only by the negation of
the superimposed attributes foreign to it, has been expressly stated
in the Siltras of Badarayat:m; it has been taught in the Upanishads
and announced in th~ Bhagavadgita also. This harmony of the
three Prasthanas has been pointed out by the commentator S'ankara
The student should ponder over the texts cited in the Bhashya on
the two aphorisms:

VS. 3-2-17.
The S'ruti shows this and it is declared in the SlIlrtis also.'

VS. 3-2-18.
'Hence the simile of the reflexion of the sun etc.'

The following are the texts to be gone into in particular:
"Now therefore, the teaching (of Brahman) : 'not such. not such'"
(Br. 2-3-6) ; "It is certainly other than the known. and is higher than the
unknown" (Ke. 1-4); "That (bliss) from which words turn back along
with the mind. failing to reach it" (Tai. 2-9): "This Atman is (perfect)
silence" (?); "It is neither being nor non-being" (G. 13-12); "Do not
think that I am invested with the qualities of all these elements (such as
the earth etc.)" (Mo. Dh. 339-45); "He is made to appear to be of a
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different form only throllgh the associating adjunct" (?); "He is seen to
be one and many like the reflection of the moon in the water." (?).
SBh. 3-2-17, 18, p. 358-359.
TEACHING BY MEANS OF SUPERIMPOSITION, IS ONLY FOR
NEGATING WHAT IT IS

~OT

25. The sub-varieties of the Adhyaropa-apavada method
are innumerable. Only a few of them are known by particular
names. Some ofthem, we are going to consider in the next section.
In order to forewarn the student that they arc to be regarded as
samples only, we now set forth some more varieties of
superimposition implying the negation of certain other features :Although Brahman is devoid of all specific features, and
although it is ever attained because of its all-pervading nature
and because of its being the very Self of every one, 'attainability'
is imputed to it in certain S'rutis such as this one for instance: 'The
knower of Brahman attains the Highest' (Tai. 2-1). This is only to
negate that it is attainable by some means other than knowledge.
It also implies that Brahman should not be regarded as something
to be reached after travelling towards it, as is the case with regard
to Lower Brahman (HirQIJyagarbha) whose attainability is taught
in S'rutis like 'He attains Swarajyam (his own kingdom, as
Hiranyagarbha)' (Tai. 1-6). Sometimes 'knowability is attributed
to Brahman by superimposition, as for instance in S'rutis like the
following: 'This is to be known, for it is always in the form of
one's own Atman' (Sve. 1-12); 'Narayana the great knowable' (Tai.
Na. 13-29); '(That teaching)by which even that which is not heard
becomes heard, that which is not thought over becomes thought
over, and that which is not understood becomes understood'
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(Ch. 6-1 -3). And this superimposition is to reveal that ignorance
is utterly destroyed by knowledge and that there remains nothing
e1se to be known henceforth. And in certain cases knowership is
superimposed to negate know ability, as for instance in the S'ruti :
'By what means, my dear, can the knower be known ?' (Br.2-414). And by certain S'rutis again the nature of being a witness is
imputed to Atman to deny even knowership to Atman as in the
text 'He is the witness, conscious and devoid of all attributes' (Sve.
6-11). And by certain other texts the very essential nature ofAtman
is pointed out as in the text '(He is) neti neti, not such, not such'
(Br. 2-3-6) in order to negate all specific attributes including the
nature of being a witness. Similarly know ability by Vedantic text
only is superimposed sometimes to teach that Atman is not
knowable by perception and other empirical means, as may be
seen from texts like 'Those who have quite correctly ascertained
the truth by means of intuition arising from Vedantas ... ' (Mu. 3-26). Ascertainability by the mind is sometimes taught to indicate
that it is not known through sensuous knowledge, as is done in
texts like 'By mind alone is this (Brahman) to be seen, there is no
plurality whatever here' (Br. 4-4-19). And in other instances it is
taught that Brahman is beyond both the mind and speech in order
to reveal thatAtman is known exclusively through intuition distinct
from both (mind and speech). As for instance. in the case of texts
like this: 'From which words fall back, along with the mind failing
to reach it - one who has intuited that bliss of Brahman, is not
afraid of anything' (Tai. 2-9). Discriminating students may similarly
interpret for themselves other instances of deliberate
superimposition.
Nor is it a rule that each superimposition aims at removing
only one particular thought-construction. To illustrate by an
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example : Superimposition of know ability of Atman not merely
wards off the supposition that some other thing deserves to be
known, but also suggests that one becomes omniscient by the
knowledge of Brahman and that all his ignorance is removed once
and for all. It is also implied that ignorance of Atman alone is
responsible for the appearance of all duality, and that subsequent
to the dawn of Self-knowledge there would no longer continue
the distinction of knower, means of knowledge, and the object of
knowledge. And so on. It will thus be seen that the one
superimposition of know ability on Brahman implies the dispersal
of all constructs of imagination such as (1) the supposition of the
actual existence of something other than Atman. (2) the
presumption that assumption of duality is the only imaginationconstruct to be removed by its knowledge, (3) the imagination
that ignorance might recur at some future time, even after the
know ledge of Brahman, (4) the supposition that actual existence
of duality is responsible for its appearance, (5) the unfounded lease
of continuance for knowership even after the knowledge of Atman
has dawned, and so on.
We have here adduced only a few instances to indicate that
some particular superimpositions are intended to negate some
other particular thought-constructs. The intelligent reader can
now proceed for himself and infer the implied negations in similar
cases. It should be never forgotten that wherever reality free from
all attributes is presented as endowed with any particular attribute,
it is only intended to negate some other property commonly
imputed to it by the human mind, but never implies that the
particular attribute employed for the purpose of teaching, really
characterizes Reality as it is. For it will be seen that even this
attribute is in its tum expressly negated elsewhere.
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EXTRACTS FROM THE BHASHVAs

26. We shall now cite certain passages from the Bhashyas
to illustrate how S'al'lkara lays particular emphasis on the '
importance of the AdhyarDpa-apavad~ method on the score that
Reality being devoid of all specific features, can never be positively
described:
1.

In the same way that an animal is described positively by

exclaiming 'There goes the ox, the white one, with horns', Brahman is
described by means of superimposed name. fonn or action by means of
words and expressions like 'Brahman is consciousness and bliss', 'It is
a solid mass of consciousness', 'Brahman' and 'Atman'. When, however,
it is intended to indicate its essential nature itself, free from all
particulars conditioning adjuncts, then it is impossible to define it in
any particular manner. And ~o, for that purpose the only means to
employ is to point out it by negation, i.e. by calling it 'net; neti' (not
such. not such), thus denying all properties attributable.
Br. 2-3-6, p. 755, 756.
2.
Every word used to reveal a particular thing, or heard by
listeners when so used, makes the particular thing known only by
showing how it symbolises it, by referring to its genus, action, quality
or relation and by no other means. For no other means is known to us.
For example it can point to its genus by calling it 'a cow' or 'a horse' etc;
or it can indicate its action and say 'he cooks' or 'he reads' etc.: or it may
indicate it by pointing to its quality and say 'it is white or black' etc.; or
else it may refer to its relation to something else and say 'wealthy',
'possessed of cattle' But Brahman is without genus and so cannot be
expressed by words like 'being'; nor has it any quality in which case it
could be expressed by an adjective of quality; it is by its very nature
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free from all qualities. Nor can il be expresse.d by means of its action.
for it is actionlcss. For the S'ruti says "It is devoid of parts, free from
activity, and free from all distinction" (Sve. 1-19). Nor is it related to
something else, for it is one, second less Being, not objective, and the
very self of everything, it is only proper to say that it can be expressed
by no word whatever. And because there are such S'rutis as the following:
'From which all words fall back' (TaL 2-9).
GBh. 13-12, p.203.

3.

Nor is the self in its essential nature object of any other

means of knowledge, for there is no associate conditioning it as an ox
etc. Nor has it any genus, for being second less it has no distinction of
genus and species. Nor has it any predicable action like a cook, for it is
changeless. Nor is it characterized by a quality like blue. for it is devoid
of all qualities. Hence it cannot be expressed by any name.

Ma. Bh. 7. p. 186.
4.

It is because of the interception of specific features like

happiness that Atman does not abide in his own essential nature and
final beatitude (S'reyas) is only abiding in one's own nature. Therefore
the S'astra brings about the notion of not being happy etc. and thereby
annuls the notion of being happy etc. by means of texts like 'net; nett.
GK. Bh. 2-32, p. 205.
5.

Hence that Brahman cannOl be denoted by the epithet

'jiiallam' (knowledge) either. Nevertheless, it is indicated (/akshyace )
though not expressed, by the word 'Jiianam' denoting the semblance of
consciousness which is really a modification of the mind. It is nOl
directly denoted by that term because Brahman is devoid of genus and
other specific features which alone are the occasion for the application
of words to a thing. So is it with regard to the term 'Satyam'. For
Brahman is by its very nature devoid of all specific features. The term
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Satyam really refers to the genus 'being' inhering in external objects, and
when Brahman is described as 'Satyam' (Real), it is only indicated by
that term. But Brahman is not actually expressed by the term 'Satyam'.
Tai. Bh. 2-1, p. 285.
[It is not intended even to stress that it is 'indicated' by any tenn.
For words cannot objectify Brahman by means of any function (vrtti)
whatever, .because Brahman is no object, and because it is the very self
of even words. It has been clarified by Bhashyakara elsewhere (Tai.
Bh.2-1 p. 283) that by applying the epithet Satyam to Brahman the
S'ruti wants to tell us that Brahman is no effect. Similarly we have to
understand that the expression 'Jiianam-Brahma' (Brahman is
consciousness) aims at revealing that Brahman is unlike in nature to
such things as a pot. For the Bhashya says 'since it is declared that
Brahman is the cause, it is liable to be taken to be an efficient factor like
any ordinary thing, and an insentient thing like clay. Hence to ward off
this supposition, it is said 'Brahman is consciousness.']

6.

Objectio1l : "Is not even Atman denoted by the word

'Atman' ?

Reply: No. for there are S.'rutis like 'From which words fall back',
'That in which one sees nothing else'.

Question: How then do texts like 'Atman alone is below... .' and
'It is Atman' reveal Atman ?

Reply: This is no fault. For, the word (Atman), primarily used
in the world of differences to denote individual soul as distinct from
the body it possesses, is

extend~d

to indicate the entity which remains

after the rejection of body and other not-selfs as not deserving that
appellation, and is used to reveal what is really inexpressible by words".
Ch. Bh. 7- 1-3, p. 542.
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[This observation is made in the context of revealing that Brahman
which is the Self of everyone is ineffable, for it is of a distinct nature
and quite unlike all the nameables and names inasmuch as the latter are
only modifications of Brahman and every modification belongs to the
category of not-self. Hence the import of the passage is that the
employment of the word 'Atman' even with reference to the real inmost
Self too great for words, is only to remove the notion which is current
among common people that the body etc. are themselves the Self.]

We have thus set forth the nature of the method employed
in S'alikara-Vedanta. We shall now enumerate in the next section
some varieties of this method in order to show how they are all
subsumed under this main method.
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5. VARIETIES O:F THE VEDANTIC METHOD
RELATION OF THE SEQUEL TO THE PRECEDING SECTION

27. It has been shown how according to S'ankara the one
method of Adhyaropa-apavada is uniformly employed in all the
Upanishads for the purpose of revealing the non-dual Reality. The
nature of the method in its general aspect has been also exhibited
in the course of citing certain passages from ancient teachers in
order to demonstrate that the cardinal principles assumed by
S'ailkara belong to a hoary tradition. We shall now briefly indicate
how particular varieties of this method have been pointed out in
the Bhashyas on the Prasthana-trayi, i.e., on the Upanishads, the
BhagavadgIta and the Vedanta-Siitras.
THE METHOD OF DISTINGUISHING VlDyA AND AVlDyA

28. Texts like the following declare that by the knowledge
of Brahman alone one can attain the highest goal of human life,
viz., Brahmanhood. The knower of Brahman attains the highest'
(Tai.2-1), 'Whoever comes to know that Supreme Brahman,
becomes that very Brahman' (Mu. 3-2-9), 'Indeed this one is the
all-pervading, unborn Atman, undecaying, deathless, immortal,
fearless Brahman. Brahman as is well known is fearless.
Whosoever knows thus, becomes indeed that very fearless
Brahman' (Br. 4-4-25). Hence we conclude that Mukti (release)
is intercepted by Avidya (ignorance) alone. Hence the method of
distinguihing Vidya and Avidya (Right knowledge and elTor) has
got to be considered first and foremost.
The following extracts from the Bhashyas may well be
pondered over in this connection:
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In the same way as in the case of a piece of nacre appearing
1.
like silver, not grasping it consists only in the interception of wrong
knowledge, so also grasping it means right knowledge only; for
knowledge aims at removing the interception of wrong knowledge only.
So also, in the present case, not attaining Atman means only the
interception of Avidya. So attainment means only its removal, and never
can there be any other way of attaining it.
2.

Br. Bh. 1-4-7, p. 666.

For Brahman alone is the state of freedom.
SBh. 3-4-52, p. 458.

[Here we are told that identity with Brahman, while it is ever
attained appears to be unattained owing to Avidya and that it appears to
be attained through Vidya.]
3.
It is evident that the subject and the object which are of
quite opposite nature as being objects of the I-concept and the thouconcept respectively can never be possibly mutually convertible in
essence; and still less probable it is that their properties are convertible
into the nature of one another. Therefore it is but proper to suppose
that there can be no superimposition of the object which is in the sphere
of the concept 'thou' and its propel1ies upon the subject whith is in the
sphe~'e of the concept '1', and which is the subject of the nature of
con,,~ iousness. Neither conversely can there be the superimposiion of
the ,ubject and its properties on the object. Nevertheless it is a natural
procedure of mankind to mix up the real and the unreal owing to wrong
knowledge due to non-discrimination of the two absolutely distinct
properties and possessors of properties, to superimpose the mutual
identity and mutual transference of their properties and to think' I am
this', and 'This is mine".
3(a). Now this superimposition, thus defined, the wise consider
to be Al'id.\'a (ignorance), and the as<;ertainment of the essential nature
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of the two after di scrimination they call Vidya (wisdom).
Adhyasa Bhashya. pp. 1-2.
[Here is disclosed the nature ofAl'irf\'fi which screens our Brahmic
Nature. Mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self and the
mistaken transference of their properties due to non-discrimination is
A FidYJ. It is also declared hcre that the asccltainment of the true nature

or Reality hy discrimination is Vidyell

Thus by means of deliberate superimposition of Vidyfi and
AvidyJ. the reality of bondage and the adventitiousness of release

have been denied. Here are excerpts from the Bhashyas divulging
that wisdom no less than ignorance is a deliberate superimposition
unu not the inherent nature of Atman :
4.

In the same way as Atman is presumed tn be 'the knower'

of objects like sound etc .. which are conveyed by intdlcct etc .. hecause
of AvidyiL or modification of th e: mind of the nature of nun di-;criminating knowledge. Atman himself who is rcally chan1,! de"s i"
called 'the wise onc' because of the modification of the mind. which is
unreal likewise. viz .. knowledge discriminating the sciI' and the nonself.
GBh. 2-21. p. J Y.
[That is to say. the nomenclature of Vidwan (thc wise nne) and
[0 conditioning adjuncts of the nature

A,'idlt'all (ignorant) is ibelf due

of mudificati ons of the mintl.1
5.

Both Vil'c ka (discrimination ) anti :hi l'e "a (no ll -

discrimination) are directly intuited to inhere in theAl1lllhkara (wlIl (inner
organ. thl: mind ). It is common knowledge that colour which is percei vct!
is no property of the perceiver. AndA"idy j

IS

Objectified by one's o wn

intuition 4L!-> when uIll: thinks '1 am ignorant". ':\1y knowledge is tlot
distinct', The discrimination due to VidyiJ i~ likewise illluited. v..·ise
ones imp:lrt their knowledge to

othf'~' "

.. '1 1 •h ...'.:' others {!rasr it. V/{h-ii
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and Avidya. therefore, have to be classed with name and form alone;
and name and form are admittedly no properties of Atman.
Tai. Bh. 2-8, p.3lO.
If it is argued that being the locus or not being the locus of
6.
Avidya, is certainly a specific feature of Atman just as blindness due to
cataract or freedom from that blindness is a specific feature of a person,
we say "No; for being ignorant by himself has been expressly denied
in the case of Atman by the S'ruti 'He thinks as it were, He moves as it
were'."
Br.Bh 4-4-6, p. 919.
(It is stated here that Vidya and Avidya both belong to the not-self
since they can be objectified, and that the fact of Atman appearing to
possess them as properties is only a false appearance.]

It win thus be seen that the method of Vzdya and Avidya is
employed only by superimposition of knowership on Atman in
accordance with others' views, but in reality Atman is not even a
knower. This is in consonance with the traditional dictum.
m-srnt~u:q(1fi'f~' ~~,

~~~:"
"He who exists by kalpita-sarhvrt~, does not exist from the
view-point of Reality. He is only from the paratantrabhisarhvrti,
the thought-position of other schools but not as a matter of fact."
GK. 4-73.
THE METHOD OF S'AsTRA - PRAM~A

29. Similarly when it is maintained that Atman is known
only through the Upanishads, on the strength of texts like "I ask
thee of the person known in the Upanishads" (Br. 3-9-26), "That
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position of which all the Vedas sing (Ka. 1-2-15) it is only for the
purpose of intimating that He is not knowable by perception and
other empirical means of knowledge and not to convey the idea
that He is actually known through the word. So says the author of
the Sutra-Bhashya:
1.
The intuition of Brahman is indeed achieved through the
ascertainment of the import of Vedic text and not by other empirical
means of knowledge like inference.
SBh. 1-1-2, p. 7.
2. . For this entity is no object of perception because it has no
colour and other properties. Nor is it the object of inference and other
means for it has no indicatory mark etc. (necessary for those means to
function). This entity can be known through Agama (revelation) alone
like Dharma.
SB. 2-1-6, p.188.

It is for the purpose of teaching that Brahman is known
only through Agama that the revered BadarayaI)a has written the
aphorism '~II«<t)f.'Ii"OIl( (for it has S'astra for its means). And the
author of the Bhashya has explained it thus "The meaning is that
Brahman, the cause ofthe origin etc. ofthe Universe, is knowable
through the S'astra-pramaI)a alone." But because of this, one
should not delude oneself into the belief that the distinction of
pramaI)a and prameya (means and object of knowledge) sanctioned
by common usage is really real, and that S'astra is also a means of
knowledge just like perception etc. enabling one to know Brahman
which is not known through other means. For the s'ruti says "That
which is not expressible by speech, but by which speech itself is
expressed (known) - that alone is Brahman." (Ke. 1-5). And there
is a further reason for this warning, for all Pram§.I)as and S'astras
function under the presupposition of Avidya for their basis. This
is stated by the author of the Bhashya:- .
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As for S'astra, it is the Final Pramal}a; il derives its validity
only by pointing out and removing what is not the property of Atman,
but not by directly making known what is not known through other means.
GBh. 2-18, p. 16.
[In the Sanskrit original the word 'malra' (only) has to be read
after 'nivartakatva'to yield the intended meaning.)
2.

The Fillal PramaIJa removes the knowership itself and

while so removing it loses its own validity, just as the means of
knowledge in a dream, is invalidated on waking.
GBh. 2-69, p. 39.
rThe idea is that the S'ruti also is spoken of as a means of knowledge
only in a secondary sense, from the stand-point of Al'idya, since alllaik
of PralllaIJas or means of knowledge depends on the presupposition of a
knower, who is himself really a producl of Avidya.]
3.
All usage of the means and object of knowledge, whether
ordinary or Vedic, proceeds on the presupposition of the mutual
superimposition of the self and the not-self known by the name of
Avidya; so also do the S'astras purporting to lay down injunctions or to
SBh.p.2.
prohibit certain acts or to teach release.
[The word 'all' being a general term, the talk of one who desires to
be released and one who is released is also to be understood as the outcome
of Avidya. Since the S'astras include those that purport to teach 'release'
also (Moksha-paraIJi) even the S'astra relating to Atman is to be taken
to be within the ambit of the usage of PramaI).as based on Avidya.J

Thus it is evident that for the Vedantins the convention of
the means and objects of knowledge as also that of S'astra etc. is
only a device subsumed under the comprehensive method of
Adhyaropa-apavada contrived for the purpose of teaching.
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30. Just as the enquiry into Brahman is recommended in
the Upanishads granting for the nonce that the individual soul is a
knower and Brahman is to be known, so also Brahman as the
cause of the origin etc. of the uni verse, the entry of Brahman into
the created world as a souL and also the merging of the soul again
into Brahman - all this is taught on the presumpt~on of the
distinction of the individual soul and Brahman. So also are taught
the different states of consciousness, departing of the soul from
and return back to this world, the constant transmigratory life of
birth and death, and the states' of knowledge and release as well.
All this comes only under the device for the purpose of teaching
the Reality, the Supreme Self, using the one method of Superimposition and Rescission, and it is never taken seriously that
Brahman is really the cause of the origin etc. of the Unvierse, that
it actually enters into the created Universe as a Jiva and that the
Jivas do really undergo bondage and attain release afterwards.
This has been summed up in a verse by Sri GauQapada acarya :Of f.RNr Of ~ ~ Of "f mtr<fi: I

Of~ft~~~11
"There is neither creation nor dissolution, no one bound nor one
who undergoes spiritual discipline; no one who intensely desires to be
released nor one who is released. This is the whole truth." GK. 2-32.
We shall first of all take up the method of creation for
consideration, because enquiry into the nature of individual souls,
mundane bondage in the shape of states of consciousness, and
departing and returning from the other world on the part of Jivas,
their rcIca~e from the bondage and the means of release - all these
presuppose creation.
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The texts relating to creation, in the first place, aim at
revealing the knowledge of the oneness of Atman, but they are
not very particular about the reality of creation. This we can
conclude for instance from the Taittiriyaka Upanishad which
begins with relating the good resulting from the knowledge of
Brahman, and after narrating creation etc. by statements like 'From
Atman was born ether' (Tai. 2-1) goes on to say 'When this seeker
attains stability which knows no fear in this invisible, bodiless,
undefined entity in need of no other substrate - then he will have
got freedom from an fear' (Tai. 2-7) thus denying the existence of
all created (elements) with and without fonn in that very Brahman
(its material cause). So also in the MUDdaka which solemnly
declares that the Imperishable Reality (Aksharam) is free from all
specific features by describing it as 'That which is invisible,
ungraspable, causeless, altributeless, having neither eyes nor ears.
and having neither hands nor feet' (Mu. 1-1-6) and then relates
the creation of the universe from that very Imperishable entity
thus 'Brahman becomes fat in the Tapas of brooding and from it
is born food (or the manifesting Avyiikrta)' etc., and concludes
'All this is verily this Purusha (Supreme Person), (Mu. 2-1-10),
and 'That which is befl~re us is verily immortal Brahman' (Mu. 22-11). This is evident too, from the enunciation of the good issuing
forth from the knowledge of Brahman in these words:
"He who knows this to be hidden in the cave, of the heart, my dear
friend, he verily unties the knot of Avidya'.
Mll.2-1-1O.
In like manner, we can discern that the method of creation,
is presented in all the Upanishads as a variety of the Adhyaropaapavada method.
This method of superimposing the Universe on Brahman
for the purpose of teaching the unity of Alman and subsequent
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revoking it, is common to all the three Prasthanas. Thus in the

Bhagavadgita :-

G.9-4
All these beings rest in me, but J do not rest in them.

G.9-8.
Controlling my Prakrti, I create them again and again.
[This is superimposition.]

G.9-5.
Nor are the beings really in me. just look at the Yoga (Glory)
belonging to me, the Lord !

G.4-9
And yet these acts do not bind me, 0 Dhanmijaya !
rThis is rescission.]
So also in the S'iiriraka or Vedanta Mlmamsa :

VS.1-4-14.
For Brahman is spoken of as the cause of cther etc. in all the
Upanishads. uniformly in the same way of description.
And in the Bhashya we read :(a) Of what description the Omniscient Lord of all, the Self of
everyone, One without a second is spoken of as the cause in anyone
Vedantic text, of that very same description is he spoken of ( as the
cause) in the other texts too...... (For example) by the statement "May
J become plenteous. may I be born" which expresses the will to become
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plenteous on the part of Atman the S'ruti has enunciated the nondifference of the created effects from the creator. And by the statement
"He created all this, everything without exception" the S'ruti points to the
creation of all the universe by Him, and thereby says that before creation,
the creator was one without a second. Now of whatever description it is
that Brahman is known from this text to be the cause (of the universe).
of the Self same description is it known (to be the cause) elsewhere also.
SBh. J-4- 14, pp. J62- 163.
It may even be that texts with regard to the effect are
(b)
dishannonious. for it (the effect) is not purposed to be taught. (To
explain:) It is not indeed the purpose of the S'ruti to teach all this detail
of creation & c .. for there is 110 good of human life percei ved or declared
in the S'ruti in that connection. Nor can it be presumed (on the strength
of the context); for from the commencement and conclusion in the various
contexts (the texts treating of creation) are seen to be construable as
going along with texts about Brahman to aid the unity of thought.
..... Moreover. it can be concluded that all these details of creation etc.
is intended to teach the non-difference of the effect from the cause by
means of the illustrations of clay etc. Accordingly those that are wdlacquainted with the tradition of Vedanta, say :-

~~")~~f.:!.~~·la: ~ :qIR(1I~~ I
~: ms~;rrffitilG:: ~ II
"The creation which is taught in various ways by means of
illustrations like that of clay, metal. and sparks, is only a device for the
purpose of leading the mind to the truth; there is no diversity on any
account (GK. 3-15)".
SBh. 1-4-I·t p. J63.
THE l\lETHOf) OF CALSE Al\D EFFECT

31.

This explains the method of cau~e and effect also. For
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the S'ruti teaches that Jivas are born from Brahman and are
dissolved again in Brahman. As for instance, "Just as similar sparks
dart forth in thousands from a fire aflame, so also, my dear friend,
various beings are born from the Imperishable (Aksharam), and
are dissolved in that very same (Aksharam)" (Mu. 2-1-1). And it
also announces that all things of the world subjective and objective
are born from Brahman alone thus "From this alone are born the
vital force, the mind and all the senses; the ether, air, fire, water,
and the earth supporting all" (Mu. 2-1-3). So also another S'ruti
beginning with "It thought - 'Let me become plenteous, let me be
born'. It created fire" (Ch. 6-2-3) says that Brahman itself was
born in the form of fire and other elements. From all this, it would
appear that a cause-and-effect relation is intended to be taught
between Brahman and the Universe. From the rescission of this
very relation of cause and effect, however, we have to conclude
that this method of cause and effect has been devised only for the
purpose of revealing the non-difference of the effect from the
cause. For there are S'rutis like the following: "He is born in
diverse ways, while he is really never born" (Tai. A. 3-13-39),
"Prakrti should be taken to be Maya (an illusion) and the Great
Lord to be the Mayavin (the magician) and by parts of his, all this
universe is pervaded."
(Sve.4-10).
This has been in.dicated by the author of the S Otra also thus:
"Their non-difference is concluded on the basis of the word
Arambhw)a and other texts."
VS. 2-1-14.

And the author of the Bhashya has thus explained the
drift of the Sutra :1.
The 'effect' is the universe comprising the panorama of
ether etc., and the cause is the Highest Brahman. And we can conclude
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that the effect is non-different from the cause. How? On account of tht
word Arambhana and other texts. We shall first take up the wore

'Arambhana'. After laying down the proposition asserting the possibilit)
of knowing all things by knowing one particular entity, it is said, b)
way of supplying an illustration which is demanded by that proposition :.
"Just as, my dear boy, all that is made up of clay is known through tht
knowledge of a lump of clay, since the effect is only a name conjurec
up by speech af.ld the only reality is what is known as clay". The meanin~
is this: When one lump of clay is ascertained to be really clay, all thaI
is made of clay, such as a pot, a lid or a pail also becomes known, sinc€:
they are likewise essentially clay. For an effect is Vaciirambhal)an:
Niimadheyam i.e. the effect is conjured up as existing only by speech,
which calls it 'a pot', 'a lid', or 'a pail'. But as a matter of fact there is
nothing which may be called an effect; for it is only a name, unreal;
what is known as clay is the only real thing. This is the illustration
cited in the S'ruti for Brahman. By the word Viiciirambhal)a used therein,
we have to infer that even in the case of that of which it is an illustration
that no effects exist apart from Brahman. Again, after stating that fire,
water and food (earth), are the effects of Brahman, the S'ruti says thal
the effects of fire, water and food, do not exist apart from fire, water and
food, in these words: "The fireness of fire has gone away, for the effecl
is only a name conjured up by speech, the only reality being the three
colours (Ch. 6-4-1)" etc.
SBh. 2-1-14, p. 196.

2.
By the word 'Adi' (etc.) in the expression '.ArambhaI)ashabdadibhyah' in the original, we have to understand and cite such
texts as 'All this has this (Sat) for its essence, that alone is real, thal
alone is the Atman, that thou art'; 'All this is verily what we know as
this Atman' which (texts) teach the unity of Atman.

SBh. 2-1-14, p. 197.

Here by the assertion that the effect is non-different from
the cause, what is intended to emphasize is that all effect is spoken
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of as being born only illusorily, just to impart the knowledge of
the oneness of Atman. As a matter of fact, however, there is no
effect as such, it is only superimposed upon the cause by Avidya.
so says the author of the Bhashya :3.
Therefore in the same way that the ether spaces limited by
a large pot or a little one (for drinking water) or by any other vessel, are
non-different from the cosmic ether, and in the same way that mirage
water etc. are non-different from the barren soil etc.,just appearing and
vanishing away as they do, and being of a nature undefinable, so also
we have to understand that this uni verse of manifoldness in the form of
experiencer and experienced etc. is non-existent apart from Brahman.
SBh. 2-1-14, p.197.

We shall now cite three Karikas just to ratify that the above
quoted extracts from the Bhashya are quite in harmony with the
Vedantic tradition :-

miTf{~~~if!!~: I
~~~~~f{~11
"Of a real being an illusory birth alone can reasonably happen;
for him whose opinion it is really born, it would be tantamount to say
GK. 3-27.
that what is born alone can be born."

if ~ iiftcr: ~Sflr if ~ I

~~~~~II
"No Jiva is born, and there is no cause for him (from which he is
to be born). This is the highest Reality wherein nothing is born."
" GK. 3-48.
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~ fll"lI~I{I~I+86jf1~6fIR'1I~ I

~ ~ ~.fH\1II~f5lmli 00 II
"Birth is taught as a doctrine by the wise ones to those who hold
to the doctrine thal things exist because of their appearance and practical
efficiency and who are always afraid of that which is unborn ."
GK. 4-42.
BRAIDIA~'S E~TRY INTO CREATION AS A JIVA

32. In the same manner that real creation is not the purport
of S'mtis when they reach creation. Brahman's entry into the created
world too, is taught not to stress the reality of entrance as a factual
event but only to introduce the enquirer's mind to the idea of the
unity oL~tman by teaching that Brahman itself unchanged, illusorily
appears to be in the form of JIva. That this is so, has to be concluded
from the circumstance that the JIva is taught to be identical with
the Brahman so entering the creation. Therefore texts like the
following are from the stand-point of Adhyaropa (deliberare
superimposition) :
(a) Having created it, He entered into that very creation.

Tai. 2-6.
(b) Splitting this very same seam of the hair, he entered through
this opening.
Ai. 1-3-12.
(c) Let me enter in the shape of this Jiva my own self and
differentiate name and form

eh.6-3-2.

And these and other S'rutis are employed for Apw'ada
(rescission) :-
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(a) Now this One in the body of man and that One in the Sun, is
one and the same.
Tai . 2-8.
(b) He saw this very Purusha, the all-pervading Brahman and
ejaculated "Now I have seen this Brahman !".
Ai. 1-3-13.

(c) All this has this (Being) for its essence, that is real. that thou
art. 0 Svetaketu.
Ch. 6-8-7.

So says lhe author of the Bhashya also :1.
Now this very same cause of ether etc. ha'i created the
effect (Universe) and is intuited in the particular forms of a seer, hearer,
thinker and understander, as though it had entered into it. This really is
(what is meant by) entering the creation.
Tai. Bh. 2-6, p.30l .

2.
Having created the effect beginning with ether up to and
including the AllIlOfnO),O (the physical body), it is intuited as possessing
particular forms, as though it had entered into the created object.
Therefore one should know it (0 be of a nature quite distinct from that
of all effects. and Bliss distinguished by characteristics like invisibility,
as one's own Self: For teaching about entry into creation is meant to
inculcate this.
Tai. Bh. 3-1, p.313.
3.
For statements relating to creation, entry into creation,
sustenance and dissolution of the Universe, are all meant to aid the
realization of the unity of that Atman.

Br. BIl. 1-4-7, p. 658.

Texts relating to creation etc. may be reasonably
4.
understood to be meant as aids to the realization of the unity of Atman.
for this additional reason that perception of duality is derided. So we
have to understand that being known in the effect in the special form
(of Jiva) is figuratively spoken of as entry into the created world.
Br. Bh. 1-4-7. pp. 658-659.
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THE METHOD OF RELIGIOUS WORKS AND MEDITATION

33. It is evident that the nature of being an agent of action
and experiencer of the results thereof (Kartrtvam Bhoktrtvam
ca) is, just like the nature of being a knower (Pramatrtva); a
property belonging only to Atman who has become INa after
entering into the aggregate of the body and the senses; for the
superimposition of the properties of the body, senses and the mind
is common to both these capacities. Now, the S'astra enjoining
religious works pre-supposing agency of action as inhering in lIvas,
does not insist on the reality of agency and other factors of action,
but on the other hand, expressly denies that Atman is
actually tainted with right and wrong religious works as seen in
such texts as 'He is devoid of Dharma, and devoid of Adhanna ... .'
(Ka. 1-2-14). And in like manner, the S'ruti which enjoins Upasanas
(meditation) should not be supposed to emphasize the reality of
the agency of meditation as pertaining to Atman, for it denies the
reality of that agency likewise by saying 'He is meditating as it
were, he is moving as it were'
(Br. 4-3-7).
Accordingly, the author of the Bhashyas says:1.
Assuming the existence of the factors of ac;;tion as recognized
in empirical life, the S'astra which enjoins religious works for the benefit
of those who desire to be released and for the benefit of those that desire
the fruits of religious works, cannot be supposed to be engaged in asserting
the reality of the factors of action.
Tai. Bh. Conclusion of S'ikshavalli 278.
2.
This Upasana as well as Karmas is recommended for the
benefit of those in As'ramas which are meant for sadhakas entertaining
the lowest and the mediocre stand-points of view, but not for those who
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entertain the highest point of view which sees the one Atman without a
second.
GK. Bh. 3-L6, p. 215.

3.
This being the case, the person who thinks that the Kevala
Atman (the Pure Atman) is the agent of the action done by these (the five
factors of action) which he has identified with his own self, and imagines
that he is himse1fthe doer, that unwise person does not see things aright.
Why? Because he has no prepared mind, no mind purified by the teaching
of the Upanishads and a preceptor or by good reasoning. He is an iUminded person possessed of a low, perverted. impure mind occasioning
constant births and deaths. This wrong-minded person sees not even
while seeing, like one suffering from cataract, who sees many moons; or
like one who sees the moon as moving very fast where actually it is the
clouds that pass quickly, or again like one who sitting in a vehicle imagines
oneself as moving fast while it is some others that so move.
GBh. 18-16, p. 263.
[The five factors of action referred to here are the body etc.
enumerated in the fourteenth verse.]
THE METHOD OF THE FIVE

Kos' AS

34. It is evident that the method of the five sheaths (Paric'aKos'a-Prakriya) too, is a variety of the Adhyaropa-apavada
method. For there the S'ruti enumerates the five 'selves' invented
by Avidya beginning with the body thus: 'Different from this self
made up of food, there is another self, the Prar)amaya', 'another
self made up of the mind'. 'another self made up of the intellect',
'another self made up of bliss', and in each case it enjoins the
meditation of the body etc. taken in its cosmic aspect (Samashti).
And at the end it teaches the innermost Brahman itself as the tail
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of Anandamaya and declares "He who thinks that Brahman is
Asat (non-existent), he himself becomes non-existent" (Tai. 2-6)
and thus, passing beyond all the selves superimposed by Avidya, it
concludes by emphasizing Brahman alone as the one substrate of
all thought-constructs, wherein all specific features have vanished
altogether. It then asserts that thi"s Atman is one and uniform
(Sa ekah) in all, and says that the wise one wbo realizes it as the
true self of even that Anandamaya «({ct"'I"'I~*'1Hk"'I"'I!!qfi5fl1"'Rl
Tai. 2-8), as his own Self is entitled to attain the summum bonum
of life.
And this has been expressly said by the author of the Bhashya'i
thus :Therefore, SarhkramaI)am is not attaining. nor is it the act of any
one of (the five selves) beginning with the Anllamayatman. And so, as
the only alternative left over, we have to take it that sarhkrama1)a is the
act of that which is other than the five kos'as beginning with Annamaya
and ending with Anandamaya and it is only knowledge that is meant
by the term sarhkramal)am.
Tai. Bh. 2-8, p.2IO.
LBy the statement thatsaIilkramoQQ is an act of the self other than
those ending with Anandamaya it is intended to say that one who realizes
the One Self unconditioned by any associate is verily Brahman itself.]
Knowers of the tradition, such as Gauc,iapada, have also said:-

~ f%" if

w

Otl 1('4 Ict 14=l R1Dq4; I

~ tffi~: ~ lp.IT ti!Pt.I~lct: II
"Of the Kos 'as (sheaths) beginning with Annarasamoya which
have been explicated in the Taittiriya Upanishad, Atman is the life, and
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He is the Supreme Self which we have reasoned out by the illustration of
ether."
GK. 3-11.
[The same Atman that is revealed in the Taittiriya Upanishad
we have presented through the help of reason based upon intuition.
So this is no mere speculation.]
THE METHOD OF SELF-EFFULGENCE

35. In the same way too the Shruti has framed lanaka's
question "What lig~t has this Purusha (the aggregate of body etc.)?"
and has offered an answer through Yajiiavalkya by the method of
Adhyaropa-apavada. It is common knowledge that the aggregate
of the body and the senses has several functions to perform such
as resting in a place, going to some other spot. doing some work
and returning therefrom. King lanaka asks this question, "Which
is the guiding light ?" for all these functions? He wants to know
whether this aggregate is its own light that guides it while
performing such functions, or whether it performs its functions
guided by some light other than itself. Yajiiavalkya in his reply
first presumes the external sun, moon. fire and sound to be the
light in question, but since the aggregate is found to function even
in their absence, lanaka asks which might be the factual light in
question and Yajiiavalkya gives his final answer and says Atman
alone is the light of this aggregcte
(Br.4-3-6).
Here it is seen that the sun etc. have been hypothetically
proposed as the light, not with the express intention of asserting
that they are actually such, but only to insure the probability that
there must be some external light other than the aggregate. In the
same way that PraJ)amaya and other sheaths are proposed by turns
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just as a device for the purpose of determining the real inmost
Atman, here also in the S'ruti "Who is thatAtman ? This one made
up ofVijflana among the Pra1)as (the senses) the Light within the
heart" (Br. 4-3-7), the imputation of being the light required to be
the sun etc., is only a conventional device used for the purpose of
making known the self-effulgence of the Atman who illuminates
all the body and the senses without depending on the external
lights. For we have the emphatic assertion "Here this Purusha is
seJf-effulgent" (Br. 4-3-9, 4-3-14). So says the revered S'ankara
also while commenting on the Siitra - Bhashya :"Dream has been taken up for discussion just for the purpose of
distinguishing the self-luminosity of Atman, since in waking it is difficult
to distinguish it owing to the contact of the objects and the senses, and
since there are the lights of the sun etc. also inter-blending."
SB. 3-2-4, p. 346.

EXIT, GOING AWAY AND RETURNING

ARE ALL FROM THE

STAND-POINT OF IMPUTATION

36. Exit, going to other worlds and returning etc. are
likewise from the stand-point of deliberate imputation only. As
for instance, exit from the body is implied in S'rutis like "When this
Purusha becomes afflicted and is about to die, becomes insensible
after extreme weakness, they say 'He has departed for he hears
not, sees not, neither does he talk with the organ of speech nor has
he thinking power.' Then he becomes merged in the Pral).as, then
speech is dissolved in him with all the names, the organ of sight is
dissolved with all colours, the organ ofthe ear is dissolved with all
sounds, the mind is dissolved with all mental faculties. When he
departs from this body, he goes out indeed with all these" (Kau. 5-
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3)1, and "Pral).a goes out with him as he departs" (Br. 4-4-2). The
departure of the soul from the body is described in S'rutis like
"Whoever go away from this world, they all go to the moon" (Kau.
3-2), "He takes to this Devayana path and reaches the world of
Agni" (Kau. 3-3) etc., going to other worlds is taught. In texts
like "From that world, he returns to this world to perform karmas"
(Br. 4-4-6), returning is taught. All this is from the stand-point of
imputation. Abrogation of this exit etc. is found in the text "He
thought over like this: 'Whose departure is it, due to which I also
depart, or whose stay is it due to, that I shall also have stayed ?'
He then created Pr~a" (Pr. 6-3, 4) which purports to say that
departure of the soul from the body is due to departure of Pral)a,
and does not intrinsically pertain to the soul. We have to conclude
so from the fact that the S'ruti describes the self as 'ApraI)a' (free
from PraI)a). For, as it is well known, knowers of the tradition
like Gaudapada have declared :mVrm~QPI?OlI.IIl,p~ldq

I

"In death and birth, in going away and coming back, and in staying
in all these bodies - he is not dissimilar to the ether."
GK. 3-9.

The Bhashya on this verse runs thus :1. , Just as the birth and death, going and coming back as well
as staying in a place seemingly penain to the jar-space, so also the birth
GKBh 3-9, p. 212.
and death etc. seemigly pertain to Atman.
1.
This text is an extract from the Anandashrama Edition of
S'ankhayana Aranyaka. There it is counted as the first chapter. In the
Upanishad of the Kaus'Itaki as found in the Nirnayasagara Press Edition,
the Upanishad text is slightly different from the above.
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Therefore, exit etc. of the soul are evidently from the standpoint of imputation only just to create dispassionateness.
2.
Here in the first pada, to begin with, the various ways of
going to other worlds is set forth taking the Pancagni Vidya for the
authority. This is just to induce dispassionateness, for we have the S'ruti
, Therefore one should become dispassionate' at the close of this section.
SBh. 3- 1-1, p. 324.
THE METHOD OF THE UNIVERSAL AND THE PARTICULAR

37. So also we have to understand that the treatment of
Atman as a universal is really from the thought-position of
deliberate imputation. Thus there is the S'ruti illustrating this :liThe illustration is this : While the kettle-drum is being beaten,
one would not be able to grasp the external sounds by themselves,
but the sound is grasped only through conceiving it as that of the
drum, as the sound arising from the beating of the drum."
(Br. 2-4-7).
We find that the author of the Bhashya explains this in the
following two extracts :I.
By grasping them as of the drum, i.e. by taking them to be
specific sounds of the drum, these particular sounds will have been
grasped, for they are not apart from the genus, sound of the drum. By
grasping the genus sound as produced by the beat of the drum, the
species underlying it are also grasped, but they cannot be grasped as
distinct from that genus. For as species they have no independent
existence. In like manner no particular thing can be perceived as an
entity in dream or waking apart from Prajiiana (Pure Consciousness).
Hence it is right to conclude that they do not exist apart from Pure
Consciousness.
Br. Bh. 2-4-7, p. 762.
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2.
More than one illustration have been cited. to call attention
to the fact that there are numerous genera. It is well-known that there
are numerous sub-species animate and inanimate which are distinct
from one another. They have all to be somehow brought under the one
highest genus the Pure Consciousness. Just as the subaltern genera of
sound like that of the kettle-drum, the conch or the lute, are included in
the genus sound, so it can be concluded that, during the time of
sustentation of the universe to begin with, that things being non-different
from the subaltern genera are all one with Brahman.
Br. Bh. 2-4-9, p. 762.

Here it is clear that the nature of Brahman as the highest
genus is not seriously emphasized, for everything as not-self is
unreal and therefore cannot be regarded as a species of anyone
genus, whence it follows that Atman is no genus to which they
might be regarded as subordinated species. Indeed it has been
declared in the Gita-Bhashya:3.
It is common knowledge that there are two notions
corresponding to everything, in apposition to each other, like the two
notions corresponding to a blue lotus. Thus we have these two notions
in concatenl:\tion when we conceive 'an existent pot', 'an existent cloth',
'an existent elephant' and so on in each case. Of these two notions, the
notion of 'pot' etc. is variable, as we have shown already, but not the
notion of existence. Thus final conclusion as to the essential nature of
both being and not-being, the self and the not-self, has been arrived at
by the knowers of truth; they have concluded that the existent always
is, and the non-existent (or unreal) never is.
GBh. 2-16, pp. 14, 15.

And as there can be no genus without species, it is to be
concluded that Atman is a genus only by the view-point of
deliberate imputation employed as a device for the purpose of
teaching.
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THE l\1ETHOD OF THREE STATES ALSO A DEVICE

38. So also should we consider the imputation of the states
of consciousness to Atman in the S'rutis. 'He who is in the waking
state of outward consciousness is Vaishvanara, experiencer ofthe
gross' (Ma. 3), 'He who is in the dream state, of inward
consciousness ...... is the Taijasa, experiencer of the subtle' (Ma.
4), 'He who is in the state of sound sleep, reduced to a single
entity only, one mass of consciousness, Anandamaya
(preponderating in bliss), is Prajiia, experiencer of bliss, with a
door tending to awareness' (Ma. 5). For this imputation is for the
purpose of presenting the Adhidaivic aspects of Atman in order
to negate his limited nature. And we have the subsequent text
'Not of inward consciousness, not of outward consciousness, not
of consciousness in either direction, not a mass of consciousness,
neither conscious nor unconscious' which negates all contact of
states of consciousness and declares that Atman is free from all
specific features. Accordingly the Bhashya while commenting
on the twelfth Mantra points to Atman as being essentially the
Pure Orhkara devoid of the distintion of the name and the named,
and concludes thus :"This Orhkara has become the Non-dual Reality free from all
distinctive details, and auspicious. OIhkara as uttered by one who has
acquired the aforesaid intuition of the three measures and of three
aspects, is verily Atman himself. Whoever knows this, enters his real
Atman as Atman in his own true nature. Having the vision of Reality,
this knower of Brahman has entered the Atman after burning of the
third seednature, and therefore is born no more. For the Turiya (the
fourth) is no causative seed. The snake which has entered into the rope
after the discrimination of the nature of the rope and the snake, cannot,
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surely, rise up again as before by dint of impressions formed in the
mind in the case of the person who has distinguished the snake."
Ma. Bh. 12, p. 194.
THE CONVENTION OF BONDAGE AND RELEASE
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39. Nay more, whatever varieties have been noticed in
this section, and whatever other varieties there be which are
referred to in the Upanishads but have not been noticed here, all .
of them have been employed only as devices for the purpose of
teaching the Reality devoid of all specific features; eternally pure,
intelligent and free in itself and no properties whatsoever imputed
to Reality in virtue of this method can in any way effect the least
alteration in the nature of Reality itself. This is the one dictum of
Vedanta. All the Upanishads employ various means as devices
and aim at conducing to the enlightenment that this Vijflanamaya,
seemingly a transmigratory soul from the stand-point of the
unwise, is verily Brahman itself freed from eternity from all
distinctive factors.
Accordingly the S'ruti proclaims :1.
Now the Brahman is without an antecedent, without a
consequent, without an interior and without an exterior. This Atman is
Br.2-5-19.
verily Brahman, experiencer of everything.
2.
This indeed is the great, unborn, Atman, free from old
age, free from death, immortal, fearless, Brahman itself. Brahman is
well-known to be fearless . He indeed becomes verily this fearless
Brahman, whoever knows this.
Br.4-4-25.
3.
All this has this Pure Being for its essence. That is real,
that is Atman, that thou art.
Ch.6-8-7.
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And the author of the Bhasbya has said in the course of
explaining the Brahadamayaka:(a) In all the four chapters, one and the same Atman has been
uniformly determined to be the Highest Brahman. The means employed
for knowing it, however, is different in each case. The end, on the
other hand, is that very Atman who has been pointed out in the fourth
chapter in these words: "Now, the teaching concerning (the Atman),
Br. Bh. 4-5-15, p. 944.
'not such, not such'.
It cannot be suspected that it is tantamount to nullity since
it is devoid of specific features and not objectifiabJe and there can
be no l.mowledge of such a thing; for it is of the nature of
Consciousness self-established, and being the Self of everyone is
in no need of another knowledge to throw light on it. Nor can it
be objected that since it is self-established, all teachings about
Brahmavidya become futile and invalid, and that since the knower
is himself Brahman, the desire to enlightenment as to the nature
of Brahman would become pointless inasmuch as Atman cannot
be both supject and object of knowledge simultaneously. For
wisdom (Vzdya) ~s a term signifying nothing more than the intuition
of Brahman as self-established, as the self of the knower himself. The teaching ofthe S'astras and the preceptor is indeed aimed
at inducing the unfolding of that very kind of intuition by treating
in detail what is devoid of all details by the method of
superimposition and rescission.
This has been clearly stated by the author of Brahadaranyaka
Bhashya:(b) This (soul) which is found in the body now, was Brahman
itself in the beginning, that is to say, even before enlightenment. Only,
without enlightenment, it superimposed upon itself the following
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notions: 'I am not Brahman, nor am I the whole' and consequently it
presumed 'I am an active agent, and experiencer pf the fruits of action;
I am happy, miserable, a transmigratory soul'. But In reality it was
Brahman itself quite different in nature from what it presumed itself to
be, and it was the all too (sarvam ca). Now it was somehow awakened
by the compassionate Acarya who said 'Thou art not a transmigratory
soul' and then knew itself in its own intrinsic nature. The meaning of
the word 'eva' is Brahman itself in its own nature freed from the specific
features superimposed upon it.
Br. Bh. 1-4-10. p. 673.
(c)
[Objection:] Is it not self-contradictory to say that the
knower knows himself? For there is the S'ruti 'You cannot know the
knower of knowledge itself.
[Reply:] No. It is no contradiction to say that he is known this
way. He can be known and is known in this manner, to wit, that he is
the seer of the.sight. for He is known as the seer of sight. and this is so
because he is in no need of another knowledge. Br. Bh. 1-4-10, p. 673.
[t cannot be objected that the intuition of Brahman itself
wouJd be impossible on this supposition, since there would be no
need to seek for the means of the same. For by the expression
'intuition of Brahman' we only mean to say that Alman is of the
nature of the stuff of intuition or PUre Consciousness itself. Resting
in Atman alone after the impediments to its knowledge are
removed, and the birth of a concept, a modification of the mind
illumined by the semblance of Annan-consciousness, is all that is
meant by the term 'intuition'. We hav,?}he support of the Bhashya
itself on this point :.

This Atman of the nature of intuition (anubhaviitmaka)
named Brahman, devoid of all properties pertaining to worldly life, is
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the entity denoted by the term 'That' (tatpadarthah) well-known to
experts in Vedanta.
SBh.4-1-2, p. 462.
5.
Such being the case, the proposition 'that thou art' cannot
give rise to right knowledge aoout its meaning in the case of those for
whom the entities denoted by these two terms ('that' and 'thou') are
impeded by ignorance, doubt and misconception. SBh. 4-1-2, p. 462.
6.
Therefore this is the intuition of Atman which gives rise
to the conviction 'I am of the nature of consciousness free from all evi1.'
SBh. 4-1-2, p. 463.
7.
The witnessing Self itself would be intuited by itself of
the nature of intuition. The birth of the (corresponding) intellectual
concept with its semblance is called its intuition.
Up. Sa. 18-205.
[It has the semblance of the witness, because it is pervaded by
the consciousness (Cit) of the nature of intuition itself. 'Its intuition' in
the verse means intuition of Atman.]

So also the following S'rutis :8.
'The Atman alone, my dear, is to be seen, is to be heard,
thought over and understood.'
Br. 2-4-5.
9.
One should not enqu~re into pleasure and pain; one should
know the knower (experiencer) of pleasure and pain. One should not
enquire into the nature of the mind; one should know the thinker.
Kau.5-8.

In texts such as the above, means like $hravana (hearing)
intended for the attainment of knowledge or intuition of Atman
are taught subject to the presumption of the distinction of the
Vijflanatman and Paramatman. This presumption is a device
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employed for the purpose of inducing introvertness on the part of
the seeker of the truth.
The convention of bondage and release etc. is likewise a
presumption granted as a device for the sake of teaching the truth.
This also has been affirmed by the author of the Sutra-Bhashya :
10. There may be an extrovert person who longs exclusively
for what is pleasant, and is anxious that nothing unpleasant may happen
to him, but who is not able to attain the absolute good by that way of
life. Now texts like 'Atman alone, my dear, is to be 'seen', turn back this
person who longs for the absolute good. They tum him away from the
object of the natural outward tendency and action of the aggregte of the
body and the senses, and direct him to go along the stream of thought
inclined towards the inner Atman.
SBh. 1-1-4, p.19.
11. The Jlva even while he is the very Brahman (to be known),
is called~ an agent of actions and the experiencer of the fruits thereof in
veiw of his special aspect due to the conditioning adjuncts like the
mind. In order to reveal his own real nature as Brahman by excluding
the special aspect due to the conditioning adjuncts, it is taught that
"One should not enquire into the nature of speech, but should know the
speaker himself' etc. This is for the purpose of directing the seeker to
tum towards the inner Self. Hence there is no contradiction here.
SBh. 1-1-31, p.61.
12. For Manana (thinking over the nature of the self), and
Nididhyasana are also for the purpose of intution like S'rava1)a.
SBh. 1-1-4, p. 23.
13. The Supreme Atman himself as conditoned by the
associates (Upadhis) to wit, the body, the senses, the mind and the
intellect is spoken of by the ignorant as the S'arlra (the embodied self).
This is just like the ether which is really unlimited appearing to be
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limited owing to conditioning associates like pots, jars and the like. And
relative to that limitation the convention of taking it as being subject to
differentiating relations like that of the subject and the object previous to
the grasping unity of Atman inculcated in the S'ruti 'that thou art' is no
self-contradiction. When, however, the unity of Atman is grasped, all
talk of bondage and release etc. would come to an end for good.
SBh. 1-2-6, p. 67.

Thus all instances of human procedure being the outcome
of Avidya, the Upanishads teach creation and dissolution etc. from
the stand-point of deliberate superimposition and from the standpoint of rescission they negate all that was taken for granted before
that. This is the convention sanctioned by those who are an
authority on Vedanta. Now this has been formulated by
GauQapadacarya himself, well-acquainted with the Vedantic
traditon :if~if~ifirif:q~: I

if~~~~~11
"There is no dissolution, no creation either; no one in bondage
and no one who makes an effort to get free; no one longing for release,
and none that has become free. This is the sole truth.
OK. 2-32.
[Bhashya :- When all duality is unreal and the Atman alone is
real - then it will have been concluded that all this human procedure both mundane and scriptural - is wholly in the region of Avidya. .....
There being neither creation nor dissolution, the one truth is that there
are no persons bound by saIhsara etc.]

We have expJained the Method of Vedanta briefly in its
general form and its varieties as well, as approved by the revered
S'ankara. In the chapters forthcoming we shall illustrate how
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schools ignorant of the method have speculated in various ways
about the Vedantic System like the blind men of the fable who
made different guesses about the real nature of the elephant. Our
object in doing this will be solely to wean the students of Vedanta
from straying away from the right path so that they may be allIed
back to the only path to the highest goal of human life.
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6. S'ANKARA'S SCHOOL OF VEDANTA

as contrasted with OTHER SCHOOLS
RELATION OF THE SEQUEL TO THE PRECEDING SECTION

40. It is impossible to describe the unborn secondless
Reality, the Brahman-Self. by making it an object of speech and
thought, for the simple reason that it is devoid of all specific
features. Nor is there any need for this self-established and selfluminous Self of everyone being made known through any means
of knowledge as is the case for instance with a clay-jar or a piece
of cloth or any other insentient knowable. The Vedantas (or
Upanishads) are called the means of knowing it only by courtesy.
because they reveal its true nature by sublatingAvidya or ignorance
which alone intercepts and falsifies the nature of Reality. This
method of presenting Vedantic truth, peculiar to S'ankara's
tradition, has been set forth at some length in the previous section.

Followers of other schools of Vedanta, however, who were
contemporaneous with S'ankara, described the Upanishads as the
valid means of knowing Brahman in different ways in accordance
with their own traditions. In order to assure the student of Vedanta
that this is the only method adopted in the Upanishads, it is
necessary to set forth the reasons for rejecting their modes of
interpretation even while they are all Advaitins. The sequel will
be devoted to this purpose.
COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF ANCIENT SCHOOLS

41. Even the followers of the ancient schools take
Brahman to be the cause of the Universe, and agree that Jivas
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become one with Brahman in the state of final release. These
thinkers are very particular, however, about the special means of
release as taught in their respective traditions: (1) Some of them
believed that Moksha, or release should be assumed to be the
effectofthe both Karma (religious works) and Jnana (meditation)
practised in combination. Karmakanc;Ia (portion of the Vedas
teaching religious works) being Veda, should, in their opinion, be
treated as equally authoritative with the JnanakaI)c;Ia (portion
teaching knowledge).
(2) Others thought that the Jfiana taught in the Upanishads,
is really Upasana (meditation), since bare knowledge of things as
they are, would be of no avail in regard to the ultimate goal. For
we find injunctions in the Upanishads like the following: "Atman
alone, my dear, is to be seen" (Br. 2-4-5), "He is to be sought
after" (Ch. 8-7-1). As for assertive sentences which speak of
existent entities, they must be taken to present the nature of what
has got to be meditated upon. A few belonging to this school
believed that even the removal of ignorance could be achieved by
this meditation.
(3) Others were of opinion that as Moksha (final release) is
attaining identity with Brahman free from multiformity, the
aspirant is enjoined in all the Vedas to dissolve all distinctions
and differences. SoMOksha has to be attained only after gradually
dissolving every feature of difference.
(4) Some others again, taught that the aspirant for release,
cannot reach the goal even after listening and understanding the
nature of Brahman. Hence Brahman-hood is to be attained only
after constant practice of meditation on Brahman known through
the text for a long time and only the accumulation of the
impressions of this creative imagination would do away with
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nescience without any residue and result in the identification with
Brahman.
(5) There were others who thought that the repeated practice
of the J nan a arising out ()f the teaching of the Vedantic text 'That
thou art', or the repeated practice of that J nana aided by reflection,
Manana, would alone give the realization l)ecessary to destroy all
ignorance.
(6) According to others the knowled·ge obtained through
the text being a whole composed of related parts, a non-relational
species of knowledge has to be evolved out of constant practice
of meditation on the primary knowledge before ignorance is wiped
out.
(7) Yet others averred that the ultimate good could be
attained only by suppression of the impression of the three states
of consciousness-waking, dream and sound sleep- in accordance
with Vedantic teaching. The knowledge acquired through other
means would not be Vedantic, and therefore, they thought, the
Vedantic teachings were not meant for the mere acquisition of the
knowledge of Atman. One should discriminate and recognize the
Atman as distinct from the three states by applying the modes of
reasoning known as Anvaya and Vyatireka (tracing the· constant
and the variables), and one who has achieved this is alone enjoined
by the Upanishads to practise the suppression of the impression
of the three states.

(8) Another school taught that a duly qualified person is
enjoined by the Upanishads to praciise the suppression of the
modifications of the mind, and that when al1 the modifications
have been suppressed, Arman who is self-effulgent, could reveal
himself to the seeker.
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(9) There were yet others again, who imagined that even a
person who has realized Brahman would be merged in Brahman
only after he had shuffled off this mortal coil, and only that would
be final release to be sure, for till then, the'y contended, the
attainment of Brahman would not be absolute.
Thus the ancient schools of Vedanta were divided in their
views regarding the nature and means of release. All the same,
these schools had certain doctrines in cornmon. Thus they all
declared that:
(1) The S'ruti, being of non-human origin, is to be regarded as a

means of right knowledge only in so far as it reveals the
relation of spiritual ends and means not known through any
other source of knowledge.
(2) The Acarya or teacher is a guide only in so far as he teaches
the meaning of the S'ruti.
(3) As for the particular means of final release, enjoined by the
S'ruti, it has got to be known through the traditional teaching
of a particular schooL
(4) Bondage in the shape of being an individual soul, is factual,
and has to be got rid of by the particular means taught by
the tradition.
(5) Ajiiana or avidya (nescience) is to be known only through the
S'astra, or Veda, just as the effects of sin and virtuous conduct
are to be known only through that source.
(6) The interpretation of the Vedic texts should observe the
principles of Mlmamsa (enquiry into Dharma), as approved
by the tradition.
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(7) Even in confuting the opponent's views, the maxims of the
\11marhsa have to be observed, and the disputants should
Lmform to the principles of reasoning sanctioned by the
logicians (the Naiyayikas).
DEFECTS IN THE ANCIENT SCHOOLS

1.

THE DOGMA THAT THE UPANISHADS ARE INJUNCTIVE
IN THEIR AIM

42. We are now going to expose the defects common to
all these schools, just to disclose that their methods are un-Vedantic
in character. In the first place, a common defect is that they all
took the Upanishads as purporting to lay down certain injunctions.
For in the texts teaching the nature of Atman as free from specific
characteristics we do not smell any injunctions of acts or urging
the aspirants to perform something in order to attain the final goal.
The texts and the terms of which they are composed, are unifonnly
seen to culminate in teaching an existing entity alone. Hence the
first charge against these schools is that they try to twist texts
teaching an entity in interpreting them as yielding some other
meaning.
This has been declared in so many words by S'ailkara :
(1) Nor is it right to attach some other meaning to these texts,
while the words constituting them are syntatically pointing unmistakably
to the true nature of Brahman; for then one would be rejecting what" the
S'ruti teaches and assuming something other than what is taught therein.
SBh, 1-1-4. p.ll.

Again,
(2) In the commentary on the siltra

~ ~

'Tat tu
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samanvayat' (that Brahman is known only through the Vedanta S'astra.

the only. means of knowledge, because of coherance) it has been
established that Vedantic texts such as the following mainly aim at
teaching the principle free from multiformity, and have no other purport:
"Now this Brahman is without a before, or an after, without an
interior and without an exterior. This Atman is Brahman intuiting all"
(BO

SBh. 3-2-14, p.357.

(3) It has been established in the commentary on the sutra ~
of coherance) that statements regarding Brahman
only purport to teach a factual entity and not injunctions urging one to
do something.
SB. 3-2-21, p. 361.

~(But because

Reason also supports this. For no person who has been
enlightened by texts like 'That thou art', and has arrived at the
realization of his identity with 'The one without a second', 'The
Brahman without a cause or an effect; without an interior and
without an exterior' would think of himself as an agent proposing
to achieve an end by means of some religious work enjoined in
the Vedas, or that he is urged by Vedic texts to perform certain
religious works. For such an idea would be in conflict with the
conviction of one's being no agent, which has dawned through
the teachjng of Vedantic texts.
And this fact has been re-inforced in the following Bhashyas:
(4) Since simultaneously with the realization (of the absence of
inward consciousness etc.), the result aimed at viz., the disappearance
of all undesirable diversity, has been achieved, there is no need for
seeking for some other means of right knowledge or for something else
to be practised to attain the goal.
MBh -7 p.186.
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(5) And, one who is so urged. is sure to entertain the idea contrary to the notion of his identity with Brahman - that he is an agent
who has got to perform the particular practice and that it is his duty to
perform it.
SBh. 4-1-2, p. 463.

2.

THE INCONSISTENCY OF THE S'ARIRAKA BEING
COMPOSED AFRESH

43. The inconsistency on the part of Ba.darayal),a that he
proposes to attempt an addi[ional S'astra investigating the purport
of the Vedantas or Upanishads, stares all these thinkers in the
face. For, all these schools accept that the J flanakanda also
purports to treat of injunctions, and so according to their own
showing there should have been absoultely no need for Badarayana
to attempt a new work beginning with the aphorism~ Slt>lDti(Ufll
'Then, therefore, the enquiry into the nature of Brahman, inasmuch
as laimini had already composed a treatise beginning with the
aphorism '~~' (Then, therefore, the enquiry about
. religious duty') dealing with all Vedic injunctions. But we see
that a new S'astra has been written on Brahman. Hence, we have
to conclude that the teacher Badarayana does not approve of the
view that the enquiry about the nature of Brahman, is subservient
to any injunction.
Accordingly the author of the Siitra-Bhashya says:
"If Brahman were meant to be merely ancillary to an
injunction of meditation, a distinct S'a.stra would not have been
attempted at all since there has been already a S'astra beginning
with the sutra ~W ~ (Then, therefore the enquiry about
religous duty.) If at all, this S'astra would have commenced with
some such aphorism as '~: ~ (Now, therfore, the
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enquiry about supplementary religious duty), in the same strain as
there has been a Satra 'apffif: ~ (Now, therefore,
the enquiry with things ancillary to sacrifice and the performer of
the sacrifice)."
SBh. 1-1-4, p.23.

3. No NEED FOR

APPROACHING AN AcARvA

44. If even in Vedanta some injunctions were meant as is
the case in the portion of karmas (religious works), then there
would be no occasion for recommending that one should approach
a teacher as [hough it were never known before, or for emphasizing
the need of approaching a preceptor in such terms as the following:
'In order to realize it one should approach a guiding teacher alone'
(Mu. 1-2-12). Hence we have to conclude that texts teaching the
unity of the Supreme Self (Brahmatman), do not desiderate any
injunction of meditation.
This has been pointed out in the Bhashya on the Chandogya
Upanishad:
"If it were orly meant to enjoin that one should think of oneself
as the Being, and there is no actual identity of the disciple denoted by
the word 'thou' with the Pure Being, then there would be no occasion
for recommending the means of knowledge by the statement 'One who
has the right Acarya (teacher) alone can realize this'. For this (the need
for a teacher) would be a necessary implication as in the case of
injunctions like 'One should offer the Agnihmra libation' etc."
Ch. Bh. 6-16, conclusion. p. 240.
[This charge applies with equal force to all systems which hold
that as a rule some injunction or other is necessitated by the JiianakIinda
(knolwedge portion) of the Vedas.]
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4. THE MISCONCEPTION THAT FINAL RELEASE IS AN EFFECT
45. Another defect common to ail these systems is that
they all pre-suppose that Final Release is a real effect of some
action. For if Release be presumed to be the disappearance or
destruction of the actually existing lira-nature, and that nature is
of being an agent of action and reaping the fruit thereof. then it
would be against all reason to say that that nature is removable by
the performance of some act of religious discipline. Moreover
Release, being the absence of bondage, would be of the nature of
nothing in essence very much like the breaking offetters that bind
one's feet. If on the other hand, Release be one with the unity of
Self, as is held by S'ankara's tradition, it would be eternal. unlike
Release dependant upon something to be done and perforce
transitory.
So has it been stated in the Bhashya :
(1) Nor is it possible. in case the identity of the individual Self
with Brahman is not admitted to be realized through knowledge. it is
impossible to hope for Final Release to the individual soul who is by
nature an agent of action and experiencer of the fruits thereof. For the
nature of a thing like the I'·.'at of fire can never be got rid of.
SBh. 4-3-14, p.500.
(2) Nor is the idea of Release as mere removal of bondage, mere
non-existence like the breaking of one's fellers, possible: for Release is
taken to be identical with the unity of the Supreme Self. on the strength
of the S'ruti text 'One only without a second'.
Br.Bh. 4-4-6, p.918 .

5.

TIlE DOCTRINE OF RELEASE AS THE DESTRUCTION OF
AVlDyA

46.

While some of these schools do not admit that Release
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is the removal of actuaily existent bondage. they hold nevertheless
that it is the destruction of Avidya or nescience. Notwithstanding,
this new way of looking at matters, they cannot exonerate
themselves from the abovementioned charge. And a section of
Vedantins belonging to this ~chool, insist on {he injunction of
knowledge itself, and hold that Release is the effect of the practice
of knowledge. Both of these positions are of course untenable.
So has the author of the Siitra-Bhashya declared:
(1)
Vidya (knowledge) is not of a nature to be enjoined, and
the result of Vidya is not the effect of anything done.
SBh. 3-4-33, p. 449.

Nor can it be supposed that by the mere removal of the
obstacie, freedom which already exists can weB manifest itself
and so there would be no room for any such blame, since in this
case release is' not something effected by the employment of
means. For. the obstacle surmised here can .be either something
permanently existent oronly transient. It is of course impossible
to do away with a permanent existent. In the case of something
transient, it may be possible to get rid of it, but where is the
necessity of seeking to remove it by some means. since it is liable
to make itself scarce of its own accord at some time or other?
Besides, existing plants or grasses are seen to crop up again and
again even after they have disappeared for a while, and s.o it is
quite posible to conjecture that Avidya and the like might very
well recur. It might be urged that since Avidya is beginningless,
the above objection does not hold good in its case. We reply,
even this position is not unassailable, for the disappearance of
something beginningless, and the permanent continuance of
something which has a beginning are both inconceivable. Release
being a positive goal, we can never expect it to begin one day,
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and stay permanently without break. Nor is it conceivable that
bondage being supposed to be co-existent with Avidya or primeval
ignorance which has no beginning whatever, is likely to be
destroyed once for all by knowledge, however effective the latter
might be in its own sphere of revealing things as they are. For if
it is conceded that Atman can pass from one state to another, it
would be an admission of his transience. And the idea of bondage
and freedom as two distinct states is itself against all canons of
right reasoning. This has been shown in the Gita-Bhashya thus:
(2)
Atman cannot be in different states. If it is said that
bondage and freedom are different states pertaining to Atman, they
must be supposed to be simultaneous or successive. In the first place
they canot be conceived to be simultaneous, since they are mutually
opposed, in the same person in the same way as simultaneous staying
and moving cannot be attributed to one and the same thing. If they be
successi ve, they can be conceived as occurring with or without a cause.
If they have no cause, then there can be no freedom at all. And if there
be an extraneous cause, then they do not exist in and for themselves,
and as such they would be unreal, which of course would nullify the
very postulate that the bondage and freedom are both real. Moreover,
when determining which of these two, bondage and freedom, is
antecedent and which subsequent, bondage would have to be accorded
precedence and taken to be beginningless and yet having an end. And
that would be opposed to right reasoning. In like manner the state of
release would have to be accepted to have a beginning but no end, and
that would also be in contradiction of all canons of right reasoning.
Nor is it possible to maintain that one who is in a particular state nOw
and is going to have another state in future , is permanent.
GBh. 13-2, p.193.
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Besides, this doctrine of ~ or future manifestation of
something now obscured, has been refuted in the Bhashya on the
BrahadaraI)yaka after examining all possible alternatives. It may
be profitable to reflect upon that refutation here as well :
(3)
Again those who aver that some other consciousness and
some other bliss manifest themselves in the state of release, have to tell
us what the term 'manifestation' signifies. In the first place, if the
meaning of the word be no more than the common sense of becoming
the object of cognition, then we should like to know whether it is an
actual existent thing that manifests itself or something which does not
exist now. If it does exist now, it is the very Self of that person to
whom it shows itself and being ever-manifest cannot be intercepted
from his cognition, and so there is no meaning in saying that it reveals
itself particularly to the released person. If on the other hand it manifests
itself only at some particular point of time, then it is intercepted from
cognition and is not his self, and in that case it would have to be revealed
by something foreign and consequently would stand in need of some
means of manifesting it. But if it be co-existent with cognition, there
would be no occasion to suppose any intercepting factor, it would be
always manifest or unmanifest; and there can be no warrant for
supposing something midway between these two alternatives. Nor is it
possible that properties co-existing in the same substrate, and are
identical with one and the same entity, can bear the relation of being
subject and object to each other. One who is a transmigratory soul
before the manifestation of consciousness and bliss, and free after their
manifestation, must be different from the Supreme Self whose
consciousness is ever manifest, being of quite an unlike nature as cold
is unlike heat. And if the plurality of the Supreme Self be granted, the
established doctrine of the Veda itself would be abandoned once for
all.
Br. Bh. 4-4-6, pp. 918, 919.
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VEDIC AlTIlORITY C,,-';I\OT EX(TLPATE THE SCHOOLS

47. ''Th~re is no defect whatever in our system since we
take our stand on the authority of the S'ruti." - this is a common
fortress of defence put up by all those who t:.ike refuge in the holy
cave of Revelation. But it has to be decided in the first place
which system ofVedanta.th~ S'ruti itself favours. It goes without
sayi ng that mere display of dexterity in the interpretation of texts
can never be the coun of final appeal in the matter of settling the
ultimate truth in Vedanta. for an alternative interpretation would
be :.llways available to the opponent also. Nor CJn a selfcontradictory statement or one that is decidedly agai nst another
\'alid means of knowledge, be ever taken to be intended by the
S'ruti.
So has it hccn declared by the author of the Gita-Bizashyo :
"Even a hundcred S'ruti texts cannot he considered to be valid if
thc) pronouncc fire to be cold or non-luminous. If on any occasion
they should say so, even then. some other me;lOing must be supposed.to
be conveyed by them. but not sOl11dhing contradicting other valid means
of knowledge or self-contradictory. since otherwise the s'ruti itself \vould
cease to he valid."
GBh. 18-66, p. 295 .

7.

A~OTIIER

DEFECT:

CONTROVERTED

BRINGING

FORWARD

A

ARGlj \IE~T

48. In addition to the weaknesses already mentioned. th~re
is a feature common to all these schools which prompts them to
put forward some specious rcason generally considered valid
within the exclusive ambit nf one's own school. For it cannot be
exp~cted that another school cannot adduce some reason peculiar
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itself and claim itla be the clincher with regard to Vedanta, or
mercilessly criticize the argument put forward by the opponent.
Nor can we hope that any argument particularly belonging to a
school would be considercd to be universal :md the best of all.
This too, has been stated in so many words by the author of the
Surra -Bhashya :
to

liAs we all know, that which has been particularly claimed to be
an infallible thought by some speculator has heen exposed to be an
error by another thinker.and he in his lurn has been thrown overhoard
SBh.2-1-11,p.19.
by another.
II

Nor can it be argued that it is an odious comparison to put
the illustrious followcrs of traditional Vedanta who can ascertain
the Vedantic truth with the aid of texts and reasoning on the
strength of exegetical principles of Mil1li.Jrhsii, on a par with those
who are satisfied with unstable ratiocination. For we are now
discussing as to the very criterion that would settle the question
which is the best knower of Brahman, and which the best of
reasoners. among the Vedantins themselves who have taken to
different paths but nevertheless veneratingly aver that theirs alone
is the ultimate traditional truth based upon Mimarhsii principles
and other paraphernalia considered Lo be indispensable to an
infallible system. And that question has not been so far settled.
SPECIAL FEAT(;RES OF S'ANKARA 's TRADITJO~

1. StRUT[ AND

REASON CONFORl\IAHLE TO INTUITION.

49. Granting that all other systems have the weak points
enumerated above, what are the distinguishing features ofS'ankara's
tradition that assure us that it is really the one acceptable system?
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In reply, we invite the reader to recall the landmarks and the
method peculiar to this Vedantic System, as detailed in the
previous parts of this work. Advaita is not <,!ccepted here merely
as a dogmatic belief. Neither is a S'ruti text claimed to be valid
just because it is Vedic. Nor do we seek to establish our ultimate
truth by means of any display of skill in interpretation solely by the
adoption of Mimilmsic maxims. Nor do we aim at establishing
our doctrine by logical refutation of other schools and by
speculative defence of our own. The one thing peculiar to this
tradition is that the Vedic truth is established on the basis of
Universal intuition, without foregoing the right to be aided by
Mimamsic exegeties.

This is expressly stated in the Bhashya also :
1)
The Veda being eternal, and the invariable source of
intuition, can reveal Reality as it is, and therefore the validity of the
knowledge arising out of its leaching cannot be questioned by any of
the speculators in the past, present or future. Therefore it is established
that this knowledge imparted by the Upanishads, is the only right
knowledge. Any knowledge other than this cannot possibly be valid,
and therefore following it would never lead to freedom from
transmigratory life.
SBh. 2-1 -11, p. 194.
[Here 'eternity' of the Vedas is not adduced as a reason for their
validity, but is only intended to convey the idea of absence of discord,
and diversity unlikl.' in the views of speculators. That the S'artraka
(collection of Vedanta - Siitras) never attempts to establish the etemality
of the Vedas by means of proofs, but only confirms their empirical
eternity already claimed by the Previous Mimarhsa (or enquiry concerning
religous duty), is evident from the Bhashya on the SLura :mrq<.r'f~ .
(,Hence the etemality of the Vedas' VS. 1-3-29). FoI~I'1~~ ('being the
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source of intuition') implies the validity of the Veda as leading to universal
intuition.]
(2) In the Brahma -Jijiiasa (enquiry about the nature of Brahman),
S'ruti etc., are not the exclusive means, as is the case with the
Dharmajijiiasa (enquiry about the nature of religious duty), but in
addition to S'ruti etc., other means such as intuition etc., are also the
means of arriving at valid knowledge here, in accordance with the
requirement of the context. For, the knowledge of Brahman has to
culminate in intuition, and relates to an existent entity. SBh. 1-1-2, p.8.
[The Sanskrit word 'Srutyadayah'may mean either an expressly
denoting term, implication, a proposition, context, position, and
designation - the six criteria of determining the meaning of any text; or
else S'ruti (original Vedic passage), Smrtis (sacred writings of authoritative
persons), PuraI}as (mythical stories) etc. We prefer the latter
interpretation because the first set is not so comprehensive as the second.
The Bhashya passage quoted here means to say that scriptural
authority alone cannot decide the nature of Brahman. It depends not
merely on v~rbal authority but also on whether or not the knowledge
arising out of the Vedic teachng leads to the direct intuition of Brahman.
Even in the Upanishads, passages dealing with meditation, are to be
understood on verbal authority alone. Hence the qualifying phrase 'in
accordance with the requirement of the context.']

2.

THE UPANISHADS PURPORT TO TEACH REALITY AS

WITHOUT SPECIFIC FEATURE.

50. A special feature of this system is that it does not take
all the Vedantic passages as invariably enjoining an act to be
performed, but it insists that mainly the Upanishads aim at teaching
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one featureless Brahman without a second. Hence passages
teaching an entity and those that enjoin meditation are distinguished
according to their purport, and ther~fore there is no occasion here
for twisting the meaning of Vedaiitic passages as is done in the
other systems.
Accordingly the author of the Bhashya writes:
(1) There is nothing contradictary if a passage dealing with a God
etc., is taken to be meant for enjoining meditation in that context. But
Brahman cannot be regarded in the same way as subservient to an
injunction of meditation. for being Absolutely One it is free from the
nature of something to be coulted or shunned and hence in that context
all notion of duality involving actions, factors of action etc., are
reasonably sublated.
SBh. 1- 1-4, p.II

[The sublation of the notion of duality of action etc., referred to
here does not apply equally to all Vedantic passages, but only to texts
dealing with the nature of Brahman.]
(2)
In the commentary on the sutra Tat tit samanvayat (that
Brahman is known only through the Vedanta S'astra, the only means of
knowledge because of coherence), it has been established that Vedantic
texts such as the following aim at teaching the principle free from all
multiformity, and have no other purport :"Now this Brahman is without a before or an after, without an
interior or an exterior. This Atman is Brahman intuiting all."
( Sr. 2-5-19).

SBh. 3-2-14, p. 357.

(3) In the sutra, ~ ~ it has been shown at length that
texts relating to the nature of Brahman, culminate in pointing to the
entity alone, but do nqt urge one to do anything. SBh. 3-2-21, p.361.
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(4) If there is any conflict (among texts about the nature of
Brahman) passages having Brahman as their main purport should be
preferred to those that have no such pUrpOit.
SBh. 3-2- 14, p.357.
(In deciding whether Brahman is essentially with or without
specific features, we have first to see if there are passages partiularty
aiming at the description of Brahman. If there are such passages, they
should be naturally preferred to those that have no such purport, even if
they be referring to meditation on Brahman.]
The recognition of the featureless Brahman as the main
purport of the Vedantic texts, not only wards off the undesirable
twisting of texts so as to suit one's own dogma, but also precludes
the possiblity of two other weak points rearing their heads here,
to wit, the inconsistency of undertaking the composition of the
S'ariraka MlmaIhsa afresh even while there is already a work on
Vedic exegetics and the incompatibility of emphasizing the need
for an Acarya, while that is well-known in connection with
religious works. For both of these facts are quite understandable
in so far as Brahman is Reality to be known only through the
guidance of a Guru and there is need for another S'astra to treat of
this Paramatman (the Supreme Self), and the recommendation to
the seeker to approach a teacher.
Accordingly we have Bhashya passages insisting on this fact:
[a] That Brahman the omniscient and omnipotent cause of
5)
the origin, sustentation and the dissolution of the universe, is to he
known only through the Vedanta S'astra. How is this ? Because of
coherence.
SBh. 1-1-4, p.ll.
[Special emphasis is laid here upon theS'astra as the exclusive
source of the knowledge of Brahman and not upon Brahman's being a
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can be gathered from the rest of the Bhashya on

[b] It is thus established that Brahman independent of injunctions
is known exclusively from the Vedanta S'astra, for there is coherence of
Texts. Only on this view is justifiable the commencement of a new
S'astra on the subject beginning with the aphorism 'Then therefore, enquiry
SBh. 1-1-4, p.23 .
about the nature of Brahman'.
(6)
It is the Lord's opinion that only the instruction from those
that have realized the truth and no other teaching is effective and on
this supposition only the next ShlOka also becomes intelligible.
GBh. 4-35 (intro)
[For in the next (0. 4-35) s'16ka, it is said 'On understanding which,
you will suffer no more from this delusion'.]
(7)
When fortunately one happens to approach some supremely
compassionate knower of Brahman the Pure Being, one who is the best
of knowers of Brahman,-free from bondage, then having been shown the
way to realize the evils of sensual objects in samsara, he becomes
dispassionate, and when the preceptor says 'Thou art not the
transmigratory person, the son of so and so, but that Being alone thou
art' he gets rid of the tying cloth of ignorance, and attains his own self,
the Pure Beingjust like the person of Gandhara in the story and becomes
happy and contented. This same truth is taught in this text 'One who has
a competent teac her realizes it'.
Ch .Bh. 6-14-2, p.535.

3. RELEASE FROM ACTUAL BONDAGE NOT ASSUMED.
51. Here i., no assumption of an actually existing bondage
or Avidya to be actually removed by the practice of some act of
discipline, for the principle doctrine here is that bondage etc.,
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supelimposed upon the selfby Avidya, are abolished by means of
knowledge acquired through the teaching of the S 'iistra and Acalya.
Hence the defects imputable to the other schools find no room
here.

The following are the relevant quotations
connection:(1 )

ll1

this

;r Ftirir ;r ~ rnir ;r :q mtl<fi: I

~~ft~~~11
No dissolution, no creation, none bound. and none who has to
practise any act of discipline; neither one longing for freedom, nor any
one released from bondage. This is the whole Truth.
GK. 2-32.
(Bhashya on the Kilrika):- Hence it is to be concluded that duality
is merely a mental construction. There being no duality at all the only
truth is that there are no dissolution etc.,
GK.Bh.2-32 p. 204.
[Here it is declared that no means need be employed to remove
the phenomena of duality since the latter is only a construction of
tr..ought. Hence there is no necessity here to postulate either destruction
of something actually existing or the origination of something that does
not exist already.]
If it be Objected that the Atman would be really affected by
(2)
the removal or non-removal of ignorance inasmuch as he is ignorant
now. we have already met this objection by observing that this is only a
case of being the object of superimposition due to Avidya just as in the
instances of the rope, the barren soil, the mother of pearl and the sky
mistaken for a snake, water, silver, and something stained respectively.
If it be insisted that being ignorant or not ignorant would itself make a
difference in the Atman, we deny it; for the S'ruti "He imagines as it
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were, and moves as it were" expressly rejects the idea of Atman
being intlinsically ignorant.
Br.Bh. 4-4-6, p. 919.
[It will be noted that Atmanis considered to be the locus as well
as the object of Avidya only from the standpoint of ignorance. Hence
the defects imputable to ot.her schools on this score do not make their
appearance here.]

(3) If it be urged that Atman is really the locus of the Avidyadelusion, as is confirmed by the conception "I am ignorant and do not
know anything', we reply 'no, for that is also distinctly experienced as
something objective. One who distinctly objectifies something when he
grasps it, cannot be accused of being deluded in respect of that very
. concept.
Br.Bh. 4-4-6, p. 919.
[This is to ward off the charge that the doctrine is opposed to
experience.]

4. ALL CHARGES REBUTTED BY ASSUMING

TWO DIFFERENT

STANDPOINTS.

52. So then, in this system, the Universe is real only from
the empirical standpoint based upon Ignorance. The recognition
of Jivas as knowing agents and experiencers of their action, the
distinction of the meditator and that which is meditated upon, the
validity of what is said in the S'astra or by an Acarya, the
perfonnance of spiritual acts of discipline, the sublation of Avidya
by knowledge and·the states of bondage and release all these are
admitted from the empirical standpoint based upon Avidya, while
from the transcendental point of view, there is nothing whatever
other than the featureless Brahman.
Inasmuch as this doctrine is proved to demonstration in
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accordam;c with the S'ruti, reason and universal intuition, there is
no Vedantic position which remains unestablished and no charge
not rebutted. Hence in this system Vedantic texts arc explained
lccording to the exegetical principles of Mlmarnsa appealing to
~he pertinent passages from the S'rutis, Smrtis, and the Puranas;
earnest seekers of truth are taught on the basis of S'astra and
reasoning suited to the capacity of each individua1 by adopting
the rules of fair discussion subservient to and in harmony with
the S'ruti, rcason and intuition; and in order to wean aspirants for
fina1 release from being misled by the propaganda of other schools
of thought, needfl.ll attempt is made to show the futility of their
reasoning by havirlg recourse to logical disputation and refutation
etc. as wen. All this becomes intelligible in the light of the two
view-points mentioned above. The other systems in contrast, have
no such basis for their procedure, since they do not recognize this
distinction of views. Hence there is Very great disparateness of
the Vedantic system and the other systems in this respect.
So say the experts of tradition:
(1) Now that duality has been shown to be unreal, and Atman
alone is really real. it can be safely concluded that all this human dealing
secular or sacred, is within the range of Avidya alone.
GK. Bh. 2-32, p. 204.
(2)

f61~'dI''f1046j~~AAm~1
~~~~~W~

II

;$f~~~~~1

~~~~~~II
"The dualists are firmly entrenched each of them in his own view.
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They are opposed to one another, but this conclusion of ours is not opposed
to their views."
"Non-dualism is the only Reality, and duality may be called a
variant thereof. But for them duality is the same both ways. So this is
not in contradiction of it."
GK. 3-17, 18.
['a variant thereof, the effect of that cause, that is to say,
superimposition on it.]

(3)

~~iJ1lfiifll.,,~R~:1

~.meiT~~11
.,~~.,~(NTI

~"~~II
"The controversialists, choose to predicate birth to that which is
really unborn. How can the unborn immortal entity, become a mortal
thing? The immortal One can never become mortal, and the mortal
can never become immortal. Change in the nature of things, indeed,
can never be on any account.
GK. 3-20, 21.
[Vedantins predicating actual origination, bondage and release
etc. are criticized here.]
And so it is impossible to conceive of any similarity between
the traditional system of S'ankara and anyone of the systems
propounded by schools who hold that actual bondage or Avidya
could be got rid of by the practice of some act of discipline laid
down in the S'ruti, and who can never avoid conflict with one
another since they are determined to pitch their tents in camps
each opposed to the other. For nowhere do we find in this system
the dogma that bondage or Avidya is presented as something
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positively existing and to be plucked out like a thorn which has
run into one's foot. On the other hand we find everywhere that
Reality self-existing for ever and free from all manifoldness, is
alone intended to be unfolded by adopting the method of
3f<.lllilqlqOlI~;<ojI<:j 'deliberate superimposition and subsequent
rescission'. That is the reason why this system is satisfactory in
every respect.
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7. VEDANTA CONTRASTED WITH BUDDIDSM
OBJECTION

53. Some will ask here the fol1owing question: Let it be
granted that S'ailkara's system belongs to a hoary tradition, and
let it be granted also that all other systems examined in S'ankara's
Bhashyas are really faulty. Does it necessarily follow that the
method postulated in this tradition is the only Vedantic method
that has been universally accepted as such from the remotest times
till now? Is it undoubtedly probable that there were no Vedantic
systems other than those that have been noticed in S'ankara's works,
which may not have been discovered as yet?
It will perhaps be argued as follows: S'ankara's method has
been shown to apply to all Upanishadic discussions, and it has
been also shown on the basis of universal intuition that this is the
only method competent to demonstrate the purport of all
Upanishads to be Advaita. And even after this unquestionable
conclusion has been arrived at, how can this objection based on
the suppositious possibility of some other system having prevailed
and disappeared, be put forward just to suspect the authenticity of
the only surviving system and its method?

Our answer is this : This might pass for an argument if it
had been universally admitted that S'ankara's tradition is the only
genuine one that has prevailed down the ages. On the contrary,
there are authors of Bhashya belonging to other schools. who warn
us against believing that this way of interpretation started by
Gau<;lapada is genuinely Vedantic, since it is only an unenviable
imitation of the Buddhists. For instance, Bhaskaracarya in his
Siltra-Bhashya writes:
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OBJECTION

(1) This much controverted and groundless Mayavada that has
been proclaimed by the Mahayanic Bauddhas, they adulate and confuse
the brains of ordinary people.
Bh. SBh. 1-4-25.
(2)[al That the self-luminous consciousness which projects unreal
mental-constructs of the knower and the known superimposed on it, is
the only Real Being is the opinion of the followers of Sugata overt and
covert.
S.Tr., p.19.

[b1 This theory of reflection (Pratibimbav ada) has been already
gainsaid in the course of refutation of the views of the crypto-Buddhists.
S.Tr. p. 40.

The above extracts are from Yamunacarya 's Siddhitraya.
(3)
It has been shown convincingly in the course of the
confutation of the crypto-BuddhislS in the guise of Vedic scholars that
those that attempt to prove that pure consciousness alone is real would
render themselves the but of ridicule at the hands of all men.
Sri.Bh. 2-2-27, p. lO7.

So says Ramanujacarya.
(4)

lI"'~"'401IR'1:~~~mfiR:1
Of ~ ~smt

f.if4?i)Qf5j('\f(1l1l:

II ~'do II

That which is the void of the Nihilistic Buddhist is verily the
Brahman of the M ayavadin; for there is no differentiating characteristic
for either of them, since they are both featureless. VS. Bh. 2-2-8-28.

This is the verdict of AnandatIrtha (Madhva)
pronounced in his commentary on the S'unyadhikara1)a.
Again modern research scholars of renown have also
opined thus :
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(a) In Gau<;lapada's work the state of mind known as the VijflaptiMatrata of the Yogadira-Vijnanavadins has been adopted under a
different name.
Agama-S'astra Intro., pp. cxxxii onwards.
says Vidhushekhara Bhattacarya.
(b) The distinction of Paramartha and Vyavahara views posullated
by the Advaitins is very much similar to the distinction of Samvrtisatya
and Paramarthasatya of the Madhyamikas. The S'unya taught by
Nagarjuna and the Nirguna Brahman are very much alike.
Indian Philosophy, Vol. 1. p. 608.
This is the opinion of Prof. S. Radhakrishnan.
(c) Gau<;lapada was possibly himself a Buddhist.
Dasgupta's HIP. Vol. I, p. 423.
So according to these scholars also, S'ankara's is not the
one purely Vedantic tradition that has been in existence from time
immemorial.
Therefore, notwithstanding the proven universality of the
method ofS'ankara's system to the detriment of all other traditions,
that would not serve as a clincher to convince us that it is not
parading in borrowed plumes so long as it is not shown that it is
altogether independent of Buddhistic systems whose influence
over S'ankara's Vedanta has been suspected by so many adverse
critics. This is the justification for the new qurey 'How are we to
believe that this is the only system or method that has been handed
down by genuine Vedantic tradition ?'
SUSPICION OF THE ADMIXTURE OF BUDDHISTIC
DOCTRINE IN THIS SYSTEM

54.

We shall now reproduce the opinion of the critics who
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suspect that GauQapada has adopted certain doctrines of the
Buddhists.
We shall first give the Buddhistic teachings and then quote
from GauQapada's work where GauQapada has been supposed to
have taken the former bodily and presented them as Vedanta:
(1)

~~j('qIa:~j"<;0a:~~IP'~ I
_ I I

~:.lOI\1I("qfi1~'~~~1

~~~~0Rl(11
"No annihilation, no origination. no total destruction, no
permanance; no identity, no difference; no coming in, no going out.
The enlightened one who taught the dependent origination, the dissolver
of all variety, the auspicious truth, I bow to him the best of teachers.
MK.Y.pp.3-4.

"~~"~~:I
mro:~~~-.;ffi~~11
The sarhskIiras of the nature of rising up and immediately
disappearing are neither bound nor released. A being is as before, neither
bound nor free.
MK. 16-5.
The above two s'IOkas are from Nagarjuna's M Iidhyamika
KIirikIis. GauQapada is seen to use even the very same phraseology
when he writes:
.,~.,~~.,~~: I

"~~~~~ll

GK. 2-32.
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lThis Karika has been once quoted under para 51 and translated
on page II7.J

Again
(2)

~ lWIT ~ ~ lp.l<.l<11Tt ~ I

~m(M~~:11
Like unto a magical appearance, like unto a dream and like unto
a phantom - city in the s}.(y, such is origination, such is sustenance and
such is dissolution.
MK. 7-34.

The above is the Madhyamika's view. So also has GauQapada
equated the world with dream and magician's creation:

~~~~~I
~fotJ>~~~~: II
Just. as a dream or a magical appearance is seen or just as a
phantom-city, so is this universe regarded by the adepts in the Vedantas.
OK. 2-31.

And in rejecting the reality of causal relation Nagarjuna says:
(3)

;r

m orrftt lffiIT Of ~<:IT~: I

~~~morr: ~rn II
;r ~ ~ 1:lll1 f.:t;tffi ~ I

crn-~~m;t~~ II
"Neither out of themselves, nor from something .:h.:. neither from
both nor without a cause at all, is anything born anywhere."
MK. 1-7.
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"Neither an existing nor a non-existing one, neither both existing
and not-existing nor of neither nature is a dharma (thing) caused. How
then can we regard it right to postulate a cause producing an effect ?"
MK. 1-7.
And Gau<;lapadacarya also says:

m err wIT orrfq' Of ~ ~ ~ I
~~Of~~~11
Neither from itself nor from something else is anything born.
Neither an existent, nor a non-existent, nor yet something which is of
both these natures, is born.
GK. 4-22.
Vijfianavadins say:
(4)

~o:nft~Offim#tOf~1
Ofl'lmf:

it ~Sflr~: ~: R.II

It has not come from something else, and having come it neither
stays nor goes away. What peculiar characteristic is it that induces the
ignorant to regard this as real?
BCA.9-143.

And this teacher also writes:
Of~~~:1
~~s~:~ifll
They do not issue out of Vijfiana since they are no real things.
and there is no causal relation between the Vijfiana and these. For they
are always of an inscrutable nature.
GK. 4-52.
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The Vijfianavadin says:
(5)

3Di\('IQf<'tl01lsrnt ~ fJ?r., ~ I
~~(f3I"~tr~ II

Constructive ideation does exist, duality does not exist there.
S'unyata exists in it, and in that S'unyata too that idealism exists.
MVB.l,p.9.

And our Acarya also says:

there.

There is a persistent belief (of its existence); but there is no duality
GK. 4-75.

And elsewhere, in the clearest tenns he insists that there is
only citta :(b)

~f1fQR('I4~~ W~W~<t.ori!.~1

This duality existing of the knower and the knowable is only the
vibration of the dUa. Therefore dUa is without an object and untainted
by anything foreign.
GK. 4-72

Thus it appears that Gau<;lapada is echoing the views of the
Mahayanikas only, sometimes in their very words, and at other
times taking their thoughts. And so it seems that it is not an
undeserved charge at the hands of other schools that he is
considered to be a crypto-Buddhist. How can we then, in these
circumstances, regardS'ankara's system which fonows Gau<;Japada's
tradition to be genuine and approved by the Upanishads? This is
a possible query from students of Vedanta.
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55. It has been already shown on the basis of scripture,
reason and intuition that this is the only method employed in the
S'rutis throughout. But still those that cannot ascertain the purport
of the Upanishads by themselves independently of external
authority may not rest assured of this so long as the influence of
Buddhism on the system imputed by certain Bhashyakaras and
research-scholars is shown to be groundless. Hence it is necessary
to make an attempt to make this acceptable to them also.
In this connection we have to observe that knowers of this
tradition have been already cited to show that they all have
uniformly employed this very method for ascertaining the purport
of the Vedas. It is not proper for those who cannot judge for
themselves to lean, for no particular reason, upon opinions based
upon recent systems, while they have before them the statements
of the ancient knowers of the tradition. Besides there is an
additional evidence for believing that the Karikas of GauQapada
represent the traditional Vedantic teaching, viz., that S'antiRakshita and other Buddhists cite GauQapada's system as
Upanishadic in their works like the Tattva-Sailgraha, for the
purpose of examining the tenets of the Upanishad-teaching. It is
quite unlikely that Buddhists would treat a teacher who holds their
own doctrines as belonging to an opposite camp. Moreover, we
have shown in a different section of this work, that Ramanujacarya
and Ananda-Ti rth a (Madhva) have mistakenly regarded theAgamaPrakaraf}a, the first chapter of GauQapada's work to be S'ruti itself.
Hence it is impossible to suspect Buddhistic influence on that
chapter at any rate. For if it were well-known during the time of
Ramanuja to be the production of a crypto-Buddhist, it certainly
would not have been quoted by those Vedantic teachers in support
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of their own teaching, much less as a S'ruti. Hence, even according
to these Bhashyakaras of recent systems, there can be no suspicion
that Gau<;lapada, who has been expressly extolled by S'ankara in
his Bhashya as the knower of Vedanta tradition, belongs to a foreign
school. Sri Gau<;lapada has divided the ManQukya texts into
sections and has introduced his Karikas in between every two
sections with a sentence'~~~'The following verses are
in elucidation of this section'. Seeing that traditional Advaitins
have been studying the Karika.s in the same order, the authors of
Bhashyas pertaining to other schools, perhaps mistook the karikas
too for portions of the Upanishad, and attempted to explain them
also by dextrous display of interpretation so as to suit their own
doctrine. And being unable perhaps to twist the other chapters on
unreality etc., studied independently by the Advaitins and more
expressly establishing Advaita unequivocally, or even to meet the
arguments adduced by theBhashya thereon, they may have begun
to pacify their followers by dubbing the Advaitins as cryptoBuddhists. This is the only hypothesis that could explain the
phenomenon.

1. THE DISPARITY OF THE

TWO TEACHINGS WITH REGARD

TO REALITY.

56. Let us leave over this argument based upon probability.
We can convince ourselves that the Mahayanic systems
Vijiianavada and S'unyavada on the one hand and the Vedanta on
the other, are poles apart from each other, by a direct reference to
Buddhistic works by Nagarjuna and other authors themselves. In
these circumstances where is any room for suspecting Buddhistic
influence on S'ankara's Vedanta for those that are willing to take
into consideration the fact of the inability of recent dualist
Vedantins to ascertain the truth of the case as well as their prejudice
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against the method of Pure Vedanta ? In order to disclose this
truth, we shall first of all exhibit the divergence of procedure with
regard to doctrine and dialectic employed by Nagarjuna and
Gaudapada :Let us start with a comparison of the two Karikas of these
two thinkers with regard to Reality:

(~) "If:!Hfl~fl~}"ql~~~1

~~<R:~~lll

1f.<fiT. ~. P. 4

It is evident here that Nagatjuna treat') Dependent Origination
(Pratityii samutpiida) itself as devoid of dissolution and origin,

and consequently rejects the reality of Atman in any sense; for his
main tenet is that all Dharmas are devoid of distinctive features
(Prapaficopas'ama). This has been explained by Chandrakirti in
the same strain :
(1) The import of the word Pratitya ending in /yap (denoting a
perfect participle) is relativity; and the import of the word samutpfida
is birth, for the root pad with the prefix 'samut'denotes origin. Hence
th;: meaning of the word 'sanzutpiida' is origination of things dependent
on causes and conditions.
M.Y. p.2

(2) This same apparentPratitya-samutpiida, not being essentially
born, there is no origination in it from the view-point of the Aryas, is
being described by the eight attributes beginning with non-dissolution.
How Pratitya-samutplida has no dissolution etc. is going to be explained
in the entire S'astra. While an infinite number of characteristics might
be ascribed to Pratitya-samutpiida, only eight are enumerated here, for
it is these that are mainly disputable. When the Pratitya-samutpiida is
realized as it is by the Aryas, manifoldness such as expressibility is
The translation of this verse has been given on p.12S
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utterly abolished, and therefore Pratitya-samutpada itself is described
as Prapaficopas'amam (free from all manifoldness). Citra and Caitya
(mind and mental states) not obtaining there, all ideas of the distinction
of knowledge and knowable would cease to exist and consequently it
would be altogether free from the evils of brith, decay, death and the
like; hence it isS'iva (auspicious).
M.V.p.3.

It is thus clear that what is described as the auspicious free
from all manifoldness is nothing else thanPratitya-samutpada itself.
And NagaIjuna rejects the category of Atman (the Self), and
explains thatPratitya-samutpada itself is what has been described
as neither one nor many etc. :-

And in the chapter devoted to the examination of Atman,
Nagarjuna says :-

11":<11

~~~msflt;r~

II ~ II

_I

II

~~;r~~~ffi'{1
~o

II

IIHII
Whence can there be one's own, when there is not one's Self?
One becomes free from the notions of me and mine when the Self and
one's own cease to exist. And as to one who is free from the notions of
me and mine, even he never exists. Whatever a thing be as conditioned
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by something else, it cannot be even that in the first place; nor can it be
something else. Hence there is nothing destroyed, nothing permanent.
The nectar of the teaching of the Buddhas. the Lords of the world. is
neither one nor manifold, neither destructible nor permanent."

On the other hand Gaudapadacarya says basing himself on
the S'ruti :
'Free from manifoldness, and auspicious, the Omkar (the Fourth)
free from all measures is thus Atman himself. He who knows thus
enters into his own Self, as Atman.'
(Ma.12)

(~) ~tNt~~~~1
ft4;:;tlli1i"lJtIl1>-I( ~qro-;:r~ II
~S~ ~('jfJOllq~I:t:

filer:

I

~~ir.rtr~VR: II
(a) PraI)ava (Aum) should be recognized as the Lord residing in
the heart of each and everyone. Knowing Omkara, the all-pervading,
the wise one does not lament. Free from measures, immeasurable, free
from duality, the Auspicious One, he who has realized this Omkara, he
alone is Muni, (the thoughtful one), and no other person. GK.1-28, 29.

Thus the Acarya regards the Universal Self himself as
indicated by the syllable Aum as transcending the distinction of
name and nameable, as the real S'iva (auspicious one),
Prapancopas 'ama (free from manifoldness). And he observes that
'the ignorant alone regard things of the nature of non-self
inseparable from Atman, as though they were distinct' in the
following Karika :
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(b)

~S~:~~:I
~tIT~~~ms~: II

By these inseparable phenomenal appearances, really inseparable
from Him, He seems to be differentiated. He who realizes Him as such,
he alone can interpret the Vedas without fear of contradiction.
OK. 2-30.

And he continues to remark as follows :(c)

~tFIT-d~tFITl

(M~~~~:II
;r~;r~crir;r'i'.f~: I

;r~~~~~11

OK. 2-31, 32

In the above verses (already translated on pages 126 and
117 respectively.) he declares that Atman alone is really real, and
in Him Pral)a and other thought-constructs as well as dissolution,
origin etc., of the world have been superimposed like dreams,
Maya (products of magic) etc. Hence the utter dissimilarity of
the doctrine of oneness of Atman to the doctrine of the
essencelessness of things is crystal-clear.

2.

DIVERGENCE OF THE TWO SYSTEMS WITH REGARD TO
NON-ORIGINATION.

57.

Moreover,
;r

m o:rrft troll;r ~~: I

~~~~:~rnll
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"Neither out of themselves, nor from other things, neither from
both, nor without a cause, are any things ever born anywhere."
MK. 1-1.
[Chanclrakirti's Comment: Here the word JIitu (ever) means
at any time. Kvacana (anywhere) is synonimous with Kvacid and
denotes place. So the verse has to be construed thus: Never. nowhere,
are to be found any things born out of themselves. Similarly the other
propositions are to be interpreted.]

Wf~~1:l1IT~~ I

cpf~~~~~11
[The verse has been translated on page 126.]
After thus declaring that the origination of things is
impossible in any way, Nagarjuna says:
1NT lJFIT 1NT~ ~ 1NT I

~m~~~:11

MK. 7-34.

[The verse has been translated on page 126.]
[Chanclrakirti : Just as Maya and the like intrinsically never born,
and called by the appellations of Avidya. Ma..va dc .. and are the objects
of the notions of Maya etc., of the common man, so also these birth etc.
only known to the common man but not actually existing have been
enumerated by the Lord, just to accommodate to the intellect of the
diSciples of the same level.]

In the above verses origination, sustentation and dissolution
have been emphatically negated, and even after having recourse
to the illustrations, Maya (magic), dream etc., even the magician,
and the seer of dreams etc., have been likewise negated. Hence it
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is clear that absolute non-birth alone is intended to be inculcated
by Nagarjuna.
Gaudapada on the other hand is strictly a Vedantic teacher
who accepts the doctrine of illusory causality - origin, sustentation
and dissolution of the universe - to be attributed to the Real Being
or Atman; for he says:
(a)

~ ~ "'I ItWOUR..d1 ~ I

~~mtr:rr~~tf: II
trnT~~\lRf~Wf!!~: I

~~~;;mf~~~ "
~~\lRf~~~1
orrt~ Wf ~ ~ Q[TfiT ~ II
"As the Vedas say 'there is' no diversity whatever here' (Br. 4-419), 'Indra (the Supreme Lord) through Maya's (sensuous perceptions
due to ignorance) is imagined to be of various forms' (Br. 2-5-19), He
the unborn one, is born in diverse ways only illusorily."
GK. 3-24.
"Real being indeed, may reasonably have an illusory birth, but
not factual. For according to one who believes in factual birth, it amounts
to saying that only something already born alone can be born."
GK.3-27.
"For a non-being, there can be no birth either illusorily or
factually; a barren woman's son is born neither really nor illusorily."
GK.3-28.
[Here it is emphatically declared that non-being can never have
even an apparent birth, while real being may have many illusory births
or appearances.]
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~~~~~~:
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I

~~:~~~wfu:r

II

"Teachers of creation imagine it to be creation; doctors of
dissolution as dissolution, and teachers of sustentation as sustentation.
All these (constructions of thought) are in this Reality always."
OK. 2-28.
Here in Gau<,lapada's view even creation etc. are regarded
as only superimpositions of thought. Accordingly S'ankara writes
in his Bhashya on this verse:
(c)

!WIT:~:~;~~~~:I~~~

~: t1"i!:llfUl<fIP:li11 ~:, ~ ~:, ~~ ~
3ilrlifC'l~qlf.i~: ~~: - ~~s~: II
"Pra~la is Prajfia, the Self as the seed; for the other appearances
are the effect of that Pral)a. And all such mundane differentiations
imagined by aU the Jivas, have been superimposed- like the serpent
and other appearances in the rope - on Atman the Self, free from them,
by Avidya, due to non-determination of the real nature of the Self. This
is the sum and substance of the verses recited here."
MBh.2-28

Thus we see that the Vedantic teaching is that the Real
Being, the Supreme Self, is the one substrate of all the thoughtconstructs such as dissolution (nirodha) and origin (utpada) ;
whereas the Madhyamika doctrine is that the imaginary
appearances are void of any substrate.

It is true that some of the scholars trained in the modern
western way ofthinking have a different theory. For they believe
that the Madhyamikas do not teach appearances bereft of a
Substrate. 'S'unya' is no non-being taught by them, but only a
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reality beyond the ken of the intellect, named Prajfla-paramita.
The thinghood of things (dharmal)am-dharmata) is variously
described by them asPrajfla-Paramita, Bhutakoti (the Real entity),
Tathata (suchness) etc. In my Sanskrit work 'Mal)dakya-RahasyaWvrti' (the disclosure of the secrets of the Mandukya), I have shown
at great length how this view is not supported by Nagarjuna and
others. Readers interested are recommended to consult that work
for fuller information in the matter. It will be sufficient for our
purpose here to invite the reader's attention to the fact that
Buddhists themselves have proclaimed in unmistakable terms that
the Prajiia-Paramita itself is like unto Maya (illusory appearance).
For instance,
(1)

3ia:tt~l"'1ilOi ~~ ~ 1OI101f"q~Rt ~, ~

51J1~fI~~?If01l1. ~:~~s_

~~ .... ll
Here it is expressly recommended that the practician of spiritual
discipline should consider the 'Prajfia-Paramita' (perfection of Wisdom)
of the nature of critical reflection should itself be regarded as the only
positive entity, (~ ~ and even that having dependent
origination OH11fllij1~?I~I1) is essenceless like Maya (~:~.
AAA PP.L 498-499
(2)

~~;mrf;lCljfol+lfQ5Iru~~li~~

IilttH<>i~fI+ll;1

~,

(pi"

f.'lCljfOllaJir ~ ~~e(f¥if

~ ~ ~ ~;r ~ y ... ~

'=Pf: ~ (ff!J~ +llttl~f"tj ~ II

Here the author says that even Nirvana (the Highest Goal), the
Dharma-kaya, (the Essential Nature ofthe Buddha) and even something
higher than Nirvana if conceivable, he would proclaim to be like unto
AAA p.144
illusion and dream (+lI"'Ilf6I~ijJiI'1'O.
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Besides, it is thehalf-verseofDignaga51~tlqj{flldl ~m
ommt": on which these critics depend for the view that the
Madhyamikas teach Prajfia-Paramita as the prius of all things.
Their translation of this statement is that Prajfia-Paramita is nondual knowledge, and that is the Tathagata'. Even granting this
interpretation to be correct, we have shown that Prajfla-Paramita
has itself been regarded as like unto Maya or magical appearance.
And Nagarjuna himself has declared even Tathagata to be
essenceless. How can we then believe that the Madhyamikas
treat either as real being (~:) ? This is what Nagarjuna says :(3)

~it~~ltfli1*44J{1
ij-~:~;:r~~11

~~~I
~f.f:~f.f:~~11
Here those that regard the Buddha as transcendental undecaying
Reality, are all derided as deceived by the manifold universe, notknowing the Tathagata as he is. For Tathagata is really essenceless and
MK. 2-2-15, 16
the universe is likewise essenceless.

From this it is but right to presume that Nagarjuna does not
approve the doctrine of those who think that Parinirva1)a or
absolute Nirva1)a without any trace of body-constituents
(Nirupadhis'esha-nirva1)a) can be attained through the suppression
of the Skandhas. For he says:
(4)

~(~n~~o:nrnt;:r~: I
~~~f.:lQjiOlfllb4d

~ince

II

everything is essenceless and there is neither origin nor
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destruction, then what is it that has to be abandoned or destroyed to get
MK.25-2

Nirv[uJa ?

[HereChandrakirti the commentator writes: Teachers of S'unya
do not admit Nirval).a to be of the nature of the removal of Kleshas or
Skandhas. And again later on he writes in his commentary on the
Karika ~: (SarvopalambllOpashamah) in clearer terms:
'Thus it is established that there is no Nirv3.l).a either.']

3. DISPARITY IN THE METHODS OF ESTABLISHING REALITY.
58. While origin as such has been effectively disproved
by Nagarjuna by his famous dialectic offour alternatives, he cannot
be supposed to have revealed the substrate on which thoughtconstructs like being have been superimposed. It goes without
saying that mere rational refutation of all possible alternatives
proves neither the actuality nor its opposite of Reality; nor is it
possible to wipe off the reality of a thing by mere negation based
upon reasoning. A thing perceived, does not cease to be a thing,
even after it is rejected on the score that it has been negatived by
proving that its existence is not conceivable. This has been
declared by the author of the Sutra-Bhashya :The probability or otherwise of a fact is ascertained by the
functioning or not-functioning of some means of right knowledge but
the functioning or not-functioning of some means of knowledge is not
to be ascertained by the probability or improbability of a fact.
SB. 2-2-28, p.249.
It cannot be argued that this accusation is unjust since
Advaitins also reject the authority ofPramaI)as (valid sources of
knowledge). For the Advaitins show by reason based upon
intuition that the convention of Pramal)aS pre-supposes Avidya,
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and Avidya as the mutual superimposition of the real and the unreal
is a fact of universal experience. The Buddhists, on the other
hand, do not prove the untenability of the doctrine of the logical
canons by any reason based upon universal intuition. Hence there
is no parity of reasoning.
But, it may be objected that the Buddhists also recognize
the hollowness of the convention of Pramfu)as and therefore even
this is a groundless charge. For this is what the Buddhists say:

(~)

~~~~~I

d'lCfifi<ifilfll"4 :q~:q~: II
"The Buddhas preach the Dharma by having recourse to two
truths, truth as based on the ignorant convention of ordinary life (LokaMK. 24-8.
samvrtisatya) and truth which is really truth."
[Chandrakirti the commentator says: Lokasamv(ti-Satyam is
truth according to the ignoralH convention of ordinary people. 'All this
conventional distinction of the name and the nameable, knowledge and
the knowable etc. is called 'Lokasamvfti Sathya'; for it cannot be really
real.]

But this is not right. For the Saugatas say:

What is dependent origination, we call that S'unyata. MK.24-18
For the simple reason that things originate as dependent on
conditions, they are regarded as being essenceless. And dependent
origination is itself based on ordinary convention. When NagaIjuna
says:
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(~)

otj"l~IVHIP~tmrNfOf~ I

~f.Rtot~11
Reality is not taught without reference to ordinary life, and
without knowing Reality NirVal)a is unattainable.
MK. 24-10.

He really states nothing inasmuch as that which is called
Reality is nothing else than what is conventional.
And again their doctrine is :
('Ii)

~:q-qr~:~:~:ql

Of~~~~11
The alternative called Nirval)a. and that called Samsara, there is
not ajot or little of difference between the two.
MK. 25-20.

That is to say, Samsara is itself the Nirvana and Sarhsara is
in its turn covered up by Sarh,yrti of the nature of dependent
origination. Hence they have nothing to say touching Reality.
Nor can the followers of Nagarjuna predicate anything concerning
Reality, for whatever is predicated could be only S'unya or void,
for everything is born relatively. He himself says:
(~)

~~~~~if~: I
;rr@:qif ~ (if'i 14161 1fB:I if ffl: II

~~~~qrl
~S~:II
If there were any doctrine of my own, then alone could this blame
be laid upon me. But I have no doctrine, and hence no fault can be
imputed to me. If I ever perceived anything with perception and other
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means of knowledge, then alone there would be some occasion for
engaging in some action or abstaining from doing something. But there
being no perception etc. whatevel~ I cannot be blamed for anything.'
V.v. 29,30.

nO

Hence the so-called negation of the phenomenal, is really
negation at all. As the writer of the Bhashya says:

This ordinary conventional notion in ordinary life, cannot be
denied so long as we do not know something else as the real. For a
general notion obtains so long as there is no sublation by some other
specific knowledge.
SBh. 2-2-31, p.252.

We have already remarked that the belief of the modem
scholars that the Buddhists make use of synonymous terms like
'S'iinyata', 'tathata', 'BhutakOti' and 'Dharmadhatu' all which,
according to them, imply a substrate of thought-constructs, is not
justifiable.
Nor does Nagarjuna's statement imply a real substrate of
appearances, when he says :
(G.)

~~~I
f;ir4Cfl~JF1I"'1I~~~ II

'This is the essence of Tattva : Not known through others,
quiescent, not describable by descriptive details, non-discursive and
not manifold.'
MK. 18-9.

This, in the light of the previous Karika, only purports to
say that the essence of things is neither born nor destroyed, and
hence it cannot be described in words, but has got to be only
intuited by oneself. So does Chandrakirti explain it :
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"Those suffering from cataract while seeing unreal particles,
mosquitoes and flies cannot ascertain the exact nature of those particles
etc., even after being instructed by those not suffering from the disease
as the latter actually know but being informed by the not-suffering people
come to know that they are merely false appearances. When, however,
they have got rid of the eye-disease and come to know the truth, then
they personally experience the fact. Even so, that which cannot be
known through others is the true nature of things. And it is quiescent.
That is to say, it is devoid of any essential nature of its own, in the same
sense that those not suffering from cataract do not see any particle there.
It is not described by Prap~ilcas. Prapailca here means speech, for it
describes things. So 'not described by Prapancas' means not describable
by words. 'Non-discursive', for there is neither Citta (intellect) nor the
attachments ......... There is no real diversification here; and for what
reason? Just because no things are really born. Thus one must know
that lack of di versification is the characteristic of reality; for they are all
uniform being essentially void (Sunya)."

It needs no special mention that here it is merely said that
non-origination is the only truth of all things, just like the essence
of patticles, mosquitoes and other false appearances, but no direct
intuition of reality is referred to.
Acarya GauQapada on the other hand refers to the unborn.
secondless Reality itself, the Turiya (the fourth) self-resplendent
Reality beyond all the three states as described in the S'rutis :
3i\JUir:ls::~fOI~ ~ ~ ~ I

~~qlif~:11
"Unborn, sleepless. dreamless, it is verily the self-luminous evershining One, this Dharma (Atman) in his essential nature." GK.4-81
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And then he goes on to show that it is impossible to deny
by any kind of reasoning that this Reality is beyond all the four
logical alternatives inasmuch as it is realized to be such by
universal intuition:
~ ~I@Ol~'1lfJlR1 '11~~IM1R1 CiIT¥: I

_~:II

~~~~:I
~iR~:~~11
"The ignorant man invariably obscures it by regarding it as
changeful or steady or both (changeful and, steady), or yet again as
devoid of both these natures, by imputing to it the notions of (1) 'is', (2)
'is not', (3) 'is, and is not', and (4) 'is neither'. He alone sees everything
aright who has intuited that Bhagavan (the Glorious One) untouched
by any of these alternative views by adhering to which He is always
obscured."
GK. 4-83, 84
The purport of these S'[okas is that the Supreme Atman 'is
beyond all constructs of imagination such as 'is', 'is not' etc. This
is endorsed by the S'ruti 'This is the Atman described as Neti Neti
(not this, not that); He is ungraspable for no one can grasp Him
... .' (Br. 3-9-26). The word Atman denotes one's own nature, and
one's own nature cannot be affirmed that it 'is', or denied by
declaring that it 'is not', or doubted whether it 'is or is not' or taking
it as being subject to the alternative 'may be thus'; for the Atman
is the very nature of him who affirms, denies, doubts or takes an
alternative view. Nay, even its being denoted by the word 'Atman'
or being the object of the notion Atman, might be denied, but not
, one's own featureless nature, never and in no wise. Therefore the
Acarya's statement that one who has realized his own I t!-al nature
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free from all alternative views sees the whole truth, is perfectly
right.
CONCLUSION OF THE COMPARISON WITH THE
S'ii~YA DOCTRINE

59. The outcome of the present discussion may be summed
up as follows :1.
The teacher Gauc;lapada bases himself on the S'ruti
'There are no carriages there ........ .' (Br. 4-3-10) and on reasoning
in consonance with it and brings forward reason conducive to
intuition to show that the phenomena in both waking and dream
being equally restricted to their respective states and not obtaining
anywhere else. are equally unrea1.

Dream and waking states are declared by the wise to be one and
GK. 2-5.
the same in nature.
(b)

~'q~~sfif"ffiNT1

~:mm:~s~f5r~:11
That which is neitlL'r in the beginning nor in the end. is equally
such (i.e. non-existent) in the present also. Things being quile like
GK. 2-6.
unrealities appear as though they were real.
But the Madhyamika depends upon mere reasoning and
asserts that things are essenceless since they have dependent
origination :( I)

~~~~~:II
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Whatever obtains only relatjvcly is void of nature.
MK. 7-17.

What is dependent origination, that we call S'QnYllta.
MK. 24-18.

2.
Our teacher raises the question who is it that imagines
the things in dream and waking, and who is it that decides their
true nature, if as is asserted, dream and waking are both unreal
since they are mutually equal in all respects? In reply he bases
himself on S'rutis like 'All the three are dreams' (Ai. 1-3-12), 'He
only sees (but does not commit) virtuous and vicious actions'
(Br. 4-3-17) verifiable by intuition and says that A.tman alone is
the illusory imaginer and he alone determines their true nature.

It is the conclusion of the Veda!1tas that Atman, the Deva himself
misconceives himself through his Maya, and that it is He alone that
GK. 2- I 2
determines the true nature of the' different phenomena.

The Madhyamika on the other hand spurns intuition itself
and equally denies the existence of both positive and negative
things and basing himself on mere reasoning asserts the nonexistence of even the observer of both positive and negative things.
He says:
~~:q~~1

~:q~<t:11
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'When there is nothing positive, of what will the absence be
conceivable, and who is it that knows things positive and negative, he
himself being unlike both the positive and the negative?' MK. 5-6.

3.
Teacher Gau<,iapada declares all duality as such to be
mayic (illusory) in their apparent aspect and Advaitic (non-dual)
in their real aspect, on the basis of S'rutis like the following and of
reason in consonance with the S'rutis :
The S'rutis he relies upon are 'All this is Brahman itself (Mu.
2-2-11), 'Beingunbom he is bomin many ways'
(Tai.A.- 3.13-39).
His reasoning is as follows :-

Non-duality is real and duality is a twisting of it.
(b)

GK. 3-18.

~~~~I

~~~Ii?lctlli~~ ~II
This unborn One is differentiated only illusorily and not otherwise
in any manner. For if it were to be differentiated actually, that which is
immortal would become mortal
GK. 3-19.
(c)

~~~~;rm: I

lil£lll'll?tfll~ ~~:

II

"If the world actually existed, it could. no doubt, be thought of as
disappearing at some time. This duality is in fact only Maya. in reality
the.re is non-duality alone."
GK. 1-17.

But the upholder of S'unya on the other hand says that his
tradition was started by its founder only for refuting all views
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such as dualism or non-dualism and that the special feature of his
own philosophy is taking no sides with any of the schools, and
ultimately that S'Onya it"elf is S'Onya (essenceless) :(1 )

fl4sfIDl\510IP'I~: ti'G:44~~(I"l~ I

3ij"Mqlt!qlaJ~ ff ~ ~"
"} bow to that Gautama who took compassion on mankind and
taught the good Dharma for the sake of doing away with all views."
MK. 27-30.
(2)

~ ~ iImT Fr:~

m: I

ir:rr ~ ~ tf2~I'1til't.tfIOl. ~ "
The linus (Buddhas) have declared that the S'Onya doctrine is for
the removal of all views. But those for whom S'Onyata is itself a view,
the wise ones have declared incurable.
MK.13-8

(3)

~~~f4I..,~~filRl~1
;r AA~.~~l.4Oj

:::r ¥: ~ ~"

If there were something that was not S'Onya. then there would be
something called S'Onya. But there is nothing which is not S'Onya. and
MK . 15-7.
so how can there be S'Onya at all ?

Such being the case there can be no comparison whatever
between the Madhyamika who asserts the essence less of all things,
and of the denier of the essence of those things and of the denial
also, in short, of even S'Onya itself as having any essence,
(4)

~~~:~~I
~~~S~~~II
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Just as a Nirmitaka (one created by supernatural powers) would
deny a Nirmitaka, and a magician created by magic world deny what he
has created by magic, this my denial would be of the same nature.
Vv. 23.
[The gloss hereon: 'so also my words which are S'unya may very
well deny the essential nature of all things. ']

there can be no comparison whatever between such a Ma.dhyamika,
we repeat, and one who teaches the non-dual principle of Brahman
which is the Self of all and the substrate of thought constructions
like the illusory knower, knowledge etc .. as taught in the
Upanishads. No one would attempt to institute such a comparison
unless his intellect were warped by bias or misconception.
VEDANTIC VIm'ANA CONTRASTED WITH BUDDHISTIC
VIJ1ilANA

60. This should suffice to reject the comparison of Vedanta
with the doctrine of Vijiiana also of the Buddhists. In the first
place, it should be remembered that the teacher GauQapada begins
his chapter on Alatas'anti (extinction of the firebrand) with the
sole purpose of showing how the unborn secondless principle of
Atman is revealed by the mutual disputation of philosophers each
of whom is biased in favour of his own school. He therefore
refers to the doctrine of the Non-dual Atman in the very
benedictory verse to that chapter. And in particular, at the close
of the exposition of his own system he expressly contrasts the
Advaita philosophy which he favours, with the Vijiianavada taught
by the Buddha.

VEDANTIC VIJNANA CONTRASTED WITH BUDDHISTIC VIJI'<ANA
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Thus at the commencement in the S'I6'ka

he distinguishes theAdvaitavada (doctrine of Non-dualism) from
the Vijiiamzavada. (doctrine ofVijflana-consciousness as Reality)
as wen as from the S'unyavada (or doctrine of essencelessness of
things).
Now the S'flnyavadins say that Jiiana (or knowledge) is as
essenceless as ether; and the Vijiianavadins say that Vijfiana is
untainted just because it has no object, that the external objects
are really no more than consciousness itself, inasmuch as they are
only the momentary consciousness transformed and so they do
not exist independently by themselves. It is therefore to exclude
both of these views that it is asserted here that the only reality
underlying the knower, knowledge and the knowable is the everchangeless Pure Consciousness and the former have no
independent being of their own. The revered author of the Bha~hya
has stated this in so many words:
"Expression of obeisance to the teacher involves the subjectmatter of the present chapter, to wit the propagation of the principle of
Paramatman, the Supreme Self free from the distinction of knowledge,
the knowable and the knower, through the refutation of the counterpositions."
GK. Bh. 4-1, p. 228.

And at the close of the chapter Gau(lapada says :
(2)

W~~~~~~: I

~~~~~~II
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The knowledge of a Buddha (wise person), the Tayin (the allpervading one) does not pass over to objective things. So also all
dharmas (selves), and knowledge as well. This has not been taught by
the Buddha.
GK. 4-99.

And this has been explained by the author of the Bhashya
as follows ;"For the knowledge of a Buddha, i.e. a knower of the truth. does
not pass over to dharmas. i.e. external objects, in the same way as the
light of the sun never leaves it. The epithet Tayin has to be etimologically
explained thus :- One Who has taya is 'tayin'. Taya is continuity; so the
attribute means one who pervades all without any break like the allpervading ether. Or the epithet may mean the revered one, or one who
possesses the highest wisdom. So also are all the dharmas or Atmans ;
they being all-pervading like the ether no less than knowledge itself,
never pass over to any of the objects external to them. What was stated
at the commencement of the chapter in the proposition 'He who knows
the ether-like dharmas, by means of ether-like knowledge' etc. is
concluded here by saying that the knowledge of the enlightened one
does not pass over to anything other than itself, and so are all thedharmas
or selves. This principle of the Brahmatman is immovable like the
ether, changeless, without parts, eternal, secondless, untainted, invisible,
ungraspable, and beyond hunger and other evils, for the S'ruti says There
is no disappearance for the sight of the seer' (Bf. 4-3-23).
This secondless Reality without the distinction of knowledge,
knowable and knower has not been taught by the Buddha, while it is
true that he has rejected the external objects and enounced the theory
of the sole reality of knowledge - a theory proximate to that of the
secondless Reality. This Absolute, the secondless Reality, however, is
to be known from the Upanishads alone."
MBh.4-99
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[Hereby the statement that 'consciousness does not pass on to
external objects' the independent existence of the knowable is rejected;
by the epithet 'tIiyinah' the esential nature of Consciousness without
break has been brought home. The so-called individual Atmans also
here denoted by the word 'dharmas' are said not to pass on to anything
external, in order to disclose their identity with the Supreme Self. And
consciousness has been declared to be not distinct from its locus, the
Atman, just as the light of the sun is not distinct from the latter.]
Recent Vijiianavadins explain the significance of the epithet
'tayin' by interpreting 'taya' as 'the teaching ofthe way discovered
by him' or 'the revelation of the four noble truths' (Pr. v. 2-146,
147); but here 'taya' has been taken to denote continuous allpervasiveness or having the nature of ether-like all-pervasive
consciousnes. This doctrine is peculiar to Vedanta, because even
according to Vijiianavada, Buddha has neVer spoken of the
omnipresence of the knower, knowable, or of knowledge as pure
secondless consciousness. This tenet is in accordance with the
S'ruti 'He is omnipresent and eternal like the ether (7)', and the
Smrti 'By which all this is pervaded' (G. 2-17). As for the statement
in the Bhashya that the Buddha has taught something 'proximate
to the secondless Reality' it should be taken only to refer to reason
which explains away the conventional distinction of consciousness
and the object perceived on the strength of the sole reality of
consciousness without assuming the independent reality of the
external objects. For basing ourselves on the self-same line of
reasoning we can show how, treating the momentary Vijiiana also
as comprehended by the category of the objective, all convention
of the means of knowledge and the knowable is likewise the
creation of the ignornce of the Atman whence the corollary might
be deduced of the sole reality of the Secondless Entity, the highest
good, free from manifoldness. It is this idea at bottom that prompts
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S'ankara to make the abovementioned observation, and not the
mere dialectical need or justification for the rejection of the
. external objects in the face of common experience. For this
Vijfianavada has been refuted at great length in the Sutra-Bhashya.
DISSIMILARITY IN THE METHOD OF REJECTION OF THE
EXTERNAL OBJECT IN THE TWO SYSTEMS

61.

The Buddhists who support the Vijfianavada say:

~;ffitt~;r~;r~ I
JfP:ffi'f: tit foWqts~~: tf?:«r: ~ II

"It never came from something foreign, neither stays nor goes
away; how does that differ from Maya (magical appearance), which
has been taken by fools to be real?
BCA. 9-143.

With regard to this position, teacher Gau9apada makes the
following remark: If it is meant to emphasize the sole reality of
the mind, and the absence of anything external to it which is the
occasion of its corresponding mental variations, then by parity of
reasoning, it will have to be admitted that just as consciousness
appears to be a pot or something else even in the absence of the
latter, so also the pure Atman appears through Avidya to be the
mind even when while there is no mind at all in truth :(1)

~~m~rr~1

OBr~tr~ ~~~~~II
For the same reason. there is no mind born, just as there is no
object born. Those who see its origin, can surely see the trail of birds
in the sky.
GK. 4-28.
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[Here the Bhashya says: 'Since according to the Vijnanavadin
the Citta appears as though it were a pot etc. even while there is no pOl
or some other thing, we confirm that inasmuch as it is in accordance
with fact. Therefore it stands to reason that even the birth of the mind
must be an appearance only even while there is no actual birth of iLl

And even with regard to the argument that unreal things
only appear as though they existed independently just as they do
in dreams and magic shows, Gau<)apada says:
(2)

~~~~~~~I
~~orWt~~~OO II

feI~trtH"t1't~lUR1 -;r ~ 00: ~ I
f'I1.IT \1~~~it~i!, feI~~r<A"t1fltt:q~ 1/

~~~~~I
~~orrfq-~~~OOII
~;r~OO:~1
(NT

i1~~qil~~ ~ 1/

The egg-born or the sweat-born creatures which a dreamer moving
about sees in all the ten directions, are all of them objects seen by the
Citta (mind) of the dreamer alone, and as such do not exist apart from
it. In like manner this cilla of the dreamer is considered to be object seen
by that dreamer alone. And the egg-born or sweat-born creatures which
are moving about always seen in all the ten directions, all of them being
the object of the waking mind, do not exist apart from it. In like manner
the mind of the waking person should be considered to be the objecL of
that waking person only."
GK. 4-63 up to 66 inclusive.
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[Here it is stated that the mind in dream and that in waking are
different and distinct, and that the seer of the mind is distinct from it in
each case on the basis of intuition. And the identity of the witnessing
self for both the states is also postulated on the strength of the S'ruti
That by which both the dream and the waking are witnessed' (K. 2-1-4)
which is likewise supported by universal intuition.J
The Karikas cited above accept the equal unreality of both
dream and waking in accordance with the S'ruti 'these are the three
dreams' (Ai.) and reveal the dissimilarity of the Vedantic system
from the doctrine of Vijiiana. In the Siitra-Bhashya, however, it
.has been held that the similarity of waking to a dream or magic
adduced by the Vijiianavadin on the basis of mere reasoning is
itself open to question :(3) "For there is dissimilarity between a dream and waking. And
what is this dissimilarity? We reply 'sublation and non-sublation'. The
thing seen in a dream as we know, is sublated for the person who is
awakened thus 'I falsely seemed to meet a great crowd of people; there
was no actual meeting for me of the crowd of people; but my mind was
overpowered by sleep and hence there was this delusion'. There is
similar sublation in the cases of magic and other states, as appropriate
to each of them. On the other hand there is no sublation of the thing
SBh.2-2-29, p.250.
seen in waking in any other state."

It cannot be objected that on this supposition, the unreality
of phenomena cannot be established even by the Vedantin. For
we do admit this at the level of empirical views. This implication
is just what we hold to be true, to wit, that there is the distinction
of the Real and the unreal in the waking state. For the S'ruti says
'The real became the real and the false (of practical experience)'
(Tai. 2-6). From the stand-point of Reality, however, not merely
the mind and its object, but all non-self subjective as well as
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objective, is unreal in every respect. This has been demonstrated
in the Vaitathya Chapter.
Thus, there being no example supporting the inference, the
proposition that the external object is not different from Maya,
and that it does not come from somewhere else falls to the ground.
Acarya Gau<;lapada on the other hand, first shows how dream and
waking are perfectly identical in nature, and then draws our
attention to the fact that both of them disappear in sound sleep
and after this appeal to universal intuition only he concludes:

~"l~~qlff~:~:1

~~"l~~11
Thus the citta is never born. and thus are all dharmas, unborn.
GK. 4-46.
Only knowing thus people do not fall into error.
Whereby the non-origination of the mind, and the identity
of all individual selves as the unborn secondles Reality become
quite clear. And this thinker describes the unborn unchanging
Consdousness by the epithet 'Vijfiana' and writes :-

~~~;mmrr~: I
"lnms~~~mrRt~ II

"l~~~:1
'tI(4't1(o((1(~~s~:$~ II
As Vijfiana vibrates indeed the apparent forms do not come from
something else, nor do they go away elsewhere when it ceases to vibrate,
nor do they merge in the Vijfiana itself. They have not come out of
Vijfiana since they are not real entities and there is no relation of cause
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and effect (between VijiUina and the appearances). For they are
OK. 4-51, 52.
inscrutable for all times.
The meaning is that the illusory fOlms make their appearance
in the waking and dream states when the Vijfiana vibrates owing
to Avidya, while Vijii.ana itself remains in its own nature .as
absolutely changeless Consciousness.
Here we shquld not suspect similarity of reasoning in the
two systems with regard to the rejection of external things just
because of the word Vijfiana employed in both of them. For in
the one case the object of Citta alone is rejected, while in the
other both Otta and its object are declared to be inscrutable illusory
fOlms essen~ally one with the unborn secondless Consciousness
in confolmity with reasoning based on intuition.
MERE EMPLOYMENT OF THE WORD 'CITTA'
DOES NOT ENTAIL SIMILARITY

62. It is sometimes supposed that Gauqapada confirms
Buddhistic doctrines when he employs expressions like
'.~s@' (There is predilection for the non-existent GK.475), and 'R4'itf4Rcl?t~~' (this is no more than vibration of Citta
GK4-72).
This position too may be considered to have been rebutted
from what has been already said on this subject. For the first half
of the Karika of Maitreyanatha, the Vijfianavadin is
~<'Iqf{<fi('<l/s@tM"(f3f~~ I

[For the Karika complete see p. 128]
And Sthiramati explains it as fonows :
';r~ ~sN;rw.ffit, Constructive ideation indeed cannot
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be said to be non-existent. It is to be underdstood in the same way as a
rope which is free from the nature of a serpent - not being of that nature
it is always devoid of iI, bur not of the nature of a rope ..... That which is
devoid of something else is existent, that of which it is devoid is not
there. "I
MVBT., p. 12-13.
Here Citta itself is abhootaparikalpa (the substrate of the
thought-construct) because it is that in which the distinction of
the perceiver and the perceived are falsely imagined to exist.
Oau<,1apada on the other hand, says that being relative to each
other neither the Citra nor its objects (the individual souls etc.)
independently exist, either in waking or in dream (OK. 4-67), and
all the Jivas are merely the false constructs of citta like dreamselves or Mayic-selves, or selves created by means of Yogic power
(OK. 68, 69, 70) and concludes with the same doctrine that has
been propounded in the chapter on Advaita (OK. 3-48) in the
following Kiirikii:;r~vftcr: ~s~;r~ I

~~~~~II
No Jiva is ever born. there is no cause of his birth. This is the
GK. 4-71.
highest Reality where nothing is born, not even a jot.
[Bhashya :- Empirically speaking, it has been stated 'the birth,
death etc. of souls are like those of souls in dream etc. The Highest
Reality, however, is that wherein no Jiva is ever born.]

Immediately subsequent to this comes the Karika
Rlf1f4 R(1~~~ tlltiltll~CfI"'I'{ ~ I

m-~~~~II
1.

Quoted in'The Central Philosophy of Buddhism", p.319.
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This duality consisting of the knower and the knowable is only
the vibration of the Citta. Therefore Citta is without an object and
untouched by anything foreign.
GK. 4-72.
Now this Karika taken along with the other in the chapter
on Advaita,

'lNTm;w.mmt ~~lR: I
o<.lT\l1IW(i:AI~~~lR: II
"lust as the mind vibrates illusorily in dream ac; though it were
divided into two, so also the mind vibrates illusorily in waking as though
GK. 3-29
it were divided into two,"
can only culminate in the Atman doctrine. Therefore it is clear
that the half verse

there'

There is persistent belief (of its existence), but there is no duality
GK. 4-75.

can only purport to say that duality is imagined to exist in the
changeless Atman by wishful predilection, but cannot actually
exist there. We can therefore have no scent here of Vijfianam of
the Buddhists which can thrive only in waking.
NOT EVEN THE EMPLOYMENT OF THE TERM
'LOKOTTARA t CAN ENGE!,;DER TilE SI\,IILARITY OF THE
SYSTEMS

63. There is another plausible point of similarity sunnised
by some critics. The Yogacara Buddhists have made the following
remark:
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(1) "Thus overpowered by the impression of the slumber
of supelimposing unreal appearances, man sees as in a dream a
non-existing thing without realizing its non-existence Vv hile yet
not awake. When, however, he is awakened by attaining the
!okifttara non-discursive knowledge which counters that idea then
bei~g confronted with the s'uddha-laukika-jiianam subsequent to
it, he realizes the true nature of objects just as they are. So this is
just like waking from a dream and seeing things in their true light."
Vim. 17, p. 109.
Just the same technical terms, Eoka, S'uddha-Laukika. and
L(Jkottara that have been used by Vasubandhu have been used by
Gaudapadacarya also in the following:
~~:q~JlFeh"fi~Qjii I

~~:q~J1Feh"fi~Qjd II
~6j~jJq8¥O~:q i'lchhH~ Ri ~ II

GK. 4-87, 88

Hence, it is alleged, that this is the same as the YogacaraSuch bold research scholars would not hesitate to
proclaim that the thousand-rayed sun has borrowed his light from
the fire-fly just because there is the epithet Khadyota (shining in
the sky) common to both of them. For the word 'LolWttara',
according to the YOgacaras, denotes a particular samadhi, while
for the teacher Gauc;lapada it signifies deep sleep devoid of the
distinction of the perceiver and the perceptible. The Yogacaras
recognize the distinction of degrees of knowledge, whereas no
degrees of sleep are recognized by Gauc;lapada. Nor is it even
possible to conceive any degrees in that state. Moreover, Vedantins
hold that the absence of duality is common to both sleep and
samadhi. The author of the Sutra-Bhashya, as is well-known, has
written as follows:
V~jiianavada.
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Even after the normal abolition of distinctions is attained in sleep.
samadhi etc., the distinction reappears as before on awaking because
false knowledge has not been cancelled.
SBh.2-1 -9, p. 191.
DEPENDANCE ON YOGA AND THE ABSENCE OF IT SHARPLY
DISTINGUISH THE TWO SYSTEMS

64. Another point of difference. While in the Vedantic
tradition YOga of the nature of manonigraha is recommended to
aspirants at the medicore stage, yet the resultant of that Yoga is of
no particular degree but only the no-mind state of the mind due to
intuition of its identity with Brahman. Even when the Vijfianavadin
accepts the sole being of Vijfiana as is referred to in the following
verse:
lW~~~(w1

Wtt ~~I'1~I3f~ .~:rr~mn~ ~ II
When, however, consciousness has no object at all, then it
remains only as pure Vijiilina because it does not perceive there being
no perceptible.
Trim. 28.

even then, it is impossible to conceive the absence of the object.
According to Vedanta on the other hand Atman is taken to be
always unknowable in the light of the S'ruti 'By what, my dear, can
L.
•
the knower be known?' (Br. 2-4-14), samlidhi is nothing else but
Atman's remaining in the nature of self-effulgent Consciousness
beyond the range of both speech and mind. So says Gau<;lapada in
his Karika,
(1)

~: tioiRt~m~~: I
~:(tf,·d"ltRl:~sw:r:

II
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Beyond all speech. above all thinking, absolutely quiescent, eternal
light and fearless unperturbed Samadhi.
GK. 3-37.

Even the control of the mind (~) is taught here 'as'
culminating in merging in its own nature as Atman.
(2)

7:W;r~ffi;r:q~¥: I
ai f;l~'""It"11 mtf f.ttq?f ~ ~ II

When the mind does not become dormant, nor porjects itself
again, when it is neither shaky nor shows itself in some objecti ve form,
then it has become Brahman.
GK. 3-46.

That is why Advaitic insight is eulogized as the Yr>ga free
from all contact :-

(3)

aif1Hi41 4 j) ~ ;mr {i4fh~~"'-<t1 ~: I

~s~~~11
I bow to the well-known Aspars'a-Yoga (intuition free from any
contact) which conduces to happiness of all beings and is beneficial to
all, free from controversy, and opposed to none.
GK. 4-2.

The Advaitic knowledge being of the nature of secondless
intuition is the essence of Brahman only and therefore is called
the Aspars'a-Yoga. This alone is 'Yoga' in its primary sense, as
contrasted with Yoga recognized by the other school, for this latter
is only a temporary trance. The particles 'Vai' (well-known) and
'Nama' (so called) are intended to bring home that this knowledge
is well-known by that appellation to all knowers of Brahman. For
the S'ruti says 'there what would one perceive and with what ?'
(Br. 4-5-15). 'It is the happiness of all', it is really that which all
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beings unwittingly feel as happiness, as is vouched for by the S'mti
'It is a particle of this Bliss that other beings live upon' (Br. 4-332). 'Beneficial' for the S'mti and the Smruti say: 'You yourself
kindly choose for me what is most beneficial to man' (Kau. 3-1), 'I
am (L'lling you in view of what is beneficial to you' (G. 10-1).
Moreover this Advaita-Jnana is 'free from controversy and
opposed to none'. In the same way as this A,spars'a-Yoga is free
from the contact of duality, conduces to the happiness of all beings,
as it is of the nature of bliss itself and really beneficial because
only by attaining this one can get eternal contentment, so also
only this knowledge is free from controversy just because there is
no opposition to anyone else in this state of realization. This is
because this Atman is the very self of every controversialist. We
know that the Sankhyas, Vais'eshikas and others on the one hand,
and the Buddhists who are divided in their doctrines such as the
existence of all external things, the sale reality of Vijnana
(consciousness) or the essencelessness of all things on the other,
cannot be expected to free themselves of mutual opposition or
controversy with one another at any time.
True, the Madhyamikas too consider that their giving up of
all views leads to the cessation of controversy, for they too cite
such s'lokas as the following: "This is the cause of dispute, viz. to
persist in the existence or the non-existence of Reality" - ~
~~~: (SR. 9-28), "If existence by nature were tme, then
there would not be non-existence of it" - ~~~~
~ (MK. 15-8), but yet they cannot avoid controversy with
the Vijnanavadins and others who affirm that things do have an
essential nature, since they are all opposed to these other schools
and since they can never get rid of the belief of the existence of an
opposite disputan1 so long as they propose to criticize the views
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of all others by means of a logical dialectic. No doubl the
Vijfianavadins maintain that their intuition of the absence of all
objects other than Vijfiana-consciousness is incontrovertibly arrived
at by means of the Lokottara-Prajiia, but the samadhi which they
recommend being an individual intuition, cannot escape the
possibility of being sublated by some other intuition. Not so with
regard to the Advaitic intuition, for even the suspicion of the
possibility of a second sublating intuition is warded off here by
reasoning based upon universal intuition. So says Acarya
Gauc;lapada :a</flI~hi)~n ~ o:rr+1~: ~: I

~f.h.<ffit~~: I
This Yoga called the Aspars'a - Yoga (YOga of non-contact) is
not accessible to all Y5gins. For Yogins are afraid of this, seeing fear
where there is none.
GK. 3-39.
[There is no fear here, because it is secondless non-duality.]

That is why adepts in Vedanta say:
"The knower of Vedic truth safely rests in truth. for he has left all
that occasion for opposition with the controversialists only, and they
themselves safeguard this view of Pure Being."
CONCLUSION OF THE CONTRAST

65.

The sum and substance of the present discussion is

this:
1.
The Vijfianavadin takes up for examination only
consciousness limited by the waking state. He says:
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q~~~qf;:q g~ I

msqr f61~I'1f;:q\'6ll~ iii'Sl('£jqiiqlfil 'if

II

Because of its being of the nature ofVijfiana and appearing only
as its object, the knowable which is really inside appears as though it
were outside."
A.P. 6.
and holds that the seemingly external object is really within.
GauQapada, however, concedes the reality of both knowledge and
the knowable in the conventional field in the waking state though
both dlta and the object thereof are each to be assumed to exist
relatively t? the other:
(a)

~ ~~I?:I~~~~fcfi~~1

Both of them are mutually dependent for their being; which shall
we say is really existent?
GK. 4-67.

The duality-with the objective thing and perception of it- is
Laukika (the waking state which is the field of convention,al procedure).
GK. 4-87.

His own view of Reality, however, is that it is distinct both
from empirical consciousness and its object, and the essential
nature of each one of us is Consciousness without a second and
unborn.
(c)

a1~G6j'iHH:j:st\lrd ~ ~1'1fl1t2j~ I

~"~~~~Il
The knowledge of the unborn selves is, we maintain, unborn,
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and never passes on to any object. Inasmuch as this knowledge never
GK. 4-96.
goes out to something else. it is said to be untainted.
[The meaning is knowledge as Pure Consciousness is one with
the knower and has no object.]

2.
The Vijilanavadin maintains that perception in the
waking stale is an illusion no less than dream perception, since it
has no external object:

~:~~m:q~fWl
OfmSqr~~~~~11
In dream and other stares also there is the experience of the notion
uf pcr.ception. And when we experience it, there,is no object already
s~en there. Such being the case, how can we say there is percepti.on of
it?
Vim. i6.

And according to him just as there is no dream-obje~t
perceived on waking, so also the absence of objects in waking is
known by the wkoftara (Samadhi) knowledge. GauQapada on
the other hand says (reasoning on the lines indicated in the s'lokas
4-87 to 89) that while there is knowledge or the semblance ot it
appropriate to waking or dream, they are equally absent in the
Lokottara (deep sleep) state. The Vijfiana (Pure Consciousness)
by which both of them and their absence are intuited is alone the
eternal omniscient consciousness, and it neither wakes nor dreams;
nor does it depend on the experience of SamIidhi or any other
state. For one who has known its nature as it is; ReaJity as Atman,
no such aid is possible or needed.
(d)

3i'Ji"l ~ ~"IfOI~ ~r~'Rhrcrnt ~ I

~~1:llif~: II
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Unborn, sleepless, dreamless, it is verily the self-luminous evershining One, this Dharma (Atman) in his essential nature. OK. 4-81.
(e)

~\ltJOlf.:l!;"if615lJOl'1I*flJif"q<.fi'!.1

~~~:CfI~11
Unborn, sleepless, dreamless, without name, and without form,
shining once for all, and all-knowing. There is nothing else to be done
any wise.
OK.3-36.
3.
According to the Vijfianavadin one is awakened from
the waking-state, as one gives up a dream on awaking. According
to Gau<;lapadacarya on the other hand one has got to be awakened
from the illusory dream of the three states, and that waking is not
due to attaining any particular samadhi but to the realization of
the sole reality of Atman caused by the teaching of a teacher expert
in the knowledge of Vedanta. Witness the following Karika :
(f)

~'1IRJOIltltll~~~:~~1

~\11J01Pi~JOIf6151J01~d ~<WII
When the Jiva awakes from the beginningless illusory dreamsleep, he realizes the secondJess Reality unborn, beyond sleep and
OK. 1-16.
beyond dream.
[That the word dream signifies both dream and waking is clarified
in the Bhashya here.]
Here we are told that in the Consciousness which is
changeless and uniform in nature, devoid of all specific features.
there is neither the impurity of any appearance of objective things,
nor any purification by way of washing off the impurity by the
enlightenment got by samadhi, or some other means. There is
neither the seed-sleep of ignorance nor the dreamful-sleep of
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misconception. Knowledge of this fact is what is known as Atmasatyanubodha (knowledge of the sole reality of Atman).
CONCLUSION OF THE REPUDIATION
OF BUDDHISTIC INFLUENCE

66. It is thus quite clear that neither the Vijnanavada which
rejects the external objects of consciousness nor the S'iinyavada
which is addicted to the employment of hyper-criticism to
repudiate all views of Reality, both of them taking their stand on
(he seeming distinction of knowledge and the object of knowledge
obtaining exclusively in the waking state, can ever bear any
comparison with the Vedantin's position which reveals the
unreality of duality in consonance with reasoning based upon
universal intuition. Likewise it has been shown that neither the
Vijnanavada which hopes to have the sublation of waking
experience by the individual wkottara-samadhi consciousness
very much in the manner as the dream experience is sublated by
the waking consciousness, nor the S'unyavada which hopes to arrive
at the non-dual consciousness of the nature of Prajf1a-paramita
free from the four extreme views by merely proving the
essencelessness of all things on the basis of the dependent
origination, can ever even in a dream attain similarity with the
Vedanta Philosophy which reveals the self-established principle
of the Atman ever free from all constmcts of imagination in
accordance with the S'mti which adopts the unique method of
deliberate superimposition and subsequent resci ssion. More can
be gathered on this subject from the Introduction to the MandukyaRahasya-Vivrti. Sri GauQapadacarya has indicated the dissimilarity
of the traditional Advaita teaching to the Buddhistic teaching no
less than to the other Advaitic systems, in the benedictory verse
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which begins the Alatas'anti-PrakaraQa. This s'lOka which has
been already quoted in connection with the refutation of the
Vijnanavada. we wish to quote once more before we close this
section:
3ifX'l~i~14n ~;mr tlo[tlTOI~~1 ~:

I

~S~~~I
I bow to the well-knownAsparas'a-Yoga (intuition free from any
contact) which conduces to the happiness of all beings, and is beneficial
GK.4-2.
to all, free from controversy, and opposed to none.
[Here is put forward the proposition that the Yoga of Advaita
Realization is essentially of the nature of self-established changeless
bliss inasmuch as it is identical with the secondless Atman of the nature
of eternally existent undifferentiated intuitiOl~. and that it is beyond
disputation and opposed to no other view inasmuch as it is altogether
ever untouched by a second. It is clear that unlike the Buddhistic position
it is no mere fault-finding in the opponents' view.]
CONCLUSION OF THE SECTION

67. Thus we have compared and contrasted the system of
Vedanta, exclusively employing S'ali.kara's method with the ancient
Advaitic systems and the systems propounded by the Non-Vedic
Buddhistic thinkers, so that aspirants for final release may take to a
devoted study of it.
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Books authored by
(Sri Sri Satchidanandendra Saraswati Swamiji)
Published through A.P. Karyalaya, Holenarasipura.
Note:
(i) The figure in the bracket near the Sf.No. indicates the
title number (Kramanka) of the book published by
Karya[aya.
(ii) The figure in [he bracket after the name of the book
indicates the year of publication, Edition.

Sl.No.

1.

Name of the Book

Pages

(58) Avasthathraya or The Unique Method
of Vedanta(1982, II edition) 20
The first publication on the method of the three
states of Consciousness, to wit, waking, dream & deep
sleep which our Real self transcends. A valuable
introduction to the study of Vedanta as the Science of
Reality.

2.

(63) Narada's Aphorisms on Bhakti
(With text, translation and notes. (1997, II edition)

32

The book will serve as a valuable guide to those
who wish to tred the path of Bhakti or God-Love.
The book is traditionally ascribed to the Sage Narada.
The book is written in a lucid style & expounds the
birth, growth, development, unfoldment & expression
of Bhakthi, within a short compass. The treatment is
quite non-sectarian & followers of other religions also
are likely to find much food for reflection.

3.

(75) Minor works of S'alikara (1999, II edition)
Here are Sixteen of the most popular minor works

68
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4.

5.

6.

ascribed to S'ankara, with English translation and short
notes elucidating all different points.
(124) How to Recognize the Method of Vedanta
128
(1995, II edition)
The first sustained attempt to reduce all the
seemingly various Methods of the Upanishads to the
only comprehensive Method of Adhyaropa-apavada
(superimposition & Rescission). This treatise contains
a brief account of the History of Vedantic thought up
to the time of Sarvajnatma Muni.
This is an independent edition of the Sanskrit book
Introduction to the Vedanta Prakriya Pratyabijnii.
(129) Vedanta or the Science of Reality
by K.A. Krishna Swamy Iyer (1991, III edition) 551
With a Foreward by Dr. S. Radhakrishna. This is a
work dealing with the immediate Realization of
Brahman by pure reflection on the witness of three
states. It sets out the basis of all religions & the
meaning of all experience. Faith justified by Reason
and Ehics is placed on firm ground. All systems of
thought, Eastern & Western, are examined to prove
the truths of Vedanta. Second Revised edition written
by Sri Satchidanandendra Saraswathi Swamiji was
printed in 1965 & third edition in 1991.
(132, 137, 140) S'uddha S'ailkara-PrakriyaBhaskara.
(1965, 1967 & 1968, I edition) ;
(2001, Comprehensive I edition) 186
Sheds Light on the Vedantic Method according to
S'ankara.
Three booklets in Part I, Part II and Part III printed
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during 1965, 1967 and 1968 are now printed as a
comprehensi ve edition.
Part I (1, 2) (1965) - p. 48 detennining the genuine doctrine
of the Upanishads & the hoary tradition of S'aIikara's
school as distinguished from other ancient Advaitic
Schools.
Part II (3,4,5) (1967) - p. 98 Treating of the distinctive
features and tenets of S'ailkara Vedanta and the unique
comprehensive Method of the system, and the Vruieties
of that Method.
Part III ( 6 & 7) (1968) - p. 98 Compares & contrasts
S'aIikara's tradition of Vedanta with the other Ancient
Schools of Advaita that flourished side by side with it,
but have been now supplanted by S'ailkara's system.
The distinctive Vedantic doctrine of Ajati or nonorigination has been clearly set forth at some length.
Also repudiates the charge usually levelled at
S'ankara's System Viz, that GauQapada & S'ankara
have themselves borrowed their vital doctrines from
S'iinyavadins (Nihilists) and the Vijiianavadins
(Buddhistic Idealists)
(135) Salient Features of S'ailkara Vedanta
(1990, II edition) 136
Presents Matter & Method of genuine S'aIikara
Vedanta in a small compass. The reference to original
texts & classification & consolidation of the most
important upanishadic teachings would make this little
book a useful Companion to the "S'uddha -S'atlkaraPrakriya-Bhaskara"of the same author.
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8.

9.

10.

L1

12

(146) S'aIikara's clarifications of certain
Vedantic concepts.
(1996, II edition) 96
This book contains a systematic account of the
clarification of celtain Vedantic Concepts as presented
in S'ankara's classical writings, especially is his SUlra
Bhashya
(183) The Vision of Atman
(1995, II edition) 130
The book contains the following subjects :(l) The Atman to be seen (2) Reflection & Reason
(3) Nididhyasana as the continued practice of Sravar:m
& Manana (4) Manana further explained
(5) Nididhyasana, Upasana and Yoga. (6) Are Sraval).a
& other means enjoined (7) Relative importance of
the three means.
(155) Essays on Vedanta
(1971, I editi9n) 192
. This unique treatise, has been written with the
sole purpose of offering an Introduction to the central
doctrine of the Upanishads & the due Singular Method
of Approach uniformly employed in all of them in
leading the enquirer to the INTUITION of the Absolute
Reality which is his very Self.
70
(158) Is'avasyopanishad
(1972, I edition)
(with translation.)
With the commentary ofS'ankaracarya. English
Translation by Sri Satchidanandendra Saraswathi
Swamiji with Introduction, notes, appendix and an
Index.
(161) Intuition of Reality
(1995, II edition) 114
Another Master piece from the pen of S.S.Swamiji.
Very ably illustrates how Vedantic knowledge is not
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13.

14

15

16.

mere 'subtle intellectualism but is an Intuition of the
Reality, arising through Divine Grace. The writer has
incidentally refuted the oft-repeated assertion that
S'ankara's philosophy is an out-and-out Rationalistic
system and that he has provided no place of Iswara in
his Advaita Phlosophy.
(162) Misconceptions about S'ankara
(1998, II edn) 126
All criticisms on Vedanta are convincingly solved
using the genuine traditional methodology of
S'ankara Vedanta.
(163) The Upanishadic approach to Reality
(1997, II edition) 80
The Unique Method of Teaching Vedanta
adopted by Sri Gau<;lapada, S'ankara & Sureswara.
(176) The Science of Being
(1978, I edition) 128
Deals with chapter VI of Chandogya Upanishad; presents in a nut-shell the true nature of the Science
of Being.
(202) Introductions of Vedanta text books
(1996, I edition) 226
(Compilation of Introductions of English & Sanskrit
books of S.S. Swamiji)
Sri S.S. Swamiji did yeomen service to students &
seekers of Vedantic philosophy by writing highly
enlightening Introductions in English, to several books
of Sanskrit (17 Nos) and English (8 Nos). All such
important introductions are compiled here, keeping
in mind those readers who cannot read the original
Sanskrit works but still eager to know the unique
Teachings in them.

-----
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Books (Authored I Translated)
by Sri D.B. Gangolli
17. (186) The unique teachings of S'ailkara (1983, I edn) 66
It is a very Valuable booklet in which Adhyasa
(Misconception born out of Avidya or ignorance) is
dealt with clearly. Without a thorough understanding
of this fundamental teaching of Adi S'ankara, a true
seeker cannot acquire the necessary qualification to
enter through the portals to the August Sanctum of
the Spiritual Science of Vedanta
18 (201) The pristine pure Advaita Philosophy of
Adi S'ankara
(1996, I edition) 138
(Translation ofS'ankara Siddhanta in kannada by S.S.
Swamiji)
This book - though small in size has profound,
lofty, unalloyed teachings of Adi S'ankara. This was
the product of relentless & long drawn research carried
out over a period of 65 years by Sri Swamiji. As a
result of process of decadence & degeneration in the
calibre of the preceptors & their teachings in the post
S'ailkara - era, many an alien & doctorine tenet, totally
opposed to the traditional methodology propounded
by the most ancient line of teachers like Vedavyasa,
Gau9apada, S'ailkara & Sureswara, have come into
vogue even in the highest Vedantic circles.
Here is a sincere & sagacious attempt to cleanse
all the acceretions or dross that S'ankara Vedanta has
gathered over a millenium now & present S'ailkara
Vedanta in its pristine pure fOlm.
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19.

20.

(203) The Basic tenets of S'ailkara Vedanta
(1996, I edition) 200
(Trallslatioll
Qf
S' ankara
Ved antlzada
111lJlathatwagalu ill Kannada by Sri Swamiji)
This is one of the important works written by
Sri Swamiji in kannada exclusively meant for the new
initiates inlo the highly - developed, esoteric spiritual
science of Advaita Vedanta. If the true seeker carefully
scrutinizes the 21 topics delineated by the revered
Swamiji in his own inimitable lucid style. he will be
able to equip & enlighten himself with the fundamental
tenets of Vedanta which will kindle in his pure heart
an abiding interest to cognize the eternal values of life
& its real goal.
(204) Sri Satchidanandendra Saraswathi Swamigal
( Life sketch)
(l997,1 edition) 56
Sri Swamiji was verily an incarnation of Adi
S'ankara, whom we are all blessed to see in flesh &
blood in these days of ever increasing materialistic &
atheistic tendencies & trends. At a time when eternal
or human values are vanishing into thin air, by
modernistic attitudes tempered by scientific analysis
among the intellectuals. the spiritual science of
Vedanta dawn to drive away the mental darkness in
the form of misconception & ignorance. He gave
solace & succour to those who took refuge in Adi
S'ankara's immaculate & irrefutable Advita philosophy
by writing more than 200 books many of which have
become beacon lights for people groping in the gloum
of Avidya (Samsara).
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Other books by Sri D.E. Gangolli
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Tht.~

scientific approach of Adviata Vedanta
(1997, I edition)
Uses the modern audio-visual method with 14
diagr:llns to depict the fundamentals of AdvaitaVedanta.
The Magic Jewel of Intuition
(1986, I edition)
Translation ofParamiiJtlza Chilltamani. in Kallllada
by S.S. Slvamiji
The Magnum opus explains the subtle & secret
teachings of MandOkya Upanishad using Avasthathraya
Prakriya
The Essential Adi S'aiIkara
(1991, I edition)
(Translation of S'iirikara Vediinta-sara , in Kannada
by S.S. Sl1,,'anziji)
The excellent reference book & a constant guide
for a genuine student of Vedanta
Essential GauQapada
(1999, I edition)
(Translation of GaU(jl1piida lIridaya in kannada by
Swamiji)
Explanalion of Mandiikya Upananishad & Karikas.
Intuitive Approach to S'ailkara Vedanta
(1991, I edition)
(Translation of Vedantlzartlza Sarasallgralza in
kannada by Swamiji.
Secrets of Adhyasa, Adhyaropa-apavada Nyaya
revealed
Advaita Pancharathnam
(1993, I edition)
Commentary of five verses composed by
Adi S'ankara on Advaita Vedanta
For full details please write to

"Adhyatma Prakash a Karyalaya"
Holenarasipur - 573 211 - Karnataka. India.
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~~~q"jq~ .. :;4lq\iQjl~hl1'R1~(tl/,.~t):

~o + 1!lG. = ~G.~.
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~'ll!II<('M5Ifi;ql~: (~-13) (t'l,.~f.o.):
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ABOUT

ADHYAT~IA PRAKASHA KARYALAYA
Founded in [he year 1920, the institution was nurtured and
developed hy the revered Swamiji single-handed and became recognized
as the very "fountainhead" of pristine pure Advaita Vedanta as
propounded by Adi S'ankara.
Being an Institution himself, the Swamiji made the prime objective
of KaryaIaya as spiritual dissemination through publication of books,
conducting classes, seminars and discourses in genuine Vedanta of Adi
S'ankara. The same is being successfully c:arried ·out by the present
authorities of the KaryaIaya which is registered as a Public Charitable
Trust.
The Karyalaya is also publishing two spiritual magazines in
Kannada- rr Adhyatma Prakasha" and "S'aiIkara Bhaskara" having
a wide circulation throughout Karnataka, India & abroad.
The Karyalaya is continuously pubJising unpublished works of
Swamiji which are available in manuscript fonTIS. The works of Swamiji
in Kannada and Sanskrit are being gol translated into English and
published, with a view to propagate the unique teachings & methodology
of the Swamiji among the large English knowing people not only in
India but abroad as well.
The public patronage is the chief source for all the activities of
the KaryaIaya.
Donations to the KaryaJaya are exempted under Section 80 G of
Income Tax act of India.
Hence we appeal to you to help us with a generous donation to
take full advanatage of the available facilities in our Jn~titution in pursuing
a true spiritual path.
Cheques / drafts to be drawn in favour of "Adhyatma Prakash a
Karyalaya" and [0 be sent to

Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya, Holenarsipur - 573 211.
India., Tel: 08175 - 73820
e.mail: apkaryalaya@culturalindia.com

He founded the Adhyathma Prakasha Karyalaya
for this purpose, & published altogether 183 works in
Sanskrit, Kannada & English (Details given at the end of
the book) besides innumerable articles. He always
sought to penetrate behind the later commentators to
S'ankara's doctrine in its pure form, much in harmony
with modern western scholarship.
Ordained a monk under the name Satchidanandendra
Saraswati in 1948, he poured forth work in old age with
astonishing fertility. In 1964 he published at the age of 84
his greatest Sanskrit work , Vedanta Prakriya
Prathyabhijna, here presented in English form . He lived
on to produce many other works before his death in
1975.

The Translator
Dr. J. Alston was inspired to take up the study of Sanskrit
and Vedanta by the late Hari Prasad Shastri. He was
fortunate to receive training from Radhakrishnan and
T.R.v. Murti. After a life time's study, he consideres
The Method of the Vedanta to be the finest work on
S'ankara everwriUen.
For a complete Book list please write to :-

Adyatma Prakasha KaryaJaya
Holenarasipur - 573211
Karnataka - India
Phone : +91 - 08175 - 73820
e-mail : apkaryalaya@culturalindia.com

ABOUT SWAMIJI
Shri Satchidanandendra Saraswathi Swamiji (1880 1975 A.D.) the founder of Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya,
Holenarsipur, Hassan Dist., Karnataka - 573 211 - a public
charitable trust, wrote and published more than 200 books in
Kannada, English and Sanskrit with a view to propagate
Pristine Pure Advaita Vedanta as expounded by Shri
Gaudapada, Shri Sankara Bhagavatpada and Shri
Sureshwara in their famous extant works based on the three
canonical Vedantic texts viz., Ten Principal Upanishads,
Bhagavadgita and Vedanta Sutras (Popularly known as
Brahma Sutras). The revered Swamiji carried out research
for over six decades with a profound sense of Dedication
and missionary zeal so as to cleanse Advaita Vedanta ofthe
dross and distortions that it has acquired in the postSankara era. Although the Swamiji has authored nearly 20
odd books in English and over 25 books in Sanskrit, many of
his masterpieces were written in Kannada. In order to
provide the benefit of these gems, the Karyalaya has
brought out several books in English which are faithful
translations ofthe original texts in Kannada, forthe guidance
and benefit of ardent students of Advaita Vedanta. He was
not just a rare and accomplished individual but a mighty and
magnificent Institution.

Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya
Holenarsipur - 573 211 . India.

